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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Remember we are talking about revolution not revelation; 
you can miss the target by shooting too high as well as too 
low. First there are no rules for revolution any more than 
rules for love or rules for happiness, but there are rules 
for radicals •••• 1 --
In 1963, only a decade ago, Mark Sherwin could and did 
assert that those attracted to demagogues t,rnre frightened, 
frustrated paranoids. 11 A deep inferiority claims them all; 
in some the lack of identity is so aching that only in cliniing 
to a group of their compeers can they find a sembalance of 
selfhood.n 2 To Sherwin, such people represented less than 
three percent of the Ar1erican population. However, it is now 
more difficult to characterize either demagogues or their fol-
lowerso Indeed it is difficult to estimate the number of peo-
ple attracted to demagogues in 1974, in part because 1.t is 
difficult to say with certainty Just who the demagogue ise 
Sherwin, 1.n his description of extremists, considered Malcolm X 
to be the paradigm of Black demagoguery, and only a handful of 
social critics would have argued with that assessment at that 
1saul D. Alinsky, Rules for Radicals (New York, 1972), 
Po xviii. 
2Mark Sherwin, The E.,ctremists (New York, 1963)~ Po 2270 
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time. Today, one could draw sharp debate with such a cha~ge 
in many quarters. tt is not just that evaluations of Malcolm X 
have changed, but that the entire range of acceptable rhetor-
ical practice has increased greatly. One no·w finds many who 
embrace both violence and coercion as legitimate components of 
persuasion. For example, Jack L. Daniel, the former director 
of Black Studies at the University of Pittsburgh, addressed 
himself to the question during a symposium held at the Univer-
sity of Kansas in 19690 Daniel noted first that ur view it 
sometimes as 'tricknology' when one uses 1rnlitancy' as the 
anti thesis of 'communication' especial:!..y ·when on the Black-
white scene it is implied that 1 communicat.ion 1 has broken down 
and 'rnlitancy' has set ino uJ Daniel then made his case for a 
rhetoric of violence by endorsing what he terned Malcolm X's 
fundamental lesson of communication for Blacks. 
I say it with no angero I say it with very careful 
forethouGht. This language that you and I have been speak-
ing to this man in the past hasn't reached himo And you 
can never really get your point across to a person until 
you learn how to communicate vn th· himo If he speaks French, 
you can't speak Germano You have to learn what language he 
speaks and then speak to him in that language •••• He's 
talking the language of viol,mce while you and I are run-
ning around with this little chicken picking type of lan-
guage and think he's going to understande 
Let's learn his languagee If his language is with a 
shotgun, get a shotgun. Yes~ I said if he only understands 
3nonn W0 Parson and Wil A. Linkugel (edse), Militancy 
and Anti-Communication (Lawrence, Kansas, 1969), Pe 66. 
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the language of a rifle, get a rifle. If he only under-
stands the language of a rope, get a ropeo But don't 
waste time talking the wrong language to a man if you 
really want to communicate with himo Speak his language--
there's nothing wrong with that lan~uage 0 If something was 
wrong with that language, the federal government woµld have 
stopped the cracker from speaking it to you and me.4 
Daniel concluded that the American society will only respond 
to one form of communication, and in his words, "white America 
chose violence for itself." 5 What the Daniel speech illustrates 
is that the equation between oersuasion and a language 01 vio-
lence, which may be spoken and used with justification, is not 
made only by the demagogue in the streets, but has been em-
braced by segments of academia as wello 
It is not just Black spokesmen, hoHever, but radical 
groups of many persuasions which have developed rhetorical 
strategies of violence and confrontation to employ in altering 
the social environnent. A second example is supplied by Irving 
J. Rein in his book Rudy's Red Wagon: Communicetion Strategies 
in Contemporary Societyo Rein ~utlines how Many radicals see 
the nature of tr comrmnication in a contemporary societytt by 
describing the rhetorical program many of them employ. 
lo Plan carefully and shrewdly. 
2o Select a simple issue that can be sloganized, shouted, 
and reshaped as necessary to include the comolaints 
of new recruits to the causeo 
4Parson and Linkugel, PPo 71-720 
5Parson and Linkugel, p. 77. 
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3. Be seen--and obscene--as the linguistic and confron-
tationaJ tactics and timing may dictate. 
4o Constantly escalate your demands~ 
5o Finally and ultimately, CONFRONT--Get busted. 6 
Rhetoric, as we can see, is now taken by many people to 
mean more than "reasoned discourse" and "all the available 
means of persuasion" and may now include acts of violence and 
confrontation as \Jell as verbal strategies. It is not the nur-
pose here to conunend or condemn this extention of the term; 
rather, it is to illustrate that what the rhetorical critic 
must attend to is much broader in scope than some have con-
sidered in the oaste 
The term 11 new rhetoric" is likely to often connote 
aspects of symbolic interaction theory, but perhaps it should 
also suggest the whole new range of mover11ents, groups, and 
their symbolic actso The goal of this study is to examine both 
meanings of the term "new rhetoric" and to do so by focusing 
attention on the print media as it 1s used by extrenist organ-
izations and groups. Specifically, this study focuses on the 
rhetorical nature and function of what has sometimes been 
called the "underground" or ualternativett press,, The aim is 
to discover what extre~ist groups are thinking and how they 
see the vmrld in which they live,, In order to accomplish this, 
6rrving Jo Rein~ Rudy'~ Red Wa'$on: Communication Strate-
_gies in Contemnorary Society {Glenview, 19'72), p. J4e 
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the study ·will employ a s1stem of andlys1.s suggested by sym-
bolic interaction theory. 
Arnold Rose, in a synthesis of symbolic interaction 
theory, noted that all symbolic 1nteraction1sts proceed from 
a series of general assuMptions. Chief among these assumptions 
is the notion that man lives not Just in a physical environment~ 
but in a symbolic environmento 7 This position posits that 
symbols more than simply reflect reality; they structure the 
very nature of reality. With this argument, one is thrust 
between two conflicting views of language. In one view, lan-
guage is independent of behavior and is only a means of commu-
nicating some prior 9=;1veno That is~ one's "1:1odes of catego-
rizing experience and dealing with his world operate indepen-
dently of lar1gua6eott 8 To the syrr1':Jol1c interactionist, on the 
other hand, language does much moreo 
It should be understood~ as Mead points out, that lan-
guage does not sirriply symbolize a situation or obJect 
which is already there in advance; it makes possible the 
existence or the appearance of that obJect, for it 1s a 
part of the mechanism whereby that situa-cion or obJect is 
createdo9 
7 Arnold }:I"' Rose, HA Systematic Summary of Symbolic 
Interaction Theory,u Human 3ehav1.or and Social Processes 
(Boston, 1962), Po 5e 
$Eleanor Maccoby, Theodore Ne,~omb, and Eu~ene Hartley 
( edso) rleadings Social Psvchology (New York, 1958), Pe 21. 
9 Rose~ po 5 o 
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Herbert Blumer~ in Symbolic Interactionism: Perspective 
and Hethod, put it in a different manner. "Thus symbolic 
interact1onisrr1 sees neanings as social oroducts, as creations 
that are formed in and through the defining activities of peo-
ple as they interacto"lO From this point of view, man lives in 
a ·world of' obJects, but the ttnature of an obJect--of any and 
every object consists of the meaning that it has for the per-
son for ·whom it is an objectottll Symbols, from this point of 
view, become the neans by ~1ich man acquires neanings, develops 
culture, and defines both h1r1Self and the \Wrld of external 
events, obJects, and peopleo Language is a screen through 
which stimuli are filtered. Benjamin Lee Who.cf called this 
notion "linguistic realitivity" and described it this way. 
The background linguistic system (in other words, the 
gramrr1ar) of each language is not merely a reproducing 
instrument for voicing ideas but rather is itself the 
shaper of ideas, the program and guide for the individ-
ual's mental activity, for his analysis of impressions 
for his synthesis of his mental stock in trade. Formu-
lation of ideas 1s not an independent process, strictly 
rational in the old sense, but is part of a particular 
grammar and differs1 from slightly to greatly, between different gramrnarso 2 
Whorf f s book Language, Thought, and ~-?.eali ty reports his work 
in comparing various Indian languages in order to conf'irm his 
10Herbert Blumer, Symbolic Interactionis~ Persnective 
and Method (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1969), Po 5o 
11 Blumer, Po lOo 
12 Ben Jamin Lee Vilhorf, Lansuc1ge? 'I'hought 2 and Reality 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1965), Pollo 
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notions concerning linguistic realitivityo Others have re-
peated his work in more controlled formse For example, in 1955 
John B. Carroll and Joseph Bo Cassagrande undertook experiments 
in interlinguistic design and compared the non-linguistic 
behavior of speakers of two different languages~ Specifically, 
Carroll and Cassagrande compared the Hopi and Navaho languages 
to Englisho They concluded that the studies "indicate, we 
believe, the potential influence of linguistic patterning on 
cognitive functioning and on the conceptual development of a 
child, as he is inducted by his language into the world of 
experience" 1113 
Perhaps those words, "inducted by language into the 
world of exper'ience,tt best sum up the symbolic interaction 
view of language() Language is the path which man takes to 
encounter the physical world of reality. However, one im-
portant word of caution is neededo It must not be presurried 
that the lack of a word in a language or vocabulary precludes 
the possibility of the perception or conception of an objecto 
Indeed, it may well be that the conceptualization is simply 
rendered more difficult and~ therefore, less likely. One 
often cited exanrnle of Wharf's linguistic realitivity is 
found in his observation ~hat the Eskimo discriminates between 
categories of snow in uays that speakers of English do not 
13Maccoby, Newcor.ib, and Hartley, Po Jlo 
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because the Eskimo has three words for sno,1, each discrimi-
nating among different tfpes of snou~ ·while the speaker of 
Enfslish has only one. Yet, as Roger Brovm and Eric Lenne berg 
have pointed out, the speaker of English is able to make the 
distinctions which the Eskimo expresses uith his larger lan-
guage capacitieso 
We shall not want to say that the speaker of English is 
unable to distinguish the three varieties of snow naned 
by the Eskimo. Whorf (a native speaker of English) 
appears to have grasped the nature of these disti~Etions 
and conveys them to us with simple line drawingso 
Still, the process is more involved and requires greater effort 
when one is 09e.ca~ing out of a narrouer linguistic capacity. 
George Ziph has shown that there is a tendency for the length 
of a 1,rord to be negatively correlatGd with the frequency of 
its occurrence, and 3rown and Lenneberg have extended this 
concept to the notion that as conceptions are more difficult 
to encode and decode, they will be negatively correlated to 
frequency of occurrence. 
In general, we propose t~at the more codable category 
is more frequently used in perception and thought than the 
less codable ~ategoryo 1 It is our notion that this prin-
ciple will hold ·whether the codability comparison involves 
different languages, different speakers of one language or 
different experiences for the same speaker.15 
They conclude that we are as capable as the Eskimo of discrimi-
nating varieties of snow, but that we are less likely to do so~ 
14 Maccoby~ Newcomb, and Hartley, ·p. 14. 
l5Maccoby, Newcomb, and Hartley, p. 160 
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Thus language affects which obJects of reality we are 
likely to deal ,ath and how we are likely to interpret those 
obJects~ but it is not an absolute and final determiner of 
reality o Ralph Pier is suggests one reason why tln.s is so when 
he observes that language is never statico 16 Pieris, a soci-
ologist, has looked closely at the relationship between what he 
terms "speechv,raystt and "folkways. n His concern is directly 
with the matter of the relationshin of language ~o social 
structure and its potential for affec~ing social change. 
Pier1s feels that the question of the affect of language upon 
manis social nature is confused by the fact that a strug~le is 
constantly going on among the words and grammatical forn in 
each language.n17 This is, the language of any ind1vidual or 
group is subJect to changeo It alters and grows, old forms 
drop out of use, and new ones are developed. Only a static 
society would produce a stat.ic language. However, these 
cautions no-c uithstand1ng, one i,s tempted to agree with Brown 
and Lenneberg that "languages of the world, like the profes-
sional vocabularies within one language, are so many different 
windows on reality.u18 
1 ~alph P1er1s, trspeech and Society: A Soc1olog1cal 
Approach to Language," American Sociological Review, (August, 
1951), P~ 5050 
17 P1e!'1s, p. 504. 
18 Maccoby, Newcomb, and Hartley~ Po 180 
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One of the important concerns of the s~nbolic inter-
actionist is the implications of this view of language upon 
motivationo Certainly, the study of motivation is central to 
the understanding of social influence. Sociologist Robert No 
Maciver has said that the question of why may be more difficult 
to answer than the question of how, but that it is almost al-
ways more important. "This why is intelligibly different from 
other conditions of the act. There is no human, and certainly 
no social, area of investigation to which the question of why, 
in one or another of its forr1s, is alien."19 For Maciver, 
there is a dilemma in the fact that while individual rrioti-
vation is of fundamental ir1portance in all acts, it is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to attribute it correctlyo It 
is, in his ovm words, "the asserting of a nexus between an 
overt action and a purely subJective factor that cannot be 
20 exposed to any kind of direct scrutiny.u Thus the imputation 
of motives is always a subjective Judgment:; and while he 
declares that this dilemna must not prevent the careful consid-
eration of motivation, it does clearly present him ,iith a 
problem which he cannot solve. The symbolic interactionist 
shares two of Maciver's concernso They, too, are more anxious 
to focus on the question of "whytt rather than the question of 
19Robert M. Maciver, "The Imputation of Motives, tt rrhe 
American Journal of Sociolog1, XLVI (July, 1940), 3o 
2011.ir I l'1ac ver, 
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tthow," and they, too, feel that motives can only be inferred 
from behavior~ To return to Arnold Rose's general assumption, 
111an lives in a symbolic environment as 1vell as a physical 
environment. This being the case, physiological factors cannot 
account for all motivated behavior; symbolic factors must play 
an equal, or perhaps even a dominate, role. 
The symbolic interactionist looks with some d1sco111fort 
at conventional systems of motivations which posit man reacting 
to a series of "drives" or "pulls." This disconfort is espe-
cially intense when these "drives" are lirrnted to those of a 
physical nature such as sex or hunger. For the symbolic inter-
actionist, social factors motivate behavioro Drives are 
created by the cultural environment, and they are mediated by 
language. Thereforef the cultural environ~ent must be incor-
porated in any sys~em of notivation that is to be valid. At 
first, Abraham Maslow seems to have enbraced such a non-
physical drive vnth his concept of self-actualizationo How-
ever, for Maslow, mo~ivation is not bound up in specific cul-
tural environments. That is, for Maslow there are simply ten-
dencies to act in certain ways~ and these tendencies cut across 
cultural groups'1 
Our classification of basic needs is in part an attempt 
to account for the unity behind the apparent diversity 
from culture to cultureo No claim is Made yet that it is 
ultimate or universal for all cultures. The claim is made 
only that it is relatively more ultimate, more universal, 
more basic than the superficial conscious desires, and 
12 
makes a closer apnroach to common human characteristicso 
Basic needs are more commonly human than superficial 
desires or behaviors.21 
For Maslow, as well as for many others who have specu-
lated on the nature of motivation, man has within hiw a ten-
dency to act in certain ways» and the quest is to discover what 
those tendencies areo From this point of view, social environ-
ment and language have only an indirect effect upon man's 
motivated behavioro The symbolic interactionist takes the 
opposite view" 
Herbert Blur1er puts the case for the symbolic inter-
actionist theory of Motivationo 
The idea that the tendency to act determines that act 
presupposes -c.nat action is no nore than a release of what 
is already organized. The tendency when activated is held 
to go over directly into activity, which 1.t guides and 
shapeso Against this picture I subnit that a realistic 
analysis of the hu~an act reveals an entirely different 
pictureo The human act is not a release of an already 
organized tendency; it is a construction built up by the 
ac~oro Instead of a direct translation of the tendency 
into the act there LS an intervening process which is 
responsible for the form anq direction taken by the devel-
oping acto As Mead has sho,m--1nc1dentally, his maJor 
contribution to social psvchology--this intervening process 
is constructed by a flow of self interaction in which the 
individual indicates various things and obJects to himself, 
defines them~ Judges themj selects from among them, pieces 
together his selections, and thereby organizes himself to 
acto It would be a grievous error to assur1e that this 
intervening process through which the human actor con-
structs his act is nothing but the tendency working itself 
outo Quite the contrary» ~his intervening process works 
back on the tendency 9 sometimes guiding it, sorne-c.imes 
21Abraham Ho M:aslow, Motivation o.nd Personality (New 
York? 1954), Po 1020 
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shaping it, sometimes transforming it, sonetirnes blocking 
it, and so~etimes ruthlessly eliminating ito 2 2 
The distinction ,iliich Blumer is demonstrating is that 
motivation is the result of two interacting forces: the social 
environment and the mediation of language. These two factors 
need to be sorted out if one is to understand the symbolic 
interact1onist view of motivationo First, the drives and pulls 
operating on man which are created by the social environment 
are keenly irr1po.rtant in determining how any individual may 
respond to any object, physical or social& Edward T. Hall has 
called this Uthe vocabulary of culture. n23 People react not 
just to some inner tendency, but to specific situations which 
are socially deterMined. Man is a social animal incorporated 
into a series of relationships with other men, and this conoels 
certain nanner of behavior and creates a set of social atti-
tudes. Erving Goffman, in Behavior in Public Places, reviews 
the matter this way: 
The factor emerges~ then, that was much considered by 
Adam Smith, Charles Cooley, and Go Ho Mead; namely the 
special rriutual1.ty of immediate social interactiono That 
is, when two persons are together, at least some of their 
world will be made up out of the fact (and consideration 
for the fact) that an adaptive line of action attempted by 
one will be either insi~htfully facilitated by the other 
or insightfully countered, or both~ and that such a line 
of action must alvrays be pursued 1.n this intelligently 
helpful and hindering worldo Individuals sympathetically 
22Blumer~ pp. 94-950 
23Edward T~ Hall The Silent Languacz;e (Greenwich~ 
Conneticut, 1959), PPo 42-62~ 
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take the attitude of others present~ regardless of the 
end to which they put information thus acqu1red$24 
1rhe second factor which Blumer is working with is the 
notion that even in this comMon cultural environment, people 
may differ in their acts and interpretation of acts because 
there is an intervening process by v1hich man defines and inter-
prets his social environmento This intervening process is lan-
guage, socially acquired and standing between man and physical 
realitye Langua~e is a screen through which reality is fil-
tered and, as Blumer insists, altered" Joseph Bram has called 
langua~e, first, an important part of the culture of any person 
and, second, a vehicle which allo,,.rs man to transcent the imme-
diate and real o 25 Thus one 1s faced inth the process of the 
socializ&tion of man and the enculturation of man. In both, 
language plays the key rolee 
The symbolic interactionist, unlike Maslow, finds moti-
vation to be culture boundo More, it is situation bound as 
welL, Kenneth Burke has declare'd that r1otives are shorthand 
terms for situations, and by this he means that ~otives are 
not fixed tendencies but are matters and methods of interpre-
. 26 tationo 
24Erving Goffman, Behavior in Public Places (New York, 
1963) 1 p., 160 
25Joseph Bram, Lans;uage and Society (New York, 1955), 
PPo 22-23e 
26 Kenneth Burke, Pernanence and Change: An Anato~y of 
Purpose (Indianaoolis~ 1965)s Po 29_o_ -
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Any complete stater11ent about rnotives will offer some kind 
of ansHer to th2se five questions: what was done (act), 
when or Hhere was it done (scene), who did it (agent), how 
did he do 1 t (agency) , and v1hy did he do it (purpose). 27 
Motive viewed in this light beco~es a broad concept 
indeed because any responsive reaction to any situation or 
obJect becomes a motivated act 0 The response is not created 
by a set of inner-drives of a physical nature, 8Ut grows 
directly out of the componets of the situation. Burke's 
systematic 1,,1ork A Grammar of 1~10tives is~ of course, an effort 
to get at the motivational forces generated by combinations of 
these five situd~ional dimensionsu The social factors of 
motivation are manifested in situations, and one understands 
Motive only in terms of situation. In this way, Burke sugges~s 
a solution to the dilemma posed by I~Taciver o Jurke has devel-
oped a sys-c,em by -which to exannne rr.otives o Mac Iver, because 
he sees acts as a result of Given tendencies to act in given 
ways, is forever caught in the dilemma of subJective evaluation, 
but 3urke, because he sees acts as the result of situational 
factors, has a readf means of analysis. 
Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, Purposeo Although, over the 
centuries, men have shovm great enterprise and inventiveness 
in pondering matters of human motivation, one can simplify 
the subJect by this pentad of key terms, which are under-
s-c,andable almost at a ~lanceo They need never be abandoned, 
since all statements that assi~n mot.ives can be shov-m to 
arise out of them and to terminate in theme By examining 
them quizzically, we can range far; yet the terms are 
27Kenneth l3urkej A Grammar of Potives (Berkeley, 1969), 
Po XVo 
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always there for us to reclaim, their almost miraculous 
easiness, thus enabling us to constantly begin afreshe 
Speaking broadly we could designate as philosophies any 
statements in which these grar1rnatical resources are ut1.-
lizedo Random or unsystematic statements about mo1ives 
could be considered as fragments of a ph1.losophyo2~ 
We ~ust yet consider 3lumer 1 s intervening process from 
one additional point of view, howevero The ability to attri-
bute Motive is limited by the nature and capacity of one's 
vocabularyo Motives, as we have seen, are inferred from 
behavior, ~ut it is behavior as interpreted by the one attri-
buting notiveo Because perception is linguistically mediated, 
lan~ua-?;e guides our interpretation of any acte In Burke's 
words j "motives are distinctly linguistic products o We discern 
situational patterns by means of the particular vocabulary of 
the cultural groups 1.nto which we are oorn.u 29 Thus one could 
make the following assertions. First, motivations are not 
elements fixed within an individual, but rather they are terms 
throu2>h which conduct is interpretedo Second, one interprets 
bo-ch his own conduct and the conduct of others with these 
termse In this way, F1ot1.ves are best seen as vocabularies. 
The position thus far embraces a conception of motives which 
holds that motives spring from situation and not from some 
sort of built 1.n tendencies. Third, the ability to impute 
motives is a direct function of the vocabularies of motives 
28 Burke~ J::. Grammar of Motives, pno xv-xvL, 
29Burke, Permanence and Ch~~, p. 35. 
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available to the interpreter. It is the latter concept which 
forms the basis for much of this study, and, therefore, it 
needs greater consideration. 
C. Wright Mills has devoted a great deal of time and 
attention to the matter of motivation and vocabularyo Mills 
contends, "As I see it motive is circumscribed by the vocabu-
lary of the actoro The only source for a terminology of 
motives 1s the vocabularies of motives actually and usually 
verbalized by actors in specific situations.u30 Mills then 
posits the concept upon which this study is built. 
Stress of this ideal will lead us to investigations of 
the coMpartnentalization of operative ~otives in person-
alities according to situation and the general t,pes of 
motives in various tlDes of societies. The -ourposes are 
relative to societal lrame. We might e~~· siudy motives 
along stratified or occupational lines.JI 
Plainly statedj one can attribute ~otives only to the 
degree that one has a vocabulary which includes those motives. 
Indeed, a revieH of the literature of language and oerception 
makes it clear that language affects perception not only be-
t1,,1een cultures and societies but among them as well., Ralph 
Pi.eris says that 11 if language can unify a group vis-a-vis 
foreigners or out groups, it can equally reflect differen-
tiation and divisions of interest within a society., A complex 
30c. :,vright IV1illss "Situated Actions and Vocabularies of 
Iviotive~ 11 Symoolic Inter2ct1on: :leader in Socir1l Psychol~£l~ 
Jerome Go J, 1 anis and Bernard N. Meltzer (eds.), (13oston, 1967 J , 
Po J6lo 
Jl~Ulls, Po 3620 
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official or formal group like a state or nation contains innu-
merable infernal subgroups which cultivate minute linguistic 
differences. 032 Others have even gone so far as to su~gest 
that occupation is a good Fay to approach social worlds because 
11 s1• 1larity of occupation and li~itations set by inco~e level 
dispose them to certain restricted communication channels." 33 
TaP1otsu Shibutani feels that one should define social uorlds 
as being bounded not by territory or forMal group membership 
but by effective communication. He defines the mer1bers of 
social worlds as those who use u specird Meanings and sy1ribols 
which further accentuate differences and increase social 
distance frorr outsiderse 11 34 
This st~dy is an atteMpt to employ these basic notions 
in a comparison, both social and rhetorical, of various groups 
in the American society" As 1ve have seen, it is based upon 
several key notions which grow out of symbolic interaction 
theory. It is the contention of tlns writer that 3urke is 
correct ,~1en he savs that randon and unsystematic statenents 
about motives are fragMents of a philosophy. The pro~lem is 
to put these fragments together in order to form the complete 
philosophy~ If one can see the nanner in which social gro~ps 
32Picrist Pe 5000 
33Tamotsu Shibutani, naeference Groups as Persoectives," 
The Anerican Journ~d of Sociology, L~{ 1955), 587. 
34shibutani~ Po 567e 
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use the terms of the pentad in attributing motive to social 
objects, then indeed one can say wi~h some certainty that he 
has gained an insight into the philosophy of that group. The 
full posi"Cion is sumr11ed up in a rather long quo~ation taken 
from a 1939 article by C. Wright Mills. 
We can view language functionally as a system of social 
control&' A symbol~ a recurrent language form 11 gains its 
status as a symbol, an event w~th meaning, because it pro-
duces a sinnlar res-oonse from both the utterer and the 
hearero Corwunication Must set up comMon modes of response 
in order to be communication; the meaning of language is 
the common social behavior evoked by it. Symools are the 
"directing pivots" of social behaviors. They are also the 
indispensable condition of human mentalityo The meanings 
of words are for~ed and sustained by the interactions of 
human collectivities» and through it the manipulation of 
such meanings •••• The patterns of social behavior with 
their cultural drifts, values, and political orientations 
extend a control over thoughts ~y means of langua6eo It 
is only by utilizing the symbols cot~non to his group that 
a thinker can think and communicate o Lan3:t-1age, socially 
built and P1aintained, embodies implicit exhortationso By 
acquiring the ca0e~or1es of a language, we acquire the 
structured ways of a group and along with the language, the 
value-inplications of those ways. Our behavior and per-
ceptions, our logic and thought, come within the control 
ambit of a system of language. Along with language, we 
acquire a set of social nor11s and values o A vocabulary is 
not merely a string of words; immanent within it are 
societal textvres--institutional and political coordinates. 
Back of a vocabulary lie sets of collective action.35 
What Mills is saying is that a study of the vocabulary 
of motives of any social or political group will lead one to 
an understanding of the credenda of that group, and thus one 
way of understanding ~he meaning of the rhetoric of any move-
ment or organization is to examine how the five elenents of the 
35co Wright 1',hlls, "Language, Logic, and Culture, 11 
A~erican Sociological Review, IV (October, 1939), 677. 
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pentad re\real the nature of how they view the social environ-
ment in ·which they exist. By an examination of the language 
of the group, one is able to discover the fragments of the 
group's philosophy, and a sustained effort to gather the frag-
ments ought to reveal the ,:,,,hole. Thus an examination based on 
the language of motive attribution ought to reveal more than 
just what the group is saying, or even how well the group is 
saying it; it ought to reveal what lies behind ·what the group 
is sayinge Tackling how a group attributes motive, how they 
manipulate the elements of the pentad results in knowing what 
sor-'c of 1\'0rld the group has constructed, what sort of environ-
ment their perceptions have created for the~ to live and func-
tion inc Once this has been done for one group, it can, of 
course, be done for others. Thus, one not only has a way of 
understanding the perceptions of one group, but has a method 
of comparing the views of various groups as well. By a corri--
parison of the vocabularies of motive attribution used by 
various groups, it is possible to make a comparative assess-
ment of the true nature of political groups which oppose or 
support each other in our society. 
The object of this study is to first isolate and then 
compare the perceived social environments of specific sub-
culture groupings within our society. The object selected to 
be the focus of this examination is the press of the groups in 
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question. The study is divided into four following chapterse 
The first of these deals with the problem of defining the scope 
of a key term, "alternative press." The chapter represents an 
effort to go beyound the current vogue of limiting consideration 
of the underground press to the new-left publications of the 
past two decades. Specifically, the chapter examines three 
current publications which deal vnth the alternative press. 
These three are Outlaws of America by Rodger Lewis, The Under-
ground Press by Robert J. Glessing, and The New Journalism by 
riichael Lo Johnsono These treatments of the alternative press 
are compared and coDtrasted in order to arrive at some under-
standing of the phenomenono The chapter also undertakes an 
analysis of the history of the underground press as presented 
by these three authorsQ In order to illustrate that the 
history of the underground press is much richer than reflected 
in these books, the chapter considers other literature dealing 
with social groups and movenents, and the use of media by these 
groupso Among the groups considered are the Populists, Blacks, 
American Revolutionaries~ and Anarchists. Literature 
considered includes The Populist Revolt by John D. Hicks, 
Makers of Modern Journalism by Kenneth Stewart and John Trebbel, 
The Negro Press Re-Examined by rfaxwell R. Brooks~ 1rhe Proud 
Tower: A Portrait of the 'i,forld 3efore the War 1890-1914 by 
Barbara Tuchman, and Anarchism: Old and New by Gerald Runklee 
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Chapter Three outlines the rhetorical nature and func-
tion of the alternative presso The purpose of this chapter is 
to illustrate that the alternative press offers an important 
vehicle for examining extremist groups. In order to accomplish 
this, the chapter presents two major l1n0s of analysis. First, 
it considers the nature of the journalism found in the alter-
native press by comparing the attitudes and practices of alter-
native publishers Hith conventional theories of journalismo 
Specifica]ly, the concept of obJective versus subJective 
reporting is examined in order to demonstrate that the jour-
nalisn of the alternative press lies outside such conventional 
theories as "social responsibility Journalismotr In addition 
to the works on the alternative press already named, the chap-
ter examines material found in Four Theories of ~he Press by 
Fred s. Siebert, Theodore Peterson, and Wilbur Schramm; 
Pressures~ the Press by Hillier Krieghbaum; and Mass Media 
in a Free Society by Warren Lo Ageeo The second line of 
analysis examines the need for social groups to practice both 
an external rhetoric, aimed at the larger social entity, and 
an internal rhetoric, aimed at its own membershipo This 
analysis is based in large measure on concepts developed by 
Herbert Simons in his article trRequ1.rement, Problems, and 
Strate£iies: A Theo.cy of Persuasion for Social Movements" and a 
paper presented to the Speech Communication AssocJ_ation Con-
vention in 1972 by Arthur Lo Smith entitled "Historical and 
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Social Moverrients: A Search for Boundaries.n In addition, the 
sociological works such as Collective Behavior by Ralph Turner 
and Lewis Kellian, The Institutions of Society by Ja~es K. 
Feibleman~ The Psycholoe;y of Social Movements by Hadley Cantril, 
and People i. Power, Change: Movements of Social Transformation 
by Luther Gerlach and Virginia Ho Hine help to establish the 
need for such a dual rhetoric o Finally, three more ".lOrks 
dealing with the alternative press--Famous Long Ago: !1Y Life 
and Hard Times with Lioerat1.on News Service by Raymond Mungo, 
the Free Ranger Press publicatJ_on HovJ to Publish Y~ Very Ohm 
Undergrounc-1 Newspaper~ and Edith Romm 1 s The Open Conspiracy: 
What America's Angry Generation Is Saring--are considered in 
making the case for the rhetorical function of the alternative 
presso The chapter argues that print media is used, in the 
main, to transr11t the internal rhetoric of the groupso 
This analysis reveals that the alternative press is a 
rhetorical vehicle aimed at the preservation of group norms 
and standards. More than the public rhetoric, which is aimed 
at the larger social entity, and 1s, therefore, more subject 
to contrivance and distortion, the alternative press reveals a 
truer nature of extremist groups. No claim is made that the 
alternative press is more honest than the public rhetoric of 
the groups, lor, indeed, it will be shown that the alternative 
press is a distorted press. However, 1~ will be argued that 
the nature of the distortion is different, and that the nature 
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of the dishonesty of the alternative press suggests that it is 
a fit subJect for the sort of analysis employed here. The 
alternative press omits information or distorts facts, not in 
order to nislead, but in order to direct the reader to some 
cor'lpelling "truth o tt The purpose of this rhetoric is not to 
persuade~ but to sustain believers in their beliefso There-
fore, the alternative press offers the language of the ~oups 
as it is spoken by and for the group. The contention of this 
paper is that as these groups attempt to reveal their truths, 
they employ a language that revePls what lies behind those 
truths, and that a rhetorical examination of that language will 
illustrate the nature of the inspiration for the truth of the 
groupo 
The fourth chaDter presents the results of the study. 
Four principal social groupings were studied. These four are 
1.) 3lack supremists, 2.) White suprernists, J.) the radical 
political right, and 4o) the radical political lefto Specif-
, 
icallyj the publications of the Black Panthers, Black Panther; 
the Black Muslims, Muharrrnand Soeaks; the AY"lerican Nazi Party, 
White Povrnr; the National States Hights Party, Thunderbolt; 
and the John Birch Society, American Opinion have been examinedQ 
In addition, the an~i-Se~itic fundamentalist paper The Cross 
and the Flag; four Socialist papers, Weekly Peoule, 1,lorkers 
World, _'l1he Mil1tant 1 and Liberator; and two counter-culture 
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publications, The Berkelev Tribe and The East Village Other, 
have been examined. 
Of these publications, six are published monthlyo These 
six are \Vhite Power, American Opinion, The Cross and the Fla£;, 
The Militant, Liberator, and Thunderbolt o Six are published 
weeklyo The weekly publications are Weekly Peoole, Workers 
World, Muhammand Speaks, The Berkeley Tribe, East Village Other~ 
and 3lack Panther. The publications have a range of histories. 
Weekly Peopl~, for example, was first published in 1891 while 
the Black Panther ca~e into existence in 19670 The publications 
analyzed in this study are housed in Spencer Library at the 
University of Kansasc The Spencer collec~ion is not complete, 
and some issues of The Berkeley Tribe, East Vill8ge Other, Black 
Panther, Ho.rkers World, and The Militant are missing. It should 
also be noted that the alternative press is sometimes sporadic 
in meeting publication deadlJneso There are times \Jhen the 
papers skip a week and occasionally issues of two ·weeks or two 
months are combined into a single issuea In all cases the 
papers printed between the years 1964 and 1974 uere considered 
in the analysiso 
The results of this analysis are presented in two sets 
of tableso The first set presents a listing of issues which 
are of concern to the various groups. Great care was taken in 
selecting these issues to insure that the ones included were 
l1M1ted to those \iliere the groups clearly attributed motive. 
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The criterion for selection was that the publication had to 
specifically er1ploy such terms as 11 this was done because" or 
11 the reason for this is" or some like phraseo The second set 
of tables shows ho.,, the groups cluster these issues under a 
relatively snall nunber of motives and co0pares how the groups 
attribute motive. 
Chapter Five then undertakes to co~pare Ghe groups on 
the ½asis of the analysis and presenGs an interpretation of 
the analysis and co~parisono The chapter argues that the 
groups share a basic orientation to the social environment in 
spite of their obvious differences and that in the final anal-
ysis they hold sirr1ilar .. idorld views o It argues that all of the 
groups operate out of a vocabulary of conspiracy which rr1akes 
them non-rational in terms of persuasive appeal. The chapGer 
relates this study to such works as Richard Hofstadter's 
The Paranoid Style in American Politicso 
CHAPTER II 
A DEFINITION OF THE ALTZRiJATIVE PRESS 
This nation will survive, this state will prosper, the 
orderly business of life will go forward if only men can 
speak in whatever way given them to utter what their 
hearts1hold--by voice, by postal card, by letters, or by press. 
Interest in the alternative press is currently in vogueo 
Three books which attempt to deal with this phenomenon are 
Michael L. Johnson's The New Journalism, Roger Lewis's OutlaHs 
of Anerica, and 1tobert J. Glessing' s The Underground Press in 
Americao These three books are worth considering for two 
reasonso First, they share a good many points or view and thus 
present a rather consistent picture concerning the definition 
and the history of the alte~native press. Second, they all 
share the same limitations. It is the contention of this 
writer that the current nicture being developed concerning the 
alternative press is both inco~plete and ro~anticized. In 
order t9 unders~and the true nature of the alternative press, 
one rmst go beyond the considerations which these three authors 
offer. Yet, this is not to su~gest that the efforts of these 
three are without value 7 for they have sugges~ed some rnaJor 
points of 1nterest fort.hose who wish to understa~d the press 
1 Bill D. I foyers, "The Press and Governrr1ent: Who ts 
Telling the truth, n E~ Media in a Free Society Warren K" 
Ar;;ce ( ed e) , (Lawrence j l\.c:nsas si 1969)-;-T. 56 o ' 
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of special interest groups. Two 1r1portant linn tations which 
the books all share is ~hat they consider the alternative press 
to be a recent phenomenon whlch is restricted to the new-left 
politic al groups or the anti-establishment life st~rles of the 
11 street people, 11 and that they view the alternative press as 
having greater freedom than the conventional presso This 
latter notion is based upon the idea that the alternative press 
is less dependent upon advertising for revenues than is the 
conventional nress; it en Joys a co1nparative freedom to seek 
and nublish the tttruth. 11 130th of these ideas are •·m.rth con-
sidering as one mBkes ~n effort to define and characterize the 
nature and oackground of the alternative Press. 
How may one define the term 11 alternative press"? For 
each of the three authors, it is defined as a recent, counter-
culture press ~rowin~ as a resnonse to, the social turmoil of 
' ,-::> = 
the past twenty yearsc They discuss this phenomenon under the 
various labels of alternative press, underground press, street 
publications, outlaw nublications, and the new JOurnalsime Yet, 
whatever term they use, they define the term by contr2st1ng it 
to the conventional and established press industry in our 
society. Voreover, they all seem to agree, to one degree or 
another, with the following characteris~icso First, the al~er-
nati ve press is alwa1s seen as a ..cesul t of forces at ·work in 
the society as a whole. Second, the alternat,ive press is 
always seen as being the technological vanguard of JOurnalisme 
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Third, the alternat,ive press is aluays pictured as practicing 
a journalism of deliberate bias, a subJective Journalism in 
which tttruth" is viewed as more important than factso Fourth, 
the alternative press is always seen 2s being a counterpoint to 
the inadequate nature of the est&blished or conventional presso 
By considering each of these four not,ions in turn, it is pos-
sible to gain clear insights 1.nto the nature of the alternative 
presso 
First, the alternative press is always understood to 
result from forces which are at work in the society in ·which 
the press is fovndo It is assumed that if the social structure 
of the society were different, the press would be different, 
and perhaps that it would not exist at all. Michael Johnson 
says for example: 
It is clear that parallel to the revolutionary changes 
in our whole environment during the 1960 1 s is a .radical 
transfor~ation in journalism, a transfornation which has 
been effected both through its responding to the changes 
and ~ore significant,lyj through its aiding in their inple-
mentation. Jou.r.nalism has al1,1ays responded to changes in 
raan 1 s political, social, and technological environ~ent, and 
it has ah-rays taken an at1:,1tvde either of an assuned obJec-
tivity or of a selective affirmation of opposition toward 
those changes in ter~s of all the biases that can conmand 
the mediao However, during the 1960 1 s these changes have 
cone so fast and have been so profound, and their calling 
for moral attitudes and understanding so loud~ that con-
scientious Journalism has mesa~orphoscd itself in an 
attempt to be relevant and to participate communicatively 
in those changes~ This Journalism has thus evolved by 
quick quan~um leaps, into a New Journalism.2 
2r,Uchael L O Johnson, The New Journalism (Lawrence, 
Kansas~ 1971), Po Xlio 
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Roger Lewis shares the view that the underground press 
is a "product of its times, 113 and he feels that it owes its 
existence to the social task which it takes. 
The underground press, and the counter-culture that 
it serves and represents, are in a state of growth and 
deeply embroiled in a search for self-definition. If 
and when they cease to struggle, grow, and analyse them-
selves they will have become part of the "death culture" 
,iliich they so resolutely oppose or fuey will have over-
whelmed it completelyo4 
Robert Glessing adds that "finally, the underground 
press is in part a reaction to the social phenomenon of 
declining individualism in this country. Young people in 
particular have resented this trend. Not only the growing 
megalopolis and the expanding corporation, but also particularly 
the consolidated school:11 work against individualismo 115 
Thus? while each author approaches the subject of what 
the alternative press is reacting to in a somewhat different 
fashion, each includes as a part of his definition of the 
alternative press the notion that it is an outgrowth of some 
sort of social grievanceo The altern~tive press is reac-
tionary in the sense that it is always a response to something 
in the society. What it responds to may vary from a specific 
grievance such as the Black Panther or the American Nazi Party 
3Roger Lewis, Outlaws of America (Baltimore, 1972), 
p., 13. 
4Lewis, pQ 13. 
5Robert Jo Glessing, The Underground Press in America 
(Bloomington~ IndianaSl 1970)-;pe xiiiQ 
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reaction to racism, or to a general rejection of values such as 
one finds in the alternative press of the counter-culture move-
ments. What is inportant for the purpose of definition is that 
one sees the alternative press as reactionary to something in 
the larger social environment in which it exists. 
The second common factor is that each author sees the 
al~ernative press as employing a different print technology, 
often a vanguard technology. This assertion is nade in refer-
ence to the fact that the alternative press often lacks access 
to large printing operations and nust enploy smaller and less 
expensive printing techniques such as off-set printing. The 
argument is advanced in t 1 ro ways. First, it is said that the 
alternative press is possible onlt Decause of this new tech-
nologyo As Glessing arguesf 
From its outset, for exawple, the Underground Press has 
latched onto modern technical inventions, and in the process 
contradicted a ,vell worn dogma of Twentieth Century Jour-
nalisno That is, for decades observers of the nass wedia 
have contended that the diss~nter, the little man~ the 
innovator, cannot possibly find an outlet for his views 
because of the prohibitive cost of starting and maintaining 
competition with the established generally conservative 
status quo press. Off-set printing, Justifying typewriters, 
and camera-ready copy processes disorove that theory and, 
in fact~ r~ve~se trends that only a decade ago seemed 
immutable.b 
Others see the new Journalism not so much as being a result of 
new tGchnology but sir1ply as being more open to such technology 
and more imaginative in its use than the conventional presse 
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Le'v'ns uses terms like Hriotous experimentations in graphics 
and layout" in explaining why the alternative press even while 
"limited to the basic essentials of typewrir,er, scissors, and 
paste ••• often compares favorably with their big city 
cousinscu? All three of the authors cite this creative ability 
as a hallmark of the underground presse 
The third comrrion characteristic upon which the authors 
agree is that the alternative press is a press of bias. That 
is, the alternative press does not attem0t to present an 
obJective account, of the issues 1 rith which it deals, but rather 
presents a point of view. It is this assessment of the under-
ground press which is of central importance to this study, for 
it is largely in this aspect of the alternative press that the 
claim that it 1s a rhetorical press is basede This bias is the 
basis for the notion that the underground press does not serve 
a journalistic purpose but rather, a rhetorical function. It 
is therefore inportant that all these works note this charac-
teristic of the alternative press in their efforr,s to define 
it. \tlhile the authors note that this may be a journalistic 
fault with the alternative press, they do so grudginglyo 
Johnson says~ for example, that the underground press is not 
without faulr,, but he makes clear that he considers this fault 
a rault 01 virtue. 
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That is not to say that it is without faults, because it 
has its own; and its expression is not to~ally free or 
wholly informed, because its freedom has been constrained 
in some ways and its information distorted by virtue of 
its humanity and its ovm kind of bias 0 8 
Glessing simply notes that ttdeliberate bias 1s an 
integral part of their creed. The facts are often marshaled 
to fit the theory, whether or not they represent a full and 
balanced picture and whether or not they check out. Further-
more, knovm facts sometimes are deliberately withheld because 
they rnght contradict the theory o u9 
Finally, each of the authors sees the alternative press 
as being defined in its relationship to the established presso 
In a def1111t1on of negation, the alternative press becomes 
those things which the convantional press 1s noto First, it 
is seen as a ~ress for those ,ilio, for various reasons, have 
been denied access to the established pressc Second, the 
alternative press is a counterpart to the conventional press 
in philosophy, policy, structure, technology, and operating 
procedureso Johnson leads off the attack upon the conventional 
press by noting that the estaolished press 1s unable to respond 
to the problems of the alienated and insensitive to their needso 
He feels that the established press is committed to sensation-
alizing change rather than comnunicating understanding of it, 
that it is both consciously and unconsciously racist 9 and that 
8 Johnsonj Pe XVo 
it 1s in lar~e part responsible for the social turmoil of the 
10 present era. Lewis, toot finds parallels between the estab-
lished and the alternative press. He finds the conventional 
press static while the alternative press is creative and 
imag1nat1veo He also contrasts the two by noting their depend-
ency upon advertising and participatory policy making by the 
staffs of the papers. He argues that the alternative press is 
comparatively free from the pressures of advertisers and feels 
that it is marked by the participation of the staff in estab-
lishing the operating policies of the paperso In both cases, 
he makes it clear that the independence and policy freedom are 
best gauged in co~par1son with those of the conventional presso 11 
Glessing puts the matter in simple termsG "Once again youth 
have turned to the Underground Press because they have found 
treatnent by the professional and regular scholastic press 
inadequate o tr12 
This vrriter has little argument ,,at,h any of the positions 
taken by the three writers in their development of a definition 
thus faro The alternative press is a counterpart of the con-
ventional news media, and one can gain a great deal of insight 
into what the alternative press is not by looking at the estab-
listed presso It is a press enployed by those who lack access 
to the conventional news mediao It is a target press ai~ed at 
10 Johnson, PPo xii-xv~ 111 . l' e Wl. S , p o- --l o 
12 Glessing, Po Xillo 
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an audience and representing some position concerning a social 
grievanceo As such, it is rhetorical in nature, not informative 
in a conventional sense, and operates out of some well estab-
lished biaso V-Jhilo the established press may be in part rhe-
torical, the alternative press is exclusively rhetorical. It 
is made possible by a relatively cheap print technology and will 
almost certai~ly make use of the least expensive technology 
available. Yet, all the authors have gone from these components 
of a definition to a position that is not acceptable~ They 
have all accepted the position that the underground press is a 
phenomenon of our m.m tirn,:i exclusively, and they limit their 
focus to the political left, particularly the youth-orientated 
political lefto One looks in vain for any treatment of right 
wing political publications in any of these three books, yet 
certainly such publications abound, and these publications meet 
the components of the definition offered. By way of illustration, 
WhJ.te Power~ the official publication of the American Nazi Party, 
meets all of the qualifications. It is first a uublication of 
an alienated people who are without access to most of the estab-
lish~ent presse Indeed, George Lincoln Rockwell co~plained 
often that the established uress refused to cover Nazi demon-
strations or report on his speeches even as news events. 1 3 The 
organization and publication are a response to a social problem. 
13Mark Sherwin, The Extremists (New York, 1963), p. 154. 
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That is, the group grows out of a concern for the relationship 
of races and religious creeds in the whole of the social fabrico 
White Power is a response to the nature of the race problem of 
the United States just as certainly as is the Black Panther~ 
It is a target publication aimed at people who share or may 
potentially share the views of the American Nazi Party, and it 
most certainly is the voice of a well established bias on the 
question of how race relations ought to be dealt 1 nth in the 
United States. The pa~er is cheaply produced by off-set 
printing and makes great use of graphicso White Power is 
financed by sales; policy is set by those who do the actual 
work of nroducing it, and one could certainly suspect that 
Roger Lewis was speaking of this publication when he said: 
The straight p~ess rarely admits that stockholders and 
adverGisers mi~ht influence policyo The underground press 
suffers no such restrictions because it refuses to be 
dependent upon advertising and usually, everybody Iilo works 
for a paper helps to determine content and policy. 
There are no stockholders in White Power; it carries very little 
advertising, and those who report for it and print it are the 
members of the Party. They do indeed set the limits of the 
content and the policy of the paper. 
The reason for Johnson's, Lewis's, and Glessing's refusal 
to deal with so many of the outlaw publications is not difficult 
to understand~ In each of the three volu~es~ Johnson, Lewis, 
and Glessing embrace the new journalism,warmlyQ They reveal in 
1~ / Lewis, Po 14e 
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their vrritings a strong sense of identification with the themes 
and points of view of the leftist segments of the alternative 
press. In short, the bias of that section of the alternative 
press •:Jl th which they do choose to deal seems to be their O'W11 
bias. By liMiting their consideration of alternative press to 
the street people publications, the youth movement, and the 
organizations of the political left~ they find confirmation 
fo~ their own anti-establishment viewso Yet, as sug~ested by 
the example of the American Nazi Party, there are other groups 
and other publications with their ovm "truths." These "truths,u 
it would appear safe to say~ are an anathema to Johnson, Lewis~ 
and Glessing. Once the three authors admit to these groups and 
publications, the very positive stands they take concerning the 
worth of the underground press and the Justification for its 
brand of subJective journalism is placed in jeopardyo The 
refusal to do so, however 1 leaves them with an incomplete pic-
ture; like the journalism they admire so much, they feel free 
to ignore ·what does not build their case o Nowhere does this 
problem manifest itself greater than in their treatment of the 
history of the alternative presso 
All three authors place the beginning of the press in 
the United States during the nineteen fifties and the nineteen 
sixt1eso Johnson, in his chapter "A Short History of the Under-
ground Press," acknowledges no alternative oress prior to the 
nineteen fifties~ In fact, he feels that I. Fo Stone is the 
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founding father of the underground ethos with his publication 
of L__ Stone's ~'ieekly, which began publication 1.n 1953 o 15 
Johnson lir1i-c,s his "historytt to the development of various 
street people publications and to the establishment of the 
Liberation News Service, a limited press wire service for 
underground papersc 
Lewis seems more aware of the long history of the 
al~ernative press, but he accounts for the pre-ninteen fifty 
history in four sentences$ In fact, Lewis's treatment of the 
underground history entitled "Looking Back" is humorous in 
that it begins by declaring that Hin order to understand the 
position of the underground press, its activities and its 
audience~ one must look back at its broad development and roots," 
and then proceeds to dismiss the pre-nineteen fifty history by 
depicting it as "little magazines devoted to poetry and the arts, 
run on shoestring budgets ••• 0 1116 His historical "account" 
is a treatment of the fifties and sixties with some effort to 
account for activities of the alternative press during the 
nineteen seventieso 
Glessing at first seer1s readf to acknowledge the long 
history of the underground presso He discusses the notion that 
certain conditions alvrnys produce what he calls "Journalistic 
watersheds," and he says that the social milieu producing the 
new journalism is not unlike that which produced both the Penny 
15 Johnson, pQ 4e 16 Lewis, pp. 18-190 
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Press and the Party Press. The manner in which he makes this 
co~parison is, however; quite revealing: 
The unique new press that emerged from these various 
socioeconor1ic circumstances proved to be violently anti-
establishment and at certain points, considering the mores 
of the times, Just as offensive to polite society as 
today's Underground Pressol7 
Indeed, one assumes that Glessing views the current underground 
as a continuation of past anti-establishment papers. Even so 
he does not understand today's underground press as such as a 
continuation of a long ~radition of alternative publicationso 
In his chapter "Historical Perspective," he too opts for the 
conception of an underground press as a recent phenomenon which 
is different from all that has proceeded it. He puts its 
development squarely in the counter-culture move~ent of the 
past twenty yearso 
The history of the underground press in America is 
largely a chronicle of youthful reaction to the technical, 
political, and cultural conditions in the American societyo 
Following the development of underground publications over 
the past fifteen years is much like following the develop-
ment of a gifted and frustrated child d~ring that dis-
turbing and chaotic decade and a half.lo 
While Glessing will acknowledge that Jack Kerouac and other 
counter-culture figures of the beat generation have had some 
influence over the alternative press, he will explore no earlier 
in his quest for historical perspectiveo 
The authors are wrong; the alternative press is not a 
new phenomenono It goes beyond the scope of this study to 
18 Glessing, P~ 120 
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present a comprehensive history of the alternative press, but 
perhaps by citing four illustrations of other alternative 
presses in other times, the richness of that history can be 
glimpsedo The American Revolution and the times which nreceded 
it serve as one illustrationo The publications of the ~opulist 
Party serve as another. The long history of Black publications 
in the United States as well as the publications of the 
Anarchists, both here and abroad, provide interesting illus-
trations. 
Kenneth Stewart and John Tebbel, in their book Makers 
of Modern Journalism, note that the first real press in the 
United s~ates was established by Benjamin Harris in defiance 
of the New En.:sl.:rnd elders o Harris was an anti-establishment 
publisher who had been denied access to established publi-
cations and was forced to develop his ovm presse Steward and 
Tebbel contend that much of the early press of this country 
began as a "voice of revolution", and was used as a "powerful 
instrument of revolt, and thereby realized the worst fears of 
tyrants and d1ctatorso 1119 Their assessment of the press is 
interesting because of the manner in which it parallels many of 
the observations made concerning the underground presso 
They sent their editions into the hinterlands week after 
week ham~ering on the farmer's fear of taxation to keep 
them aroused and united behind seaport leadership 0 They 
did not hesitate to paint the most lurid pictures of how 
far the British might go in their taxing o ••• 
19Kenneth No SteHart and John Tebbel, Makers of I½odern 
Journalism (New York, 1957)t PP~ 3-40 
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The men who acconplished this service were young, for 
the most part, and wildly partisan in their causeo They 
shouted that their papers alone were the organs of truth~ 
but there was Justification to the Tory complaint that the 
truth was often not in them 0 20 
These papers~ like the underground press of today, were not 
the vehicles for obJective, informative reporting, but were 
instead rhetorical papers. Their mission was persuasion, and 
they operated out of a compelling bids which represented a 
response to a social forceo Ste1,.rard and Tebbel conclude that 
many of the papers 1,1ere "much more propaganda papers than 
newspaperse 1121 
One may also discover historical roots for the alter-
native press in the Populist publications of the turn of the 
century. Local Populist papers were printed by the hundreds 
throughout the 'l1/est, I''iiddle-west 1 and South. John Do Hicks 
described a few of these papers in his classic history of the 
rnoverrient The Populist H.evol te The Anti-Monopolist he charac-
terizes as an early radical weekly edited by Ignatius Donnelly 
for political purposeso The Broad-Axe 1s described as a free 
silver paper; the National Economist was the official organ of 
the Southern Farmers Alliance, while the National ~fatchman is 
descrioed as a free silver paper and the official organ of the 
Peoples Party. The Penny Press Hicks calls simply a "Journal 
ZO~t t d Tb 1 16 ewar an e oe, p. • 
21stewart and Tebbel, p. 17. 
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of politicsou 22 One of these journals now found in the Kansas 
Historical Museum and Library was anpropriately named The 
Kansas Knocker: A Journal for Cranks. Most of the Ponulist 
papers were small circulation, single issue journals& Like the 
underground press of today, they did not deal with news in a 
general sense, rather they reported events of the party and 
current happenings as they were interpreted by Populist doctrine. 
That Journalism was vital to the Populist movement is attested 
to by J.ichard Hofstadter in his book The Age of Reform. 
To an extraordinary degree the work of the Progressive 
movenent rested upon its JOurnalisn. The fundamental 
critical achLevement of American Progressivism was the 
business of exposure, and Journalism was the chief occu-
pational source of its creative v,.rrite!'s. It is hardly an 
exaggeration to say that the Progressive mind was charac-
teristically a Journalistic mind, and that its charac-
teristic contribution was that of the socially responsible 
reporter-reformer.23 
Hofstadter's observa~ion that the function of the Populist 
journalism was to serve as a reform agent, rather than as a 
news serv1.ce 1 places the Populi~t press in the alternative 
campo He is wrong, however~ in his notion that this was a 
Populist contribution to Journalism, for indeed it was noto 
Both the Black press and the Anarchist press pre-dated the 
Populist presse 
22John Do Hicks, The Populist Revolt (Lincoln, Nebraska, 
1961)~ PPo 456-457. -
23Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform (New York, 
195 5) j p O 186 ,. 
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One outstanding treatment of the pre-nineteen sixty 
alternative press can be found in Maxwell no Brooks' treatrr.ent 
of the nlack press J_n AP1erica, The Negro Press Re-examinedo 
First, Brooks makes clear that the Negro press has a long and 
colorful history in the United Stateso Johnson, Glessing, and 
Lewis all include the current 3lack press as an important seg-
ment of the present underground, but they ignore the fact that 
i-c dates from before the Civil Waro Such publications as David 
Walker's Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the \'lorld are Passed 
over in their treatraento Brooks, however, not only acknowledges 
the long history of Black press in America, he also notes that 
it is a history of a protest press~ 
The Negro press had its beginning early 1.n the nine-
teenth century, and throughout its long existence 1."C has 
~een a powerful instrunent in molding Negro opinion behind 
the crusade for full citizenship. The dissenination of 
news has al':.\Tays been one of its functions, and this is 
becoriing increasingly true nowadayso Houever, it has per-
formed a variety of functions, and certainly protest has 
been one of its most characteristic and effective.24 
Unlike many of the Populist writers, who tend to lump the muck.,,. 
raking establishment newspaoers of the late eighteen hundreds 
with the Populist press, Brooks makes a clear distinction between 
conventional neHspaners which hannen to be operated by Blacks 
and that segment of the Black press which is clearly an under-
ground presse Dividing the Black press into segments, he notes 
24MaxHell Ro Brooks, The Ne_g;ro Press Re-Examined 
(Boston, 1959), Po 13. 
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that one segment is made up of nationally knO"\i\'11 papers 1.vith very 
large circulations; a second segment is made up of large city 
newspapers with circulations ranging from ten thousand to fifty 
thousand issues per day, and finally there is a third segment. 
The third cate~ory includes the vast majority of the 
Negro newspaperso Few publications in this latter group 
are auditedo They are minor sheets and are published 
chiefly in smaller cities, although a few occupy a mar-
ginal status in the big urban centers. A considerable 
amount of instability is to be found among the papers in 
this bracket~25 
While defending the nature of the l:egro press, Brooks agrees 
with John 1-L, Burrria that if one 1s to charact.erize the Black 
press, one must do so by acknowledging that it is now and has 
been in the past a press of protest and not a consistent source 
of news. 26 
Easily the best example of an alternative press not 
dealt with by Johnson, Glessing, and Lewis is the extensive 
press of the Anarchists. Two writers who have demonstrated the 
vital importance of the printing press to the Anarcnists are 
Gerald Runkle in his book Anarchism: Old and lJew and Barbara Wo 
Tuchman in her work The Proud Tower: A Portrait of the World 
Before the vfar 1890-1914. 
Tuchman feels that the journalism of the Anarchist was 
fundamental to their move~ent because of their disdain for 
25 Brooks, p& 140 
26 John H. Burma, ffAn Analysis of the Present Negro 
Press," Social Force;:,, XXVI ( 1947) , 172-180 o 
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organ1zat1ono That is, because the groups were loosely 
organized, they depended upon newspapers to share their views 
with each other. She not only makes clear that the papers 
existed in abundant number, but she comments on the nature of 
the papers as well. 
Among painters, Pisarro contributed drawings to Le Pere 
Peinard and several brilliant and savage Parisian illus-
trators, including Theophile Stinlen, exnressed in the 
Anarchist Journals their disgust as social injustice, 
sometimes, as ,ilien the President of Franch was carica-
tured in soiled paJamas, in terms unprintable in a later 
day. 
Scores of these epheMeral journals and bulletins 
anpeared, ,,ith nar1es like Antichrist, New Da,;,m, Black Fla_g, 
Eneny of th~ Peoule, The Peonle ts .Q!_y, The Torch, Th~ \vhi p, 
New Humanitv, Incorruptible, Sans-Culotte, Land Libertv, 
Vengeanceoz7 --
Tuchman also nakes clear ~hat the underground Anarc~ist press 
was international in nature. Her history of the movement notes 
that La ~evolte was a leading French publication, Der Arbeiter-
Fraint as an Anarchist paper printed in Yiddish in Englnnd by 
Jewish immigrnnts, The Torch was an Italian paper~ Il Pooolo, 
a Spanish newspaper, and Free Society was an Anerican publi-
cationo These, she says, represent only a small fraction of 
the Anarchist papers printed by the hundreds all over the 
world. 
27aarbara Wo Tuchman, The Proud Tower: A Portrait of 
the Worl<l )3efore the War 1890=1.9'14 (New York, 1962), p., 89o 
28Tuchman, PPo 63-1770 
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Runklets treatment of the Anarchist press is less direct, 
but just as compelling. In his chapter dealing with "Spokesmen 
for Anarchisra, 11 he cites the leading spokesmen for the movement 
from the countries of France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, 
Spain, Russia, and the United Stateso In each case, he includes 
those who were journalists and printers of Anarchist papers. 
Chief among these are Seoastein Faure, Jean Grave, Fernand 
Pelloutier, all of France; Henry Seymour and Vhlliam J',forris of 
England, and Peter Kropotkin of Russiao 29 
One can draw several parallels between the Anarchist 
press as it is described by Tuchman and Runkle and the alter-
native press as it is described by Johnson, Lewis, and Glessing~ 
As the Tuchman quotation above suggests, the use of graphics, 
i.eo illustrations, was in vogue in the outlaw press orior to 
the turn of the centuryo The papers were anti-establishment, 
rhetorical, subjective, the organs of the alienated, and 
responsive to a force in societyo 
No claim is made that a history of the unde£ground press 
has been presented here. It does fall within the scope of this 
study to demonstrate that such a history exists and that any 
definition of the alternative press which limits its application 
to the current new-left Journalism is not an acceptable defi-
nitiono What is presented here 1s a demonstration that the 
29Gerald Runkle, Anarchism: Old and New (New York, 
1972), PPo 16-410 
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history of the underground press predates the nineteen fifties 
and that it has embraced a variety of causes, moveoents, and 
groups other than the youth orientated political left of the 
present counter-culture movemento Indeed, it has been demon-
strated that the alternative press has been used in various 
parts of the world for hundreds of years to espouse divergent 
political and social points of viewo 
There is one final way in which Johnson, Glessing, and 
Lewis distort the picture of the underground presso They each 
endorse the notion that the underground press is more free to 
print the "truth" than the established press because it does 
not suffer from the pressures which advertisers can bring to 
bear upon themo This picture is Just as incomplete as the 
histories they present, but it is somewhat more difficult to 
refuteo First, each of the three authors to endorse the posi-
tiono Johnson, for exawnle, quotes Io F. Stone concerning the 
subJect and then agrees with the assessment which Stone makes. 
l, 
"The fault I find with most Ameri'can newspaoers is not the 
absence of dissent. It is the absence of-n~wse With a 
dozen or so honoraole exceptions~ most A~erican newspapers 
carry very little newso Their main concern is advertisingQ 
As the co-called communications industries are primarily 
concerned not with communications, but with sel l_ingo This 
is obvious on television and radio, but it is only a little 
less obvious in the newspapers. Most ovmers of newspapers 
are businessmen not newspapermen. The news is something 
which fills the spaces left over by the advertiserso The 
average publisher is not only hostile to dissenting opinion, 
he is suspicious of any oninion likely to antagonize the 
reader or consumer o ti 
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What Stone says is obviously true for most establishment 
newspapers"30 
Glessing and Lewis say much the same thing. Glessing 
notes that "politically radical underground newspapers operate 
on the principle ~hat it is impossible to be fiscally sound and 
editorially free at the same time," 31 and he provides information 
concerning Just how inexpensively one can start and operate an 
underground paper. As has already been noted, Lewis also feels 
that for conventional papers 11 advertisers Might influence policy. 
The underground suffers no such restrictions because it refuses 
to be dependent upon advertising ••.• «32 
The first source of refutation to this notion is in the 
books of Johnson and Glessing themselves. Johnson's treatMent 
of the subJect is a curious mixture of asserting that where 
there is advertising there is influence, admitting that the 
underground press carries advertising but denying that the 
advertisers in the underground press have any influenceo After 
endorsing Io F& Stone's notion that a free press ou~ht to carry 
no advertising, he admits that ttthe underground newsp0.pers of 
the 1960's, in contrast have been generally dependent on sowe 
advertising. 1133 Yet, in spite of this, the alternative press 
is, according to Johnson, able to escape the oressure that ought 
to follOHo 
30 6 Johnson, Po o 31 Glessin~, Po 83. 
32Lewis, p. 130 33 Johnson , p ,., 5 o 
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The underground press to some c )nt has fallen into this 
trap also, t)Ut it is in genera] Jore genuinely affirmative 
to the life-styles it promotes Lhan the established press 
is of those to which it pays lip service by the profit 
motive. That is to say, the good news of the underground 
press is more honest, and there is no social climbing clap-
trapo Furthermore, its tolerance for opinion is virtually 
infinite compared to that of the established press~ and 34 even its bad news tends to be more detailed and informative& 
Just how or why the underground press is able to expose itself 
to the contamination of advertisers' influence and withstand the 
resultant pressure is not made clear by Johnsono Glessing is 
more comnlete than Johnson and provides nart of the answero 
Advertisin~ in the underground press usually consists of 
small, hand dravm no~ices of rock concerts, movement speeches, 
experimental or sex oriented underground filns, head shops 
selling hippie paraphernalia, avant garde book stores, 
sandalnakers, mod clothing stores, and psychedelic stores 
selling incense, cigaret papers, and imitation hashisho 
Perhaps the easiest type of advertising for the under-
ground Dress to attract are the sex-oriented classified adso 
Class~fied ads like the following bring up to $6 per inch: 
Incredibly straight male, 44, athletic, clean uants to meet 
lascivious, beautiful chick for sneaky-poo games. I look 
like something between Parlon 3rando and Mickey Tviouse vu th 
Montgomery Clift and Peter Lorre for cousinso Please 
lovely, lewd damsels, sho1-1 Me where your head is. Call 
----• Ask for Uptighto 
Paid-in-advance advertisements like these are hard to turn 
away when the printer demands his money in advanceo One 
Los Angeles Free Press editor claimed, 11 \.re would like to 
phase them out but financially we can't exist without themn 35 
Glessing concludes that most of the underground papers "settle 
for whatever local advertising they can get&u36 
34 Johnson, Po 60 
36 Gl,essing, P. 920 
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This quotation suggests first that the underground press 
does carry advertisingo Second, the people who place ads in 
the alternative press nay not have any alternative publication 
in which to place their advertising because of the nature of the 
adso That is, the established press may well refuse much of the 
advertising carried by the undergroundo Third, the alternative 
press both needs and tries to obtain advertising, since Hfinan-
cially we can't exist without them." Fourth, the papers will 
indeed carry material which they find obJectionable, i.e. the 
ads themselves, in order to obtain the revenues. The concept 
that the paners are free to do as they wish, with no financial 
pressure, iss to a great extent, a mytho It is a myth in part 
because large numbers of the paners are faced with a maJor pro-
blem of financeo Few such papers have their ovm printing 
facilitLes, and most are printed by commercial printers. The 
underground must pay these printers in advance, and this 
requires advert1s1ngo Glessing ,admits that the content of the 
underground press is about thirty percent advertisingo 37 
Indeed whatever pressure these publications may escape by their 
relatively low advertising content is compensated for by 
readership pressureo If the underground papers are not required 
~o pander to advertisersp they are required to pander to readerse 
These papers operate on a financial margin which is slimo They 
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must produce their product, for the most part, without credit; 
and loss in sales often means the death of the naper. Eros 
Free, a California sex-exploitation paner, for example, yielded 
to a group of feminists to alter the content of the publication. 
The feminists felt that the naner had been exploiting wonen and 
ought to reverse itself and report the nature of discrimination 
against women in Americao The editors yielded to the pressure, 
and the result was the demise of the paper. The population to 
which the paper h2d been directed refused to buy it 1.n its 
altered state, and the paper, unable to meet its printing costs, 
went out of businesso 
When one noves ai.ray from the street people nublications, 
the paradox becomes clearer~ and the non-relevance of the 
subject of advertising nressure becomes paramount. It is true 
that the organizational paoers carry less advertising than do 
the established press or the counter-culture papers, but they 
do carry advertisingo Moreover, it is difficult to understand 
in what sense these papers are free to seek tttrutho" First, it 
has already been established that all of these papers operate 
from a stance of admitted bias. They are the organs of special 
interest ~roups and movements, and in no real sense are they 
free" Who assumes that the Black Panther could endorse George 
Wallace for public office and appeal to the readership that 
supports the paper? VJho assurres that White Power could take a 
posjtion in favor of interracial marriage without its readership 
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assuming that the organization which it represents had taken 
leave of its senses? The position here 1s not that either 
publication would consider such courses of action; indeed, they 
would not, but rather to suggest that they are not free to do 
soo While it may be true that the pressure to respond to events 
and people may arise from some,iliat different sources for such 
publications, these pressures are Just as real, and the papers 
are not free to ignore them. 
In summary, the underground or the alternative press 1s 
not defJ.ncd as the counter-culture publications of the oast tuo 
decadeso It is not a phenomenon of the left side of the polit-
ical spectrum alone. Rather it is any publication which meets 
the following criteria: 
1. It is reactionary in the sense that it is a response by 
some person or group to a force, social or political, 
in the society from which it springso 
2. It is a relatively sr1all scale publication which is 
produced on the least exoensive equip~ento In this 
respect, it is a press th~t relies uoon current tech-
nologf and ima~ination to offset its lack of profes-
sionalism. 
3. It is a rhetorical press. It operates out of a well 
established bias and a sense of inJustice. It proclaims 
either an individual or group trutho 
40 It is a press Jn opoosit1on to the established media 
and as such is used by those who for any reason have 
been denied access to the established presso 
5o It is typically unstable in a financial sense and oanders 
to the readership and advertisers which it has. It may 
be marked by a low advertising content, and therefore it 
may pander less to advertisers than conventionalj but it 
is correspondently more subJect to pressure by its 
readersln.po 
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The alternative press has had a long and checkered 
history, and it may not be facetious to s~y that there has 
been an underground press as long as there has been a printing 
pressQ Efforts to limit the use of the term to present day 
publications, to restrict it to the papers of the radical 
political left, or to associate it with any one political 
philosophy are unwarranted& 
CHAPTER III 
THE RHETOHICAL DU!ENSIONS OF THE ALTERHATIVE PRESS 
The good newspaper must walk a tight rope between two 
abysses--on the one side the false obJectivity which takes 
everyth1.ng at face value and lets the public be ir.1posed 
upon by the charlatan with the most brazen front; on the 
otherJ the interpretive reporting which fa11s1to draw the line between objective and subjective •••• 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish that the 
alternative press 1s a rhetorical presso In order to demon-
strate the rhetorical dimensions of the underground press, two 
lines of analysis will be pursuede First, it will be sho·wn that 
the alternative press is rhetorical in ~he nature of the Jour-
nalism which it practiceso This rhetorical nature can best be 
seen in the tendency of the alternative press to substitute 
subJective presentations for obJective reportinge Second, it 
will be argued that the alternative press serves a specific 
rhetorical function. The analy~is holds that groups and social 
movements require a rhetoric airned at their· own r1embership and 
that ~he alternative press serves this function. Thus, the 
position taken here is that the alternative press is rhetorical 
in both nature and function. 
In order to establish the rhetorical nature of the alter-
native press, it is first necessary to explore some of the ways 
1Elmer Davis, "The Need for Interpretive Reporting," Mass 
Media and Mass !:lan, Alan Casty ( edo}, (1\lew York, 1969), P~ 1~ 
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in which establishment Journalism operates. Once this has been 
done, the operation of the alternative press can be contrasted 
to conventional Journalism theory, and through that comparison, 
the rhetorical nature of the alternative press ,all be clearly 
shown. Before this, one point should be stressed., \·/hat follows 
is a discussion of the goals of the two presseso No argument is 
made here that either the establishment press or the alternative 
press always obtains these goals. The establishment press is 
not always obJective in the presentation of news events, but the 
practitioners of conventional Journalism are expected by their 
peers to accept an ethic which assumes that they w1.ll present a 
complete and truthful account of an event as they know it. The 
alternative press places, by choice, no such exoect~tion upon 
its practitionerso This paper is not concerned Hith the conduct 
of the establishment press~ However, if one is to understand 
the true nature of the alternative press, it is necessary to see 
that it operates from a much different theoretical base than 
other journalisms. The alternative press assumes different 
goals, different values, and different methodso The purpose of 
this conparison is not to judge these differences but to enu-
merate them. Thus it 1s in order that we view current important 
theo~ies of journalismo 
Fred So S1eberts, Theodore Peterson, and Wilber Schranm 
have reported four such theories in their book Four Theories of 
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the Press. These authors maintain that one can grasp and syn-
-thesize all the significant notions concerning the nature of 
modern establishment press under four major theories. These 
theories are the authoritarian theory, the libertarian theory, 
the social responsibility theory, and the Soviet Communist theory. 
Early in their book, they diagram the differences between these 
four theories, and what follows is a condensed presentation of 
what they reveal. 
Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm posit eight important 
dimensions needed for comparing and contrasting theories of 
JOurnalismG These eight are 1.) a consideration of where the 
theory developed, 2o) a consideration of what the theory developed 
out of, 3o) a consideration of what purpose the theory ascribes to 
Journalism, 4o) a consideration of who, according to the theory, 
has the right to use the media, 5o) a consideration of who the 
theory allows to control the media, 60) a consideration of what 
constraints the theory places upon journalism, 7.) a consideration 
of who the theory allows to own ne-\,rnp~pers, and 8.) a consider-
ation of how the given theory dLffers from the other theories. 2 
In their scheme, the authoritarian theory developed in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in England. It grew out 
of a philosophy of the absolute power of the government, and its 
chief purpose is to support and advance the policies or the 
2Fred So Siebert, rrheodore Peterson, and Wilber Schramm~ 
Four Theories of the Press (Urbanaj Illinois, 1972), Po 7$ 
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government in power and to service the functions of the state. 
Anyone with ~overnment pernnssion may operate a newspaper, but 
the Media is controlled by the government by use of government 
patents, guilds, licensing, and when needed, by use of govern-
ment censorshipo Publishers are forbidden to criticize offi-
cials in po1,rnr or the political r1achinery of the state. 0-wner-
ship may be public or nrivateo The essential difference of the 
press under a system of authoritarianism and the press under 
different systems is that under the authoritarianism system, 
the press is always viewed as an instrument of effecting govern-
ment policy and for supporting government act.ion even ·when it is 
not government owned. 
The libertarian theory was also developed in England, 
but there 1.ras a parallel developrrent in tte United States at 
about the same tineo The authors place the date of its devel-
opment sometime after 1688. This theory is seen as growing out 
of the -writings of Mil ton, Locke,, I½ill, and the general philo-
sophy of rationalism and natural rightso Several functions 
are posited for Journalism under the theory including infor-
mation dissemination, enterta1.nr1ent, and cominercialismo Jour-
nalism's chief function, however, is to help discover truth and 
to serve as a check on the power of governmento Anyone with 
the economic means to do so has the ri~ht to publish a paper~ 
and the press is seen as being free from governnent constraintso 
The media is controlled, not by government policy, but by the 
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self-righting process of truth, the free market place of ideas, 
and the courtso Under this theory, the press is forbidden to 
use defamation, obscenity, indecency, or wartime sedition. 
Ownership is seen as chiefly private. The essential charac-
teristic 1vhich identifies the libertarianism from other systens 
is that the libertarianisn press is an instrument for checking 
on governnent and for meeting other needs of the society. 
The theory of social responsibility developed in the 
United States during the twentieth centuryo It grew out of 
several media codes including those produced by the Corm11ssion 
on Freedor1 of the Press and the vrritings of W. E" Hockingo 
This theory holds that the purpose of Journalism is to sell, 
to inform, and to entertain. However, its chief function is 
to raise conflict within the society to the plane of discussiono 
Under this theory, anyone with somethin~ to say has a right to 
use the media, and the only controls are community opinion, 
consumer action, and professional ethics. Only serious 
invasion of recognized private rights· and vital social interests 
are forbiddeno Ovmership is preferred to be private, but if 
the private sector does not perform the needed Journalistic 
function, then the government may be required to take over in 
order to insure public serviceo The essential charac~eristic 
of the press under a system of social responsibility is that 
the press must assume the obligation of,social responsibility, 
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and if they do not, someone must see that they do even if that 
means that the government must assume the operation of the 
presso 
The final theory discussed by Siebert, Peterson, and 
Schra~m is the Sov1et-tota]1tarian theory. The authors nresent 
this system as one ~hat has developed in Russia during this 
century, although they acknowledge that some of the same 
practices ,,hich make the system were used in Germany and Italy 
prior to World War~ IIo There appears to be some contradiction 
to the German use because the Soviet-totalitarian theory is 
seen as growing out of Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist thought 
influenced with Hegel and nineteenth century Russian thinking. 
The chief purpose is to contribute to the success and contin-
uance of the Soviet socialist system and especially to support 
the dictatorship of the partyo Loyal and orthodox party 
members alone have the r1~ht to use the media, and 0hey are 
controlled by surveilance and economic or political action of 
the governmGnto While tactics used by the government nay be 
criticized from time to tine, the press is never allowed to be 
critical of party obJectiveso The ownership is always public~ 
The essential characteristic of a_press under the Soviet-
totalitarianism system is that the totalitarian press 1s state 
owned and closely controlled and that as a media it exists 
solely as an arn of the government. 
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In attemp~ing to place the underground press under one 
of these theories, one very quickly encounters difficulties. 
Two of the systems may be quickly eliminated. For Siebert, 
Peterson, and Schramm, the Soviet-totalitarian theory is not 
applicable to any se~mdnt of the American society. Indeed, one 
is compelled to wonder why this systern has been elevated by the 
authors to the status of a Yull theory since it 1s clearly on]y 
the authoritarian system as it has been refined and practiced 
in the Soviet Uniono 3 Granted, one ~ay find some semantic 
differences and perhaps an important refinement is that the 
authoritarian system does allow for private ovmership; never-
theless, one does feel safe in the assertion that the Soviet-
totalitarian theory 1s little more than a refined and systemic 
example of the authoritarian theory in operation. At any rate, 
the underground press does not operate in Russia and, under a 
system of Soviet-totalitarianism, would not be allowed to 
operate in the United States or elsewhere. 
Nor, it would seem, could one account for the alter-
native press with even a more ~eneral application of the 
authoritarian theory. The first major cause for reJection is 
th~t one is hard pressed to arguG that the function of the 
underground press is to "support and advance the policies of 
the government 1s power," and, as the authors make clear, when 
we speak of the authoritari~n press in the modern world, we are 
3siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, pp. 105-1460 
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speaking of government newspapers. For examplej the Inter-
national Press Institute cites Russia, China, Yugoslavia~ 
Portugal, Spain, Egypt, Syria, Union of South Africa, Iran, 
Pakistan, India, Iraq, Lebanon, Turkey, Argentina, and Indo-
nesia as countries which have an authoritarian press to on 
degree or anothere 4 
Both the libertarian and the social responsibility 
theories influence the alternative press, but neither theory 
totally encompasses it in the final analysis. The relationship 
between these two theories can best be demonstrated by pre-
senting that section of the Siebert, Peterson, Schra!l1111 diagram 
which deals v-n th them. 
LIBERTARIAN 
Developed in: 
England and the United 
States after 16880 
Out of: 
Philosophy of rationalism 
and natural rights. 
Chief Purpose: 
To inform, entertain, sell--
but chiefly to help discover 
truth and to check on 
government. 
Who Has the Right to Use It: 
SOCIAL R~SPOlJSI3ILITY 
Developed in: 
The United States in the 
twentieth century. 
Out of: 
The development of media codeso 
Chief Purpose: 
To inform, entertain, sell--
but chiefly to raise conflict 
to the plane of discussion. 
Who Has the R1ght to Use It: 
Anyone with the economic meanso Anyone with so~ething to say. 
4 Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, Po 310 
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How Is It Controlled: How Is It Controlled: 
By the self-ri~hting process Community opinion, consumer 
of truth, the free market action, and professional ethics. 
place of ideas, and the courts 0 
What Is Forbidden: 
Defamation~ obscenity, in-
decencf, and wartime seditiono 
Ovn1ership: 
Chiefly nrivateo 
Essential Difference from 
Others: 
It is an instrument for check-
ing on government and meeting 
other social needs. 
What Is Forbidden: 
Serious invasion of recognized 
private rights, and vital 
social interestso 
Ownership: 
Private unless the government 
has to take over to insure 
public service. 
Essential Difference from 
Others: 
Media must assume obli~ation of 
social responsibility, and if 
they do not, someone must see 
that- they do. 
It should first be noted that what the authors are pre-
senting in this diagram is Just a thumbnail sketch of the 
theoriesg Thus while they contend that the libertarian theory 
developad in England after 1688,, they go on to say that the 
roots of the theory derive from a complex set of ideas and cir-
cumstances that transcended the geographical boundaries of 
~nglandg 
The sixteenth century p~ovided the experiences; the 
seventeenth century saw the development of the philoso-
phical principles; and the ei~hteenth century put these 
principles into practiceo Harold Laski whose The Rise of 
European Liberalism is the foremost h1.story andanalysis 
of western l1oeral1sm, has pointed out that social philo-
sophy is alwa1s the offspring of history and is unintelli-
gible saw in terms of the events from which it arose. The 
geograohical discoveries of ~he sixteenth century provided 
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a new spaciousness for the minds of men o ••• Scien-
tific as well as geographical discoveries influenced the 
minds of men by emphasizing the rationality of the uni-
verse and the possibility of understanding it through 
patient analysis •••• 
Another factor affecting the development of liberalism 
was the eMergence of the middle class ••.• 
The Enlightenment of the seventeenth and the eighteenth 
centuries contributed immeasurably to,1ard the acceptance 
and diffusion of libertarian principles. Its basic aim 
was to free man from all outside restrictions on his capac-
ity to use his reason for solving religious, political, and 
social pro olerr:is. J 
These notions, especJally as they were reflected in the 
writings of John Milton and John Stuart Mill helped to create 
the libertarian theory of the presso I' Q b t "ts ...., ie er , Peterson, and 
Schramm make clear however, it was a process that took place 
over time. ''The transfer of the rr:iass media from authoritarian 
to libertarian principles in England and America was not accom-
plished overnight :Jut over several centuries. 116 The Sl.fsnificant 
point being made here is that each system must be seen as devel-
oping over time and as relating to each other. This means, for 
one thing, that the libertarian and social responsibility 
theories are not likely to ever be found in a nure fo~m. Indeed 
what one is more likely to encounter LS bits and pieces of the 
theories in operation, and this see1ns even more likely in the 
case of the social responsibility theory. 
h. 
'sie~ert, Peterson, and 3chra~n, PPo 41-430 . 
6siebert, Peterson, and Schra~m, p. 47. 
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Just as libertarian theory was a composite of ideas, so 
che emerging social responsibility theory has ~rown out of 
ideas of nariy personso Men who have contributed comoonent 
ideas to it nn~ht abhor the theory as a whole--Just as, say 
John Milton, who contributed the idea of the self-righting 
libertarian theory in its full form e ••• 
It is important to remember that the social responsi-
bility theory is still chiefly a theory. But as a theory 
it is important because it su6gests a direction in which 
thinking about freedom of the press is heading. Then too, 
some aspects of the theory have found their way into orac-
tice.7 
One can see from the above description that the alter-
native press represents a style of Journalism which borroHs from 
these two but which represents neither. It should also be clear 
that the real roots of both the libertarian and social respon-
sibility theories is that ~hey are counterparts to the author-
itarian r,1odels o That is, 11 oeralism in all its forrns is in 
large measure a reaction to authoritarianism, and in turn one 
may argue that Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm have in reality 
presented two theories of journalism: authoritarian and liber-
tarian. From this point of view, Soviet-totalitarianism is a 
refinement upon more general authoritarian systems, and social 
responsibility is a refinement and extension of the liber-
tarian systemo The alternative press falls into the sphere of 
the libertarian-social respons1b1l1t1 approach to Journalism, 
but it can be shown that in some important ·ways it differs from 
both. 
There are, for exaMple, clear ti~s between the alter-
native press and the social respons1bLl1ty theory. Social 
7s1ebert, Petersonj and Schramm~ Po 75. 
responsJ bJ_li ty grew from cornmissions forned because of specific 
criticism of the press. These criticisms included the arguments 
that the press tthas been subservient to big business and at 
times has let advertisers control editorial policies and edi-
torial content""$ It was also charged that the press ffhas 
resisted socidl change and that the press is controlled by one 
socioeconomic class, loosely the business class, and access to 
the industry is difficult for the newcomer. o •• 119 These 
criticisms are, of course, the sari1e ones voiced by the pub-
lishers of the alternative press, and it has been shown that 
these cor0plaints serve as the impetus for 1 ts growth. Thus, 
one can see that the alternative press shares at least some of 
its origins with the social resnonsibility theory. Yet, it 
seems equally clear that those who use the alternative press 
would reJect out of hand one of the important tenets of that 
theory: that is the notion that when the public sector fails to 
meet the need of raising conflict to the plane of discussion, 
it beco~es the responsibility of governn8nt to assume a JOUr-
nalistic operation. Indeed, for the alternative press, govern-
ment is a part of the established econoMic and political force 
which has captured and controls the conventional press. The 
charge, as has been demonstrated, is that the press is already 
8 Siebert , Pet er son , and Schramm, , p. 7 8 • 
9siebert? Peterson, and Schramm, p. 79e 
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a tool of big business and big governmento The view of most 
of the alternative press is not only that the government 1s 
not to be served by the press, but that it must not be trusted. 
This antipathy for service to established government power can 
be illustrated by tvro examples. George L. Dovel, writing in 
The Cross and the Flagj told why he felt the governwent had not 
dealt with the 11 Communist" Martin Luther King. 
The answer to one who might wonder why King was pernntted 
to roam over the nation at will, fermenting racial tension 
and turmoil and constantly 9reach1ng defiance of the law, is 
13LACK VOTES. Following the examnlc of ttcourt-packing" 
Franklin D. Rossevelt, who thwarted the attempts of a 
congressional comrrnttee on 11 Un-American Activities" to 
expose and ueed communist S!nes from vital U .So Governr1ent 
departrnents and agencies 3ECh.USE HIS POLITICAL Pi.J.TY NEEDED 
THE COI\J\,.UNIST VOTES TO PERPZTUATE ITSELF IN PO'/lER, false 
white leaders in everv branch of ~he federal govern~ent--
fearing NeGrO reorisai in the event King should ~e summoned 
into court to answer for his treason--condoned his treason-
able course and passively encouraged him to sow the seeds 
of anarchy and revolution.10 
What Dovel is saying is that government would never stand as the 
defender of the people and~ indeed, will trade the national 
security of the country for votes" One 1w1ould hardly expect 
Dovel to endorse a government presso 
Among the underground papers which represent the left 
side of the political spectrum, the 3erkeley Tribe demonstrates 
the manner in which the alte~nat~ve press regdrds the govern-
ment vrhen 1 t says, "The function of the un1forr1ed force 111 
10George Lo Dovel1l "A Traitor Martyrized, 11 The Cross 
and the Flag, XXVIII (October, 1969), 7o 
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Berkeley is to intimidate and suppress young people and black 
peopleo These police are an occupying army, an expeditionary 
force dispatched by the state power structure to control and 
oppress its subJects 0 °11 
\rlhat these two exar:1ples illustrate is that the alter-
native press 111ould never hold ,1i th that ;Jart of the social 
responsibility theo~y that expresses trust in the institutions 
and ,governr1ent under which men live. The socia.l responsibility 
theory places final trust in the governnent to assurr.e responsi-
bility, but the outlaw press takes dead aim at government as 
the source of most social problems at worst ahd as a tool of 
vested interests at besto )ny effort by the ~overnment to 
assume a journalistic role would be viewed by the underground 
as nropagnnda or suppression. 
Nor it would seem can the libertarian theory be used as 
a method of viewing the alternative presso The same sort of 
analysis reveals that the theory is greatly different from the 
operation of the underg~ound in at least one of its important 
considerationse The libertarittn theory holds that there are 
certain practices which the press must not enga~e ino Among 
these are obscenity and defamation of character. Both the use 
of obscenity and defamation occur in the underground press how-
evero Once nore the discreryancy can be demonstrated by example. 
11none 1/•lins or Dies, 11 The Berke] ey Tri be, III ( August 28-
Sep ~ember 8, 1970), 3o 
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Papers like the Berkeley Tribe commonly run headlines like 
"Is Amerika Devouring Its Children? No Amerika is Fucking Over 
Its Ch1.ldren~ulZ and the East Village Voice calls government 
responses to sociaJ. issues tttypical chickenshit hypocrisy" and 
exhorts readers to "Get off your asses and do something about 
ito Don't let them fuck you again. 013 Indeed, the alternative 
press is marked by the use of profanity and sexually explicit 
material~ Some might even find obscenity in the titles of the 
papers such as Tits'n'Ass, Suck, and Turn of the Screwedo 
Exa111ples of defamation of character are equally easy to cite. 
The Cross and the FlaPa cata8orizes Lyndon Johnson, Hubert 
Humphrey, and Charles Percy as ttsloppy mongrelizing demagogues,"14 
and \lhite Power makes constant reference to Martin Luther "Coon" 
and to Nelson Rockefeller as an "Esso-Bo 1115 Such language and 
defamation does not constitute exceptions in ~he reporting of 
the outlaw press~ but it is the norm for all the various per-
suasions which are represented by the undergroundo Some of the 
papers contain more obscenity than others; some are harsher in 
1211 Is Amerika Devouring Its Children? No J.~r1erika Is 
Fucking Over Its Children,tt Berkeley Tribe, III (September 
11-18, 1970), 16. 
1972), 





1Prost1tuters, 11 The Cross ~d the Flag? XXIV (August, 
1511commie-Can1 talists T17hten1ng • Econornc Noose on 
ArnerlCdnSs," White Power Noo 16 \Jl.1ay, 1971), Po 60 
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their treatment of public figures than others, but all violate 
this segment of the theory of libertarian press to some degree, 
and most violate it in the extremeo 
The major factor which seoarates the alternative press 
from the conventional theories of journalism, however, is its 
orientation to the Matter of obJcctive versus subjective news 
treatment. In one important sense, both the libertarian and 
the social responsibility theories understand Journalism to be 
a conduit for dissemination of informatJon, not a vehicle for 
persuasiono When one says that the function of JOU~nalism 1s 
to "help discover truth" or to 11 raise conflict to the plane of 
discussion," one is assigning Journalism a non-persuasive task~ 
The purpose is not to proclaim truth bvt to engage in a process 
that enables a whole oodyj the members of the state, for 
example, to determine truth and to plot courses of action. To 
those who assign such a mission to Journalism, the necessity 
for objective and fair reporting is of pararriount 1.mportancea 
The libertarian theory holds that false points of view will 
indeed be printed but that the self-righting process in a free 
market place of ideas will insure the gener~l acceptance of the 
best policies over timeo 
Libertarian theorists assumed that out of a nultiplicity 
of voices of the press, some infor~ation reaching the 
public would be false and some opinions unsound ••• o 
Ultimately the publJ_c could be trusted to digest the whole i 
to discard that not in the public interest and to accept 
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that which served the needs of the individual and of the 
society of which he is a part.16 
The press is a part of this process under the libertarian theory, 
and it serves the important function of insuring that all sides 
of an issue are knovm to the public. Under this system the 
press may not be a Judge of what is false or true, good or bade 
The function of the press is to inforn the public, and the 
informed public then may judge for itselfo It will not be 
argued here that the libertarian press has always functioned 
in such a fashiono Those who helped to develop the social 
responsibility theory as well as those who have heloed to 
develop the alternative press make strong cases for the fact 
that it has not; however, the theoretical framework of the 
theory calls for this obJectivityo The theo~y places the press 
in the society, and as a member of the society, it aids in the 
common search for trutho Like the smallest member of the col-
lective, the press 1s not the possessor of truth; it is a seeker 
after truth. 
The theory of social responsibility 1s even more 
explicit in this matter. The Commission on the Freedom of the 
Press addressed itself directly to the issue in 1947. The 
Commission held that the first requirement of the press in a 
contemporary society is to provide tta truthful, comprehensive, 
and intelligent account of the day's events in a context which 
16 Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, p. 51. 
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gives them rneaningoul? As Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm say, 
11 This requirement demands that the press must not lie. It 
means also that the press must identify fact as fact and opinion 
as opinionott18 In part, -chis position goes far beyond a simple 
call for objective reporting; indeed it is a reaction to what 
has been called a fetish for obJectivity. The Comr1ission said, 
ttrt is no longer enough to report the facts truthfully. It is 
now necessary to report the truth about the factson 19 The 
concern of the Commission was that if Journalism only reported 
what a person said, even -r.,hcm the reporter or publishers knew 
that the words reported were not the truth or not complete, 
that journalism was not meeting its social responsibility. 
That 1s, controversy was not "t>eing raised to the plane of 
discussion, it is simply being extended by the spread of false 
inform:?tion .. As Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm insist, 11 In 
adhering to objective reporting, the press has tried to present 
more than one side of a story; but in so doing, the suggestion 
is, the media have not bothered to evaluate for the reader the 
trustworthiness of conflicting sources, nor have they supolied 
the persnective essential to a complete understanding of a 
17commission on the Freedom of the Press, A Free and 
Responsible Pross (Chicago, 1947), p. 20. 
18siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, p. 870 
19 ' Commission on the Freedom of the Press, p. 22. 
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given situationu 20 Thus it is true that the social respon-
sibility theory is not happy with a Journalism which makes no 
judgments and serves only as a conduit for public figureso 
But the theory does not hold for a purely subJective JOurnalismo 
It holds that it is the ~ask of journalism to seek information, 
in an o~Jective and fair fashion, to present that information, 
clearly and completely, and to interpret and evaluate that 
information. i:oreover, it holds that the evaluation must be 
clearly separated from the reporting, that it ~ust oe labeled 
as evaluation, and that readers must be able to identify which 
is evaluation and which is reporting. Such a scheme calls for 
greater not less honesty, and it makes the role of journalLsm 
more difficult and more open to question. Elmer Davis~ who 
served as head of the Office of \/ar Information during World 
War II, put the matter this way. 
This kind of dead-pan reporting--so and so said it, and 
if he's lying in his teeth it isn't my business to say so--
may salve the conscience of the reporter (or the editor, 
who has the same ultimate res9onsio1l1ty) as to his loyalty 
to sor.1e obscure ideal of objectivityo Jut what about his 
loyalty to the reader? The reader lays down his nickel, 
or whatever, for the paper in the belief th2t is going to 
find out what is going on in his world and it does not seem 
to me that ~he newspaner is giving him his nickle's worth 
if it only gives what sonebody says is going on in the 
world, with no hint as to whether what that somebody says 
is right or wrong~21 
1973), 
20siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, Po 88. 
21H1.ll1er Kreighbaum, Pressure on the Press (New York, 
Po 1020 
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More recently Ben Ho 3agdikian, in an address to the William 
Allen White Foundation; voiced the same quandary. Bagdikian 
noted that the sheer volume of news creates the need for 
greater selectivity and appraisal on the part of Journalists 
and said,, uso whether news organizations like it or not, they 
have to get 'involved' in ways that were considered unobJective 
a few years ago. 1122 i3agdikian called this a situation of 
crises in identity and said that it p~esents the greatest 
problem and danger facing the press todavo Thus for those 
practicing a social responsibility approach to journalism, one 
is faced with the oroblem of meeting the responsibility and 
maintaining some system of fairness. That is, they are faced 
with the dilerm11a of reporting more than fact, but of main-
taining a non-biased approach to their tasko 
The alternative press is not faced with this problem, 
because unlike the establishment press, it does not practice 
or preach an obJective JOurnalismo The Journalism of the 
underground is persuasive. By this I'mean that the underground 
press is not engaged in a search for some truth; it assumes 
that it has truth 9 and it seeks to present that truth in a 
persuasive fashion to its readershipo The alternative press 
is not a seeker; it is a proclaimer, and no where is the real 
nature of that approach to Journalism better encapsulated than 
2 2w arr en K o Agee Mass JvT e d J_ a 1 n a Free Society ( Lawrence , 
Kansas, 1969), p. 60 
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in a quotation by Raymond Mungo, the founder of the under-
ground press syndication, Liberation News Service. 
Facts are less imoortant than truth and the two are far 
from equivalent you ~ee; for cold facts are nearly always 
boring and may even distort the truth, but truth is the 
highest achievement of human expressiono Hmmmmm. I had 
better clarify this Vv'l -c.h an example: let's suppose for 
warit of better enoloyment, we are watching Walter Cronkite 
on TV. Uncle Walter, who is cute and lovable and whom we 
all love, calmly asserts that the Allied Command(!) reports 
112 American soldiers were silled in the past week in Viet-
nam, 236 South Vietnamese died in the same period, and 
Enemy (not Vietnamese?) deaths 1llere "put at" 3,463g Now I 
doubt ~he accuracy of that report, but I know it doesn't 
even come close to the truth; in fact it is an obscene, 
inexcusable lieo Now let's pick up a 1967 copy of 3oston's 
Avatar, and under the headline "~eport from Vietnam11 by 
Alexander Sorensen read a painfully graphic account of 
Sorensen's encounter with medieval torture in a Vietnamese 
village. Later, because we know Brian Keating, who wrote 
the piece, we discover that Alexander Sorensen doesn't 
exist and the incident described in Avatar, 1vhich moved 
thousands never in fact happenedo Now because it has 
hapnened in Man's history, and because we know we are 
responsible for its hap~ening today, and because the story 
is unvarnished and plain and human, we know it is true, 
truer than any facts you may have picked up in the New 
Republic 023 
The concept that t1ungo is positing here is a Journalism 
in which one starts with a view of what constitutes some his-
torical truth~ indeed with a political orientation, and proceeds 
to preach it in print. That is quite different from the social 
responsibility position that one goes beJond mere fact to some 
interpretation of those factso Mungo contends thac one may in 
fact ignore facts or alter them in any fashion -c.hat serves one's 
purposeo In doing thJs, he is expressing the prevalent 
23Raymond Mungo, Famous Long Aq;o: Life and Hard Times 
with Liberatjon News Service (Boston~70), Po 40:-
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conception of jou~nalism shared by those responsible for the 
underground oresso Michael Johnson comments on his idea 
directly and approvinglyo 
Mungo is a good writer, and his writing is representative 
of the best styles to be found in New Journalism, in the 
underground press or elsewhereo His quest for truth rather 
than simple facts-(whatever the limitations of that idea), 
the attempt to speak for a new generation of people, and 
the commitment to an ideal of personal, empirical, morally 
minded, and creative reportage and comrnentary--all are the 
emblens of the best und1:;rground press ·vrriting and of rnuch 
of the New Journalism 0 24 
Roger Lewis says that the alternative press does not "pretend 
to any hypothetical journalistic obJectivity" and adds, 11 There 
are some issuest like the war and the oppression of black people 
that those who work on the papers feel are too crucial to waste 
tir1e and the niceties of leveral balance." 25 Robert Glessing 
also agrees that the view toward obJectivity is one of the 
major distinctions of the alternative presso 
The content in both political and cultural underground 
papers differs most from that of their overground brothers 
in their view of the importance of 1) objectivity, 2) 
balanced repor~ing, and 3) advertising ••• o 
SubJectivitf is a Journalistic principle axnong under-
ground press staffers and they care much r1ore about opinion 
than fact. A sign in the Berkeley Barb office ttput down 
prejudice--unless itVs on our side 0 75est describes sub-
JectJ_ve repor·ting~ and also why the "obJectivity" standard 
of the establishnent press is rejected. ObJectivity is 
assumed to imply a lack of involvement with the subJect, 
and non1nvolve1ncnt is a cardinal underground sin--particu-
larly on radically political staffs. Being involved in the 
action and being opposed ~o the establishment is a formula 
24 Johnson, p. 22. 25 Lewis, p. 130 
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for an exciting brand of personal journalism, even if it 
presents only one side of the storyo Underground Jour-
nalists believe readers can get all the "law and order" 
viewpoint they want from the daily press and reporters see 
themselves fi~st as activists and only incidentally as 
journalistse2b 
Indeed, the reporters see themselves not as reporters, 
but as rhetors. If one returns to the eight categories of 
Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm, the following observations can 
be made about the alternative presso First, the alternative 
press seems to have developed along with the libertarian press. 
As has been shown, it can be found in many parts of the world, 
but it does have its richest history in England and the United 
States$ It is a reactive press and developed as a response to 
the failure of government and social institutions to respond to 
problems perceived by groups in the societyo Its chief purpose 
is to persuade and to maintain the morale and norms of the 
group. Of these t1:v0, this paper will argue that the latter is 
the more importanto Underground publishers may include anyoi1e 
with a grievance or special point of view who has the economic 
means and the needed interest to publish a papero In a strict 
sense, it is not controlled, but it 1s, of course, subJect to 
the laws of the society in which it is published. Moreover, 
because it is ained at particular groups, it is subJect to 
manipulation or censorship by the groupo It is forbidden to 
J 
seriously violate group norms though these nay deviate greatly 
26 Glessing~ Po 99~ 
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from the social norms of the larger social order. The owner-
ship is totally private, but it may be corporate in the sense 
that formal political groups often publish the papers. The 
essential characteristic which separates the alternative press 
is its total abandonment of obJective news reportingo It is a 
journalism that is marked by a high degree of personal subjective 
reportageo It is a journalism that reJects the need for obJec-
tive comparison of view, and it assumes that the press ought to 
mold opinion and not just supply raw data which allows an in-
formed citizenry free choice. Jt holds that where information 
is detrimental to the position of the paper, that information 
may be withheld and may even be altered to serve the paper's 
purposeo It further holds that information may be invented to 
support the publisher's cause if such information is needed and 
does not exist. It represents a clear break with the ethics of 
good Journalism and vn.th t.he ethics of good rhetoric as well, 
for it assumes that any neans o~ persuasion is an acceptable 
means of persuasion. It is not reporting ained at providing 
information, which 1s a Journalistic function; it is reporting 
aimed at persuasion, which is, of course, a rhetorLcal functiono 
In order to establish the specific rhetorical function 
of the alt.ernative press, it is first of all necessary to 
explore the rhetorical needs of the groups which are respon-
sible for the publication of the underground paperso As has 
already been demonstrated, the a1ternative press may be chiefly 
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characterized as a reaction by some alienated group to the 
existing social ordero - The alternative press exists because 
sane group which desires to address a social or political 
situation has no access to the established print media and ~ust, 
therefore, resort to the publication of its own paper. It is 
true that people have established and operated underground 
papers without the specific endorsement or sponsorship of a 
formal organizationo Houever, as the Free Ran6 er Tribe pub-
lication How to Publish Your Very O\m Underground Newspaper 
makes clear, even this sort of profit r1otive alternative pub-
lication must be aimed a~ a specific target readership and not 
Just at the general public if it is to survivee 
If you are going to start a paper, start it where the 
community needs one~ not as a substitute for orgE.nizing 
that community o •• this is if you have a community you 
can call your O\ffio If you don't-=-make oneo A newspaper 
is a significant step in the right direction o ••• 
Most t01.ms are one-paner tovms~ and all sorts of people 
feel the need for a paper not tied to the local establish-
ment o While they may not desire a radical one, many are 
1 dll1ng to back one if it gets the news out e Bost of these 
people are in opposition t.o the establish1nent--small prop-
erty owners, small business men, academics, some churches, 
the hip community, the left liberals and the radicalso A 
radical paper, reporting suppressed or overlooked news, 
muckraking the local establishment, serves these people's 
needs~ shows them their common interests, organizes, and 
radicalizes.,27 
It is the contention of this ·writer that very few of the pub-
lishers of' the alt0rnat1ve press are required to "rriake their 
27Free Ranger Tribe? How to Publish Your Very Own 
Underground ~,'1s paper, Po 1 o 
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ovm comrnunityn or to "show people their common interests.n 
For the most part~ these publications are the official pub-
lications of existing social and political organizations. Many 
others are associated with less for~al and less well organized 
groups, but even these do have a community at which they are 
directedo This is true first because most of the social and 
political organizations which stand in open opposition to the 
established power structure of' the United States do print their 
own newspaperso Groups such as the John Birch Society, the 
States aights Part/, the American Nazi Party, Students for a 
Democratic Society, the Socialist Party, or the Black Panther 
Party represent all sides of the political spectrum, and all 
publish official newspapers6 Religious-political groups such 
as the 3lack T{uslims or the anti-Semitic followers of Gerald 
L. Ko Smith are o~her examples of groups which ooerate alter-
native presses for their membershipo A~ the same ti:rie, many 
of the outlaw publications are printed not by formal organi-
, 
zations, but by people who belong to s:riall collectives 1~1hich 
are part of larger social movements, or by individuals who have 
no formal relationship to a group at all but share the group's 
social alienation. Thus, rriost of the 11 street people" pub-
lications, such as the Village Voice or the Berkeley Tribe, are 
rep.cesentatJ_ve of what might loosely be termed ffthe youth move-
mentn or the ttcounter-culture,rr and many of these are Marxist 
publ 1-co.tions o Black ne,vspapers, such as Cool I-c, do not 
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represent any formal organizations, but they are part of the 
ttBlack movementtt in the same way that some of the anti-Semitic 
papers are part of n general social orienta~ion. In this 
sense, even that segment of the alternative press which is not 
made up of official or6 anizational publications is always part 
of a lar~er social movement. Both types of alternative pub-
lications address themselves to some social or political issue, 
and they always present a demand for change or a resistance to 
changeo Leland Griffin, in his seminal article, "The Rhetoric 
o.f Social Historical 1'iover1ents,u has made clear that both of 
these activities are i~portant characteristics of social move-
mentso According to Griffinj there are two types of movements, 
"Pro-movements," and "1.nti-movementso" Pro-r10ve1<1ents are those 
which have the positive goal of trying to establish some spe-
cific progran10 They advocate so~ethingo Anti-mover1ents, on 
the other hand~ are movements ·which oppose specific programs. 
They wish to reject or destroy somethingo 28 The alternative 
press 1s employed in a wide variety of ways, but one can always 
see the Pro-moveDent and Anti-movement running through themo 
What is being suggested is that the alternative press is closely 
tied to such movements and that a search for the rhetorical 
functions is best manifested in an analysis of the rhetorical 
needs of the gro~ps and movemantso 
Two writers have addressed themselves directly to the 
question of the rhetorical needs of social movementsa They are 
28Leland Griffin~ "The Rhetoric of Social Historical 
Movements, n Quarterly Journal of Speech, LC{VIII (April, 1952)" 
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Herbert W. Simons in his article, "Requirements, Problems, and 
Strategies: A Theory of Persuasion for Social Mover1ents, " 
and Arthur L Smith in a paper presented to the Speech Comm-
unication Association Convention in December of 1972 entitled 
"Historical and Social Move111ents: A Search for Boundaries. 11 
What these two vrr-iters have suggested is that socJ.al movements 
must not practice one, but tuo rhetorics. The first is an out-
ward directed rhetoric aimed at the larger social enviroment in 
which the group exists. It is a rhetoric which takes as its 
function the recruitment of new me~bers and ~he persuasion of 
the public as to the correctness of group positions. The second 
is an inner directed rhetoric aimed, not at the general popu-
lation~ but rather at the membership of the group or the sup-
porters of the moven1ent. The function of this rhetor·ic is the 
development and support of group norms. This notion that group 
leaders must be able to generate dual 5ets of appeals finds 
wide support in the v..rritings of _various sociologists who have 
investigated the phenomena of social novements and group 
behavior. 
Simons, in his treatment, posits a leader-cantered 
concept of social movernen-cs and says that the leaders must meet 
three rhetorical requirements in order to insure the possibility 
of achievement of group objectives. 
2. 
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They must attract, maintain, and ri1old workers ( i. e e, 
followers) into an efficiently organized unito 
They must secure adoption of their product by the 
larger structure (ioe., the external system, the 
established order)o 
They must react to resistance generated by the larger 
structure.29 
What he neans when he says that the leaders and the rriovernent 
must "maintain and riold workerstr is that the group must be able 
to establish and maintain its own social norms of conduct and 
belief. In his ovv11 uords 1 
The survival and effectiveness of any ~ovement are depen-
dent on adherence to its program, loyality to its leader-
ship, a collective willingness and capacity t,o work 1 enerr;y 
mo~ilization, a~d memb2r satisfaction. A hierarchy of 
authority and division of labor must be established in 
·which members are persuaded to take orders, to perform 
menial tasks, and to forgo social pleasureo30 
In part the rhetoric of any movement helps to create ~hese 
hierarchies and loyalties, and in part the rhetoric of any 
group must be to maintain them. This latter is contrasted ~o 
the notion that movewents must insure adoption of their product 
by the larger soclal structure in which they live. Here Simons 
tells us what he means when he says that the groups must deal 
Hith the public in order to "smite the agents of the old and to 
provide happiness, harmony, and stability~uJl The third 
requirement, that of meeting resistance generated by the larger 
29Herbert T\/ o Simons j "Requirements, Pro bl ems, and 
Strategies: A Theory of Persuasion for Soc1.al 1',fovemcnts," 
Quart2rly Journal of Speech, LVI (February, 1970), Po J-4o 
30 31 Simons, Po 3o Simons, p. 4e 
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structure's reaction to the move11wnt, may be an inward or out-
vrard directed rhetoric 'in that both the general public and the 
Membership of the group nay require answers to criticism of 
the group, but the first two .cequirernents clearly call for 
different target audiences. 
Simons ackno-r..rledges that these differences in target 
audiences create rhetorical problems for the movemento These 
problems arise from the fact that the rhetorical appeals 
required to accomplish one task may make the other task more 
difficulto That is to say that appeals which are apnropr1.ate 
for the general public may be inappropriate for the membershipo 
First, the outer directed rhetoric of group leaders must often 
be strategically conceived in ways which may be unappealing to 
the membership of the group. David Serg, for example, has 
noted that groups often say and do things in order to gain 
television exposure and not necessarily because the actions or 
words represent any legi~imate position of the group. 32 In 
this v,my, group leaders may address gatherings of people who 
are anather1a to the group or may employ a rhetoric which masks 
the real nature of group obJectiveso Second, news wh~ch one 
wants to share with the members of the group may not be infor-
mation which the movement wan ts to share \,ath the general 
publico As an il]ustration, the Black Panther has run wanted 
32nav1.d Berg, "Rhetoric, Reality, and r\!ass Iv~edia," 
Quarterly Journal of Speechj LVIII (October, 1972), 255-2630 
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posters for members who have corunitted cr1r1es against the 
organization. These carry appeals which imply that the group 
will deal violently with the offenders when and if they are 
caught. 33 The wanted posters are for people who have given 
information to the police or who have stolen money from the 
Panthers, and one may assume that the posters are in the nature 
of a Harning to other members not to duplicate these activitiese 
This kind of ·warning is hardly the sort of information Hhich 
the organization would want to share 1,nth the J;eneral public 
because it contrasts with their public stance of unity and 
loyalty o Simons puts the v;hole problem of dual rhetoric in 
perspective Hhen he says, 
The leader nay also need to distort, conceal, exag~erate, 
etco in addressing his own supporterso To gQln intellectual 
respectability within and/or outside the mover1ent, ideolog-
ical statements should be built on a logical framevmrk and 
appear consistant with verifiable evidence. Yet mass sup-
port is more apt to be secured when ideological star.er:1ents 
are presenr.ed as "generalized belJ.efs~ oversimplified con-
ceptions of soc:;i..al problems, and magical, 11 if only" beliefs 
and solutions.34 , 
One may argue that Simons' analysis is flffi1ed. He seems 
to be implying that social novc~cnts are peopled by highly 
intelligent .chetors who must speak down to the mass audiences 
The membership of any given social movewent may indeed represent 
the intelligentsia of a society and r.he society may indeed 
6. 
33uParty Purf;e, u The Black Panther, IV (March 2$, 1970) i 
34s 5 imons~ Po IP 
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represent the masses \dth all the connotations usually afforded 
those terms, but the opposite is just as likely to be trueo 
Social movements are not alwa1s narked by hi.~h purpose o.c by 
intelligence and sophisticationo Many 0£ the movements repre-
sented by the alternative press are anti-intellectual and 
unsophisticated in thought and behaviorQ However, he is correct 
in his analysis when he says that the two rhetorics which groups 
must practice are not always compatable and that they create 
acute rhetorical p.coblems for movement leaderso 
Arthur Smith emplofs different terminology and arrives 
at somewhat different conclusions in his treatment of the rhe-
torical requi.cements of social movementso However, he presents 
the sane general divisions for the function of movement rhetoric. 
Smith also divides the rhetoric of nass movements into three 
general catagories, and he calls these catagories the o.cgan-
izing function~ the sustaining function, and the productive 
functiono He explains the diff~rence among these three functions 
in this uayo 
In its organizing function rhetoric coordinates and struc-
tures the various elements of personal and collective 
grievance into a fairly consistent doctrineo Rhetoric, or 
more particularly the pr1ncipal Metaphor, may itself be 
the doctrine or a part of it. The sustaining influence 
comes thro~gh because it tr10s to conserve the fundamental 
union and solidarity of the votaristsG The productive 
function creates the mood and the necessary atmosphere 
for an attack on the opposition.35 
35Arthur Lo Srnth, Historical and Social Movements: A 
Search for Boundaric::s? a paper presented oeiore the Speech 
'Comrnunicdtion Association, Decef"1b2r, 1972, Po 5 o 
$6 
While Smith is less explicit than Simons concerning the nature 
of these rhetorical functions, these comparisons can fairly be 
made<!> Smith's organizing and sustaining runctions are much 
like the notion that members must be attracted, maintained, and 
molded, while his p.roductive function seems to encompass both 
the concept of securing the-adoption of the larger structure 
and of dealing with the outside resistance generated by the 
moveMent. In this scheme, the organizing function is almost 
dilectical in nature, while the sustaining function is clearly 
an inward directed rhetorico This inwctrd directed rhetoric is, 
once more, aiMed at the followers of the move~ent in order to 
"sustain" the group loyal-r,y and to enforce the collective norms 
of behavior and mythology of the groupe That the productive 
function is a strategical function is made clear by Smith be-
cause he outlines in specific detail the various sorts of strat-
egies which the 111over11ent must employ in fulfilling the func-
tione36 
Unlike Simonsi Smith never comes to grips with the basic 
dilemma created by the contradictory cross-purposes of these 
two separate rhe0orics and the resulting rhetorical problems 
which face the groupso In part this is because his concern is 
with the language of movcri1ents and not 1,,rith the behavior of the 
groups as they neet their rhetorical problemse In part it is 
36smith~ p. 7. 
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because he does not seem to understand the importance of the 
distinction which he has posedo For Smith, the basic strategies 
of vilification, objectification, mYthication, and legitimation 
can be made to serve all the rhetorical functions of mass move-
ments, and the differences in the methods in which they will be 
used as one moves from one rhetorical task to another is, for 
him, an unans-wered questiono However, what is important is 
that Smith, like Simons, is aware that rhetoric serves not 
Just one but different functions for social !novements, and that 
the rhetoric of groups 1s addressed not Just to a single audi-
ence but to multiple audienceso 
The analysis which Sir1ons and Smith nake, it should be 
notedi 6 rows out of a much larger 1-)ody of material dealing uith 
the nature of social groups and movements. Writers such as 
Ralph Turner and Lewis Killian~ in their book Collective 
Behavior~ have developed at so~e length the notion that members 
of social moverrients must develop contrived strategies 1.n deal-
ing with the general public which ,nll often cover real aims 
and obJectives. 37 The problem of how groups must maintain 
institutional order and deal with a hostile outside environ-
ment at ~he same time is the subJect of James K. Feibleman 1 s 
The Institutions of Socie~o 38 The absolute importance of 
37Ralph Turner and Lewis Killian, Collective Behavior 
(Enelewood Cliffs, New Jersey» 1962), p. JOo 
3B J ar1es Ko Feibler.ian, The Ins ti tut ions of Society 
(London, 1956). 
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maintaining social norms for groups and move~ents and the need 
for enforcement of those norms has been demonstrated by Hadley 
Cantril in his book The Psychology of Social Movementso 39 
Finally Luther P. Gerlach and Virginia He Hine, in their co~-
parative analysis of the Pentecostal moveFient and the Black 
Po1,ver movement, have looked directly at groups striving to 
maintain the loyal commitment of their membership while 
atte~pting to be adaptive to the larger social order at the 
same time. 40 11Jhat Simons and Smith have done is to take a 
ver-y large volume of literature of social movements and distill 
it in order to arrive at an understanding of the rhetorical 
problems which tnat literature poseso 
These considerations are directly related to the rhe-
torical function of the alternative press. It is the content-
ion of this writer that the alternative press may be used to 
serve all these various functions, but that it is chiefly used 
and most effectLvely used, to serve as the vehicle for the 
I 
inward directed rhetoric of the groups. The audience of the 
underground press is not the general public; rather it is the 
membership of the groups which publish the papers and those who 
39Hadley Cantril, The Psvchologv of Social J\Iovements 
(London, 1941). 
li-O Luther Gerlach c~nd vi·r~ 1 I5 H" Pol P W bln a ~o llle, e O 8 2 OWerL Change: 1'1ovenents of Social Transformation (Indianapolis~ 
Ina:Iaria, 1970; o 
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are sympathetic to those groups. The rhetorical function of 
the alternative press is to maintain and mold followers, to 
develop and sustain group norms of behavior and belief, and to 
provide group members wjth the information and support needed 
to maintain group morale. The alternative press provides a 
leadership function for members who are scattered over a large 
geographical area, and it aids in the group's efforts to sustain 
loyalty and adherence to the groupo It serves as a vehicle for 
insuring inclusion and satisfaction for the members of social 
movementso That it may also be a persuasive vehicle when 
encountered by non-members or neutral persons in the general 
public JS not discounted, and indeed as a side issue, this may 
even be hoped for by the publishers of the underground papers. 
However, the alternative press is a rhetorical press aimed at 
the forMal or infor1nal membership of a group for the purpose 
of sustaining and uplifting that membership~ 
Robert Glessingf Michael Johnson, and Roger Lewis are 
all in substantial agreement with this position. Glessing says 
that the ''underground papers are written by the alienated for 
41 the alienated," and in his book he includes an article by 
Lincoln Berman which makes the following statement: 
41 Glessing, Po 3. 
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Underground papers are part of a movement for change. 
Aware that human duty is not only to destroy, but also to 
builde That destruction of empty institutions and values 
of this society is not only a negative task, but a positive 
one, involving a hope and a belief in the future. 
Running through the stream of American history is a 
search for cornmuni ty. The whole i11cludes and communes 
that began in cities and 111 the countryside, those which 
fail and those ·which last for a while. The whole includes 
political collectives which seek to use common knowledge 
and practice to advance more effectively the movement for 
changeQ Underground papers
4
~re based upon this conception 
of comr:mncs or collectives. 
Roger Lewis also makes special note of the limited nature of the 
audJence of the alternative press. 
The typical underground paper is designed to serve the needs 
of a specific community. Its readership may derive, in 
part, from different communities within a comrriunity--student, 
black 1 chicano, politicized white and hippie--and the paper 
will be read ,ilienever it deals with issues that interest 
the communL~y by indicating that a threat ~o one community 
may be a threat to alle Police brutality, rent disputes 
and military conscript1-on are cases in pointo The common 
factor that unites these papers is that they regard them-
selves as the genuine organs of the coP1..munity. o • $43 
Of the three, only Johnson attempts to put some distance 
between the institutional press ,of formal organizations and the 
informal "street peoplett publications. He notes, first of all, 
that some have argued that the two are not the same, and indeed 
he is correct. One vvriter who has argued in that manner is 
Edith Romm. In her book The Open Conspiracy: 1vhat America's 
An_p;ry Generation Is Sav1-ng, Romm argues that street people 
42Glessing, Pe 1630 
43 Lewis, PPo 24-25. 
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publications are not serious or sober and that they are, at any 
rate, capitalistic in that they are sold for profit~ She 
maintains that serious movement papers do not publish obscen-
ities or experiment 1-nth flamboyant layout and typography and 
are distributed differently 0 44 In this assessment, she is 
incorrect o What Romm says may be true of sor1e movement papers, 
but it is not true of all or even most of the alternative press 
publications. The B]ack Panther, clearly a serious movement 
paper, publishes obscenities, and the paper r~akes consistent 
use of experimental layout and graohics. One encounters, for 
example, many pen and ink dravnngs of police or well knovm 
political figures pictured as pigs vnth Black children stabbing 
them witn knives or shooting -c.hern with automatic r1.fles~ 11.ke-
wisej formal papers such as the Storm Trooper presents a great 
deal of both layout experimentation and graphics. Johnson 
concludes that writers like Romm fail to make their point. He 
-also harbors a suspicion that there is a difference between 
formal groups and the Htrue" underground press, but in the final 
analysis, he concludes that tttheir programatic maintenance of 
a journalistic practice that is radically opposed to the Gstab-
lished press ideologically qualifies them, in a broader sense, 
as illustrative of the Hew Journal1.sm.tt 45 Johnson does 
44Edith Romm, Jhe 2.E_en Conspiracy: \/hat America's Angry 
Generation Is Saying (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1970), pp. 23-250 
1+5 Johnson, Po 26. 
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acknowledge the ccnLral point under considera~ion here, that 
the movement papers are printed by groups for their memberso 
He notes, for example, that the SDS New Lef~ Notes is the 
"paper of Students for a Democratic Society and publishes for 
its several thousand members natiomnde. 046 
Other students of Journalism have noted the self-
sustaining function of the alternative press papers. Ralph D. 
Casey, writing in the Annals of the American Academy of Polit-
ical a11d Social ScJ_ence, puts the matter this way: 
The propaganda papers of these pressure groups are not 
sparing in thejr criticisn of the news,apers. They tell 
their follo11ers how to bring pressure to bear on the press 
and at the safi1e tine inform them that any lack of news-
paper support is due to ummrthy r1otives. 
It is not hard to understand these tacticso The pres-
sure group is organized on the basis of a comnon griev-
ance, real or fancied, but in any event the technique is 
to keep the grievance alive and active. The basic griev-
ance must have the agitation support of r1inor grievances, 
and the newspaper is valuable to the agitator, either as 
an a~ency of propaganda, if possible, or failiD~ this, the 
sense of injustice on vJh1ch these groups live.4r 
Casey feels that w::1at he terms ttpropaganda groups" nay estab-
lish their ovm press "for their ovm m~mbers and for su.ch 
sections o.f the puolic ·which they may reach. 048 His concern 
is with the ~anner in \iliich these pap~rs treat the establishPd 
press, bvt what is important here 1s that he clearly feels 
46 Johnson, p. 26. 
47Ralph D. Casey, ff The Press j Prqpar:;anda and Pressure 
Groups, tr I•iass Commun~catjon, \/ilbur Schramm (ed.), (Urbana~ 
Illinois, "W59l, Po 2370 
48 Casey, p. 23E.L~ 
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that the alternative press is aimed at its own membership and 
that it functions to maintain the ideology of the group. 
Similarly, Max\rell R c Brooks, in The Negro Press Ite-
ExaMined, is very specific about the function of the 3lack 
alternative presso ttThe Uegro newspapers are addressed to a 
different public, and the 'race angling' of the news, as Mr. 
Pegler calls it, is quite a norr1al function in view of their 
special interestso This characteristic is shared by all 
nnnority publications, racial, national, or religious. u49 In 
another section of his book, 3rooks says, n ••• it is the 
particular function and dkty of the Negro press to renind 
Negroes of the honor and dignity of their traditions and of 
the achievements of men and ,romen of thP1r group, present as 
50 well as :oastou :3rooks is, of cou.cse, taking note that the 
function and duty of the Black press is to group solidc;.rity, 
~o the perpetuation of group pride, and the waintenance of 
mover')ent tradition o 141 thout arguing that these are not 
admirable go2ls, one can argue that thay are not Journalistic 
functions bllt rhetorical ones and that they are directed not 
at the general public but at the 3lack publice 
Finally, one may turn to the content of the papers 
themselves for support of the notion that they take as th~ir 
40 7 Maxwell R. Brooks, The Ne~ro Press :1e-:Zxainined 
(Boston, 1959), p. 630 
50 Brooks, p. 27. 
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audience the folloHers of the moverrient. There are four char-
acteristics of the content of the alternative press \-..rhich 
sug~ests this is true. First, the alternative press makes 
constant use of group mottos and slang. Second, the alter-
native :press frequently devotes 1,1hole pages of each issue to 
group constitutions or programs. Third, the papers present 
inforr-1ation which is of use only to group members or f ello\'\r 
travelers, and finally alte~native news9ap0rs relegate local 
or national ne1.,rn to less importance tha.n group neHs. 
Examples of the repetitive use of slogans may be found 
in the 3lack Panther, whcr0 one finds most sl,ories or fea0ures 
follovmd 1,nth the \lOrds, all in capital letters and set apart 
from the articlo itself by a blank line, 11 .All Pouer to the 
Peopleo u The slogan 11 All Po1irnr to the People1t 1.s a salutation 
used by ~e~bers of the Pan~hers, and its constant use as an 
ending for printed material 1.s a reenfo~cement of the philo-
sophical orienta""Cions of the groupc In the sane qann,er the 
Aneric:::.n Iiazi Party uses the slog2ns "Seig Heil 11 and "He Lives." 
The lotter is in reference to both Adolf Hitler and George 
Lincoln nockwell, the assassinated founder of the group. This 
cons~ant use of repetitive slogans is common to all under-
ground napers. In every issue of the 3lack Muslim publica~ion 
Muharrunand Sneaks, the sa>11e cartoon depicting a VJ hi te mother and 
child labeled "the slynesstt and a :3lack mothr;r and child ·who 
are dressed and ~rooried in the~ exact sar1e f 2sh1on labeled "the 
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shame1t appearso In some issues, the cartoon appears several 
times. The USG of such slo,sans as a binding element of group 
loyalty has long been noted. Indeed Co F. Billach, in an 
article G:ititled HThe IJature of Slogans, n says tha-c, they are 
"maxims developed to neet the requirements of snecific action." 51 
Cho Perelman has said, "They are desi1ned to secure attention 
through their rhythr1 and their concise and easily rer,er1bered 
form • .. They may be able to stimulate action, but they 
are much less effective in inducing beliefs; their function is 
essentially that of compelling our attention to certain 
ideas u52 . . . . Slogans then are \iliat Abraham Zaleznik and 
David I:or.rent call "syrrools expressing the definition of the 
situationtt 53 and as such are dimensions of 6roup identityo 
The constant and rep2tit1ve use of such slo~ans is a group 
function ained at inclusion and at reenforcement of group 
mythology. 
The inclusion of group constitutions and programs 1s an 
extension of the sane principle. Each issue of the Black 
Pant.her contains the "Rules of~ the 3lack Panther Party" as v1ell 
as the "Ten Point Pro~ram" upon which the party is based. In 
51co F. Billach, "The l'Tature of Slo,~ans, u Journal of 
Abnor1 1 al anc Social Psychology, XXAvII (1942), 4960 -
52ch .. Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric: 
TreatLse on Argumentation (London, 1969), p. T57o--
53.Abraham Zaleznik and David Ji"om;nt, The Dynarncs of 
InLGrpersonal :3ehavi..or (iJew York, 1964), Po J8. 
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the same fashion, the John '3irch Societ,y publication American 
Opinion includes in each issue a statc7ent of principles of the 
societyo Other groups who consistently publish the constitu-
tions and/or p~ograms of their organizations are the American 
Socialist Party, the American Nazi Party, and the Black }~slims. 
Most alternative newspapers report group neHs which 
serves ~oth as sources of infornation concerning ~roup activ-
ities and as gossip columnso Street people publications will 
offer drug infor~1ationo For example, they print infor~ation 
concerning those who are deeling in drugs 1vhich are contami-
nated and ~ay cause illness, or they describe the best pro-
cedure in case of police raids. The States rri~hts Party 
reports on group social events and convention or conference 
mee~ings. The 3lack 1:uslims use their paper to report ~ember-
ship recruit~ent or fund drives. The ~lack Panthers report on 
internal dJ_sputes and use their paper to inform merrbers which 
other 111embers are no longer 111 good standing -i.Ji th the organ-
, 
izationo Jfany of the or8anizations have business interests 
which they appeal to -c.heir rriernbers to supporto What is being 
described here ought not be confused with actual news reporting 
of group events; they are the same sort of articles 11hich one 
might find in church newsletters or university newslet~ers or 
coripany newspapers., 
The alternative press does pres,2nt as neus coverage 
det.ailcd articles of their Ovm activ1.t1eso Thus Nhen Black 
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Pan~her leaders en1aged in a shooting incident with California 
policemen, an entire issue of the Black Panther was devoted to 
the evento The American 1Jazi Par~y, likewise, devoted an entire 
issue to the assassination of Geor~e Lincoln ~ockwello Speeches 
by group leaders are often given multi-page coverage by 
I·-'iuhammand Speaks or The Cross and ~he Flago Much of the cover-
age of this sort centers around confrontations of the group 
with the establishment power structure, and it always a-z.tempts 
to project the group as a victim of the state or of some other 
group. Each of these ele~ents of content are directed not at 
the ge~eral public, but at 0he group membership and sympathizers. 
In brief review, the alterna0ive press is a rhetorical 
press influenced bf, but not representative of, liberal 
Journalistic theoryo It is subJective in n~ture, ser~onistic 
in content, and it takes as its audience the ~enbership of the 
group. 3ecause of this persuasive nature, it is subJect to 
rhetorical analysis, and b0cause it aims its message at the 
menbership of the group, it vay be less contrived and ~ore 
revealing then the outer directed rhetoric of the sa~e groupso 
CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
Throughout our history there has been a striking 
discrepancy between the pitiful weakness and inconoetence 
of most conspirators and the willingness of many Americans 
to believe that a powerful, monolithic, and virtually 
infallible or6 anization ·was about to overthrow the 
Republic .,1 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results 
of the studf of the lc1nguafse cate~ories erriployed by v-rriters of 
the alternative press in attriouting motive to various soc12l 
and political acts. In order to facilita~e the presentation 
of results, sixteen tables are employedc These tables have 
been divided into two r1ajor groupse Group one, co.nsisting of 
tables one through eight, illustrates those issues which each 
of the ei~ht groups or movements studied selec~ed out for direct 
motive attribution. Group ~,ro, tables nine through sixtee.n, 
shows how e2ch of the groups clustered various acts under d 
rela~ively small number of ITOtives bf first l1rt~ing the no~ives 
employed by the groups and then by shm\Ting which acts Here 
clustered under which motivcso 
Tables one throu8h ei~ht were generated in the following 
fashion. Papers of t~e various groups vrere exarninedo During 
this examination, effort ·was nade to note each issue 1.,nth v.,rhich 
1David ~rion Davis~ The Fear of Conspiracy (Ithaca~ 
New York, 1971), p. x:vo 
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the groups dealt where motive was clearly attributed. SpecJ_al 
care was taken in selecting these issues to insure that the 
ones included ·Here limited to those where the groups clearly 
attributed ~otiveo The criterion for selection was that the 
publication had to specifically employ such terms as "this was 
done bec.susc" or "-'che reason for this is" or some like phras2. 
It should be understood that the tables in no way exhaus~ the 
issues dealt with in the paperso The lists represent only the 
issues where motives were attributedo Perh:,ps this may be 
illustrated in the following fashion. Typical of the sort of 
issue which \rould be included in the tables in the one dis-
cussed in an article in White PoHer, 11 Kosher Conservatives 
Fizzle in 3using Fight.rt Here the language of the article is 
clear in its motive attrijutiono Early in the article it is 
stated: 
In city after city, cynical judges motivated by hyster-
ical liberal hatred of the vlhi te race have ordered massive 
busing in order to insure that not one sin~le White child 
may grow up in a happy stable env~rorn11ento 
Later in the sane article, we are told nbusing by its very 
nature is a racial issue--it is, in fact pure and simple 
genocide for Hhites.u 3 The key term here is ttmotivatedn 
because it shows without question that the group is discussing 
211 Kosher Conservative Fizzle in 3using Fight, yt Hhite 
Po,.rcr Ho$ 37 (l'Iarch, 197 3) , p., lo IV'-> ' 
3uKosher Conservative Fizzle in Busing Fight, tf P" 1., 
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what they perceive to be the reason behind the act. The 
quotatj_on reveals an actor performing an act for a reasono 
Therefore, this issue has been included in the studf and in 
the appropriate tableo 
Issues which were dealt 1,,,nth in the papers, but v.;hich 
were not included in the study fall into three categorieso 
First are those in 1iliich the papers reported inforrration, but 
simply did not deal vnth the issve of the motive of the actorso 
For exanple, the following s~ort nevrn 1 terr, .ceprinted here in 
its entirety, presents infor~ation concernin~ the number of 
Spanish-speaking people in the United States, and declares that 
the Census Bureau has been negligent in reporting this infor-
mation to the ;nJblic, but it does not deal with motive. 
We've nointed out on nurierous occasions how susniciously 
low Census 3ureau 1 s figures are for Puerto Ricans~--ci:ibans, 
Mexicans and other assorted Latin American mongrels. Now 
the Civil ~-:.ights ConmissJ.on has confirmed our suspicionso 
In a 112 page report they charge that the Census _-3ureau ,:,:as 
negligent in its efforts to count persons of Spanish-
speaking backgroundo The cornn1ission estinates that the 
nunber of spies in the United States in 1970 was one third 
higher than~the bureau's figure. The bureau gave a figure 
of 9ol million--one third higher would indicate 12 million 
(this means there are roughly 15 million spies in America 
today) • 1lemer1ber that these figt'res only take into account 
those mongrels legally residing in America. ConsLde~ing 
that nearly one million illegal 1ret backs en~er the country 
annv ally and a.re never deported, one \;an irr,agine how 
greasy the nmeltingtr pot is becominge4 
In this case~ it is clear that no motive is attributed ~o the 
Census Bureau or the Civil !b_shts Cornmission or the Spanish-
speaking peopleo 
/+"Me] ti..ng Pot 3ecornin.~ Very Greasy Around the 3dges, 11 
\n/h it e Pm 1e r , No • 5 2 ( June , 19 7 4 ) , p • 3 o 
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The second category was more difficult to deal witho 
This includes the articles in which motive seems to be attri-
buted, but the langual~e is unclear, and the 1,1eaning of the 
attribution is aP1biguous. Perhans the pr·oblem can be illus-
trated by the article 11 The New Anti-~lacismH once again from an 
issue of White Powero The article concerns efforts to brand 
racism as unhealthy and racists as people who ought to be tar-
gets of scorne This paper declares that Jews are the agents 
of the prograP1 and that it is aimed at young peopleo 
In the forefront of this attack 1s the Cormnttee Against 
Racisn (CA~)o It is a university based ~overnent (mainly 
Jewish professors) and it is not really aimed at any work-
ing man, Black or White, but at students» young White 
people, and Congresso5 
Moreover, we are told that the program is a ~otivated act. 
The Jews know Hhat the1 are doingo The new anti-racisrri 
is a reflection of the changing ti~es •• o • Using the 
hard sell, saturation techniques of advertising, racisn 
becomes something like body
6
odor, offensive to others, and 
therefore to be eliminated. 
The articl~ is accoMpanied by a.cartoon depicting a Devil fig-
ure labeled "Kosher Internationalisrr1 US and USSrt Uber Alles" 
holding a young couple over a frying pan a½ove a fire labeled 
ttBrainwash" with a ~air of tongs labeled "Communism-US Dollar 
Inter;iatio:1.al Finance." 1:Jhat 1s oeing a-c,tributed and to whom 
is unclear. One mi~ht infer that the purpose o.f the anti-
racism campa191 is to d1scred1-c the Ari1er1can Nazi Party, or 
\l. Lo Peterson, HThe New Anti-Racism, 11 Pouer, 
No. 52 (June, 1974), p. 3o 
6Peterson, Po 3o 
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to confuse young people 9 or is part of some plan for financial 
gaino Given the Nazi point of view on genocide, one night 
understand their interpretation of the anti-racisM program as 
an effort to elininate Whites by a process of assimilationo 
However, because the language of motive attribution is uncle2r 
and non-specified, this issue and article was not considered 
in the studyo It failed to ineet the criterion of specifically, 
linguistically attributing clear motive to the actoro 
The third category of issues not included involves those 
issues where one could isolate the motive being inplied, but 
where the irriplication was never closed by a s_oecific argument G 
For exanple, as the follouing chapterts ano.lysis will reveal, 
various of the Groups interpret assassination and politic~l 
scandal to b8 the result of Jewish efforts to remove from office 
political figures who are unfriendly to their causeo The 
a.cgunent runs -chat Jews use their power -co place men in high 
office and nai~tain them there so long as the Jewish control 
remains complete e Ho1'lever, if the people begin to act in an 
independent fashion, or if they no longer support Jewish 
interests, they are re~oved from office by assassination or by 
Manufactured fashiono Yet, consider the follouing quotation 
frorr1 Thunderbolt, an' artic] e entitled 11 Agnew Says It's a 
Frameup." 
It is interesting to note that a recent dispatch from 
the !Jew York HJewish Tele::;raph Agency" stated "Although 
the VJce-Pres2dGnt had considerable Jewish support ,rl1en he 
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ran for Governor in l'laryland his public utterances for 
Israel are sparse •• o • His comments on issues involving 
Israel were lacking"tt7 
Given the topic, A~new's removal frow high political office be-
cause of scandal, the inplication is clear. The argu~ent~bcing 
presented is that Agnew had enjoyed Jewish support, had failed 
the Jew.1sh cause due to lack of support, and therefore was 
removed fror.i office. Yet, the argunent is never closed. The 
inplication is clear if one is aware of the general pattern of 
argu~ent advanced by the groups on this issueo Ho~ever, be-
cause the argunen~ is never Made, JUSt implied, the article is 
not considered in the study. 
In shof't, issues Here not included if they did not deal 
with r1oti ve of actors, were ambiguous in their treat11ent of 
specific natives, or if they iwplied notive without ~aking 
snecific argunent and cleaf'ly attributing notivee In the final 
t 1ro categories, subJective Judgment has been exercised; however, 
the determining factor was the language enplo:,red by the group. 
The tables of issues p~esent ~he issues in alphabetical order, 
and no significance is attached to the order of the issues in 
the tableso 
Tables nine through sixteen were generated in the fol-
lowing fashion" As an article was encountered in \iliich MO~ives 
were clearly attributed, the article was duplicated by a 
7 uA0'new Snvs It's a Framevp,tt Thunderbolt, No. 164 
(September; 1973), Po 120 
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photocopy processo Both the issue and the motive attributed 
·were noted in ·writing on the photocopy of the article. In 
order to cluster the motives, the photocopies of the articles 
were separated into grou_0s deterrnned by the :r1.otive which had 
been noted on the article and filedo For example, articles 
from White Power dealing 1.1ith birth control would be labeled 
"Birth Control-Genocide" and would be placed in the Genocide 
f1leo Some articles attributed two or mo~e motives, and in 
this case the issue would oe included in nore than one motive 
cluster file@ For example, in dealing with drug trafficking, 
\lh1.te Po1,rer attributed tuo motives to the issue, and the article 
was labeled t1Drug Trafficking-Genocide/Jewish War on Aryans,tt 
and copies of the article were included in both motive cluster 
fileso Prior to the construction of the tables, the articles 
were reviewed to re-deterMine the correctness of the labeling 
process and the filing process. 
Each of the eight groups or movenents were considered 
separately" The nunber of motives which ene-rged ranged from a 
high of five t,o a lo,;q of two with most groups developing three 
or fouro In short, the tables were generated from the articles 
themselves and do no more than reflect the motive categories 
e~ployed by the groups~ Once nore, so~e subJective Judgment 
was necessarily employed in the placement of these motives in 
the various clusters. However, the effort was to reflect as 




ISSUES TO 'JlIICH THE A-1':ERICAN NAZI PAHTY ATTRIBUTtS VOTIVES 
1. Attacks upon the Press by Vice-President Agnew 
2o Birth Control Programs 
3o Busing to Achieve School Integration 
4. CoP1IDon Expulsions of \'-Jhites from Public Schools 
5. Crimes of Violence Corunitted by Blacks Against Uhites 
6. Drug Trafficking 
7. Gasoline Shortages 
S. Gay Liberation Hove(nents 
9o Governrrient Fair Er1ploynent Pract,ices 
10$ Governnental Wage-Price Freezes 
11 o Governmental 1 Jelfare Programs 
12. Gun Control Legislation 
13. High Interest ~ates Char~ed by Banks 
14. A High tJ ational Debt 
15. Integration of Public Schools or Housing 
16. The Jesus Movement 
170 Jews in Puolic Service 
1$. The Killing of Students by National Guard at Kent State 
University 
190 Legalization of Abortion 
20. A Perceived Lack of Government in Uner1ployment 
210 Perceived Liberal Media 3ias 
220 Police Surveilance of Nazi A.c tiv1t1es 
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Table One Continued 
230 Visits by President Nixon to China and Russia 
240 The War in Vietnam 
25. Watergate 
260 Women's Liberation Movement 
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TABLE T\\TO 
ISSU~S TO ,·JHICH THE STJ~TES RI:}HTS PARTY ATTRI3UTES J\10TIV2S 
lo Adoption Agencies' Efforts to Persuade White People to 
Adopt 3lack Children 
2. The Assassination of John Kennedy 
J. Birth Control PrograMs 
4o Busing to Achieve School Inte~ration 
5o Drug Trafficking 
60 Governmental Welfare Programs 
79 Gun Control rrograms 
Bo Integration of Public Schools or Housing 
9. Jews in Public Service 
10. The Killing of Students by National Guard a~ Kent State 
University 
11 o Leaks of Government Documents such as the Penta:.;on Papers 
to the Press 
120 Legalization of Abortion 
13. Perceived Li~eral Media Bias 
14. Perceived Violence of Black People 
150 Sale of Ar:1erican \/heat to the RussJ.ans 
16. 1.vatergate 
17c '\{omen's LibeY-ation Movenient 
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rrABLE TH~EE 
ISSUES TO WHICH TH~ BLACK PANTH3R PARTY ATTRI3UTES MOTIVES 
1$ All American ForeLgn Policy 
2o American Foreign Aid Programs 
3o The Assassinations of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Viartin 
Luther King, and Lee Oswald 
4o Birth Control Programs 
5o Census Taking 
60 Charging Tuition at State Colleges and Universities 
?o Death of Panther Membe.cs in Gun Fights Hith the Police 
80 Frunily Planning Programs 
9. Govern~ent Efforts to Cont~ol the Use of Drugs 
10c Government Surveilance of Anti-War Groups and the Arrest 
of Various Counter-Culture Figures 
llo Gun Control Legislation 
12. Industrial Production of War Materials 
130 Police Arrests of Black People 
140 Police Surveilance of Black Panther Activities 
150 War in Vietnam 
16. Welrare Reform Programs 
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TABLE FOUR 
ISSUES TO •,mICH TrtE BLACK PUSLIMS ATTHIBUTE I--iOTIV~S 
1. Adoption Agencies' ~fforts to Persuade White People to 
Adopt Black Children 
2o American Foreign Policy 
3o Assassination of John Kennedy 
4. Birth Control Programs 
5o Drug Trafiicking 
60 Family Planning Programs 
?o Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
8. Human nelations Training 
9 o l'iedia Treatment of 1,.ratergate 
10. A Perceived Lack of Health Care for nlack People 
llo Perceived Police Violence Against 3lack People 
120 Sale of Alcohol 
13. Use of Black People in Medical Experi~ents 
140 Volunteer Arny Program 
150 The Har in Vietnam 
16 o Felf are Programs 
17 o \/elf are Reform Programs 
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TABLE FIVE 
ISSUES TO 1'/HICH THE STREET PEOPLE ATTRIBUTE MOTIVES 
1. Adult Acceptance of Any Street People Position or Attitude 
2o Adult Opposition to the Military Draft 
3o Any Incarceration of Young People 
4. The Arrest of Arab Guerrillas for Hi-Jacking Airplanes 
5o Drug Arrests 
6. The Expulsion of Julian Bond from the Georgia State 
Government 
7o Government Funding of Anti-Ballistic-Missiles and the 
Boeing 747 Aircraft 
I 
So The Liberal Policies of Newspapers such as the New York Times 
9. The Military Draft 
10. Obscenity Arrests 
11. Police Action During the ttPeople's Park0 Affair at 
Berkeley, California 
12. Police Surveilance of Street People 
13. A Perceived Media Bias Against the Counter-Culture 
140 The Refusal of Hospitals to Perform Abortions 
15. University or High School Regulations 
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TABLE SIX 
ISSUES TO WHICH TO SOCIALISTS ATTRIBUTE MOTIVES 
le American Foreign Policy 
2. American Space Program 
J. The Ending of the War in Vietnam 
4. Failure of Gun Control Advocates 
5o Gasoline Shortage~ 
6. Government Support for an Anti-Ballistic-Missile Program 
7o Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
So Legalization of Abortion 
9. Perceived Exploitation of Minorities and W01,1en 
10. Police Reaction to Civil Disobedience 
llo President Nixon's Visits to China and Russia 
120 The Shooting of Students by National Guard at Kent State 
University 
13. Various Confrontations Between Black and White People 
14. The War in Vietnam 
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TABLE SEVEN 
ISSUES TO VfHICH THE ANTI-SEMITICS ATTRIBUTE MOTIVE 
lo American Foreign Policy 
2o American Medical Association Control of Medical Practices 
3. Birth Control Programs 
4o Both the Ministry and the Assassination of Martin King 
5. Busing to Achieve School Integration 
6. Congressional Censure of Thomas Dodd 
7. The Development of Power Grids 
8. Drug Trafficking 
9. Federal Communication Commission Control of Radio 
lOo Gasoline Shortages 
llo Gun Control Legislation 
12. Human Relations Training 
130 Integration of Public Schools and Housing 
14. The Jesus Movement 
15& Jews in Public Service 
16. Legalization and Publicizing of Mixed Marriages 
l?G Liberalization of Immigration Laws 
18e Media Policy (i.eo media failure to deal with him at all) 
0£ Gerald Le Ko Smith 
19. Media Treatment of President Nixon 
20. Perceived Political Actions by the National Council of Churches 
210 Prosecution of Lto William Calley 
22~ Protest Against the War in Vietnam 
230 Sale of Pornography 
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Table Seven Continued 
240 Student Unrest 
25. Urban Renewal Programs 
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TABLE EIGHT 
ISSUES TO WHICH THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY ATTRIBUTES MOTIVES 
lo American Foreign Policy 
2. The Assassinations of John Kennedy and Martin King 
3o Birth Control Programs 
4. Busing to Achieve School Integration 
5o Concern for the Ecology 
60 Confrontations Between Black and White People 
7Q Drug Trafficking 
8~ Government Llegulation of Business 
9. Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
lOo Gun Control Legislation 
11. Human Relations Training 
12~ A Perceived Liberal Media Bias 
13e Sale of Pornography 
140 Sex Education Programs 
15. Student Unrest 
16. The Women's Liberation Movement 
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TABLE NINE 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to practice genocide on White Americans: 
A. Birth Control Programs 
B. Gay Liberation Movement 
C. Busing to Achie-ue School Integration 
D. The War in Vietnam 
E. Drug Trafficking 
Fo Legalization of Abortion 
2. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
part in a secret war on Aryans being waged by Jews: 
A. Government Fair Employment Practices 
B. Integration of Public Schools or Housing 
c. Drug Trafficking 
D. Jews in Public Service 
E. Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
F, Watergate 
G. Gasoline Shortages 
H. Common Expulsions of Whites from Public Schools 
Io Crimes of Violence Committed by Blacks Against Whites 
Jo Police Surveilance of Nazi Activities 
Ko Gun Control Legislation 
J. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as dis-
tractions provided to draw attention away from the Jewish 
war against Aryans: 
Ao The Jesus Movement 
B~ Women!s Liberation Movement 
C. Media Bias 
D. The Killing of Students at Kent State University 
E. Visits by Nixon to China and Russia 
Fe Attacks upon the Press by Vice-President Agnew 
4o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
"cynically calculated stepii in a program to establish 
absolute Jewish control over America: 
A. A High National Debt 
Bo A Perceived Lack of Government Interest in Unemployment 
C. High Interest nates Charged by Banks 
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The American Nazi Party interprets social and political 
events in terms of a Jewish Plot to rule the world and to 
destroy all Aryans by genocideo According to the Nazis, the 
Jews work toward these goals in several ways. First, they 
attempt to gain control of governments by infiltrating the 
governments or by controlling the social institutions such as 
the press and the banks of a society. This control allows the 
Jews to manipulate the governMent and the economyo This control 
is secret when possible, and the Nazis feel that many people 
conceal the fact that they are Jewish in order to serve the pro-
gram of Judaism. Jews are ~lso seen as using Aryans or Blacks 
as agencies for their conspiracyo Blacks are' hated by the 
Nazis in part because they are viewed as tools of the Jewish 
leaderse Finally, the Nazis are convinced that Jews create 
massive diversions from their activities in order to confuse 
and mislead the unwitting Aryan victims~ In the final analysis, 
all acts are seen as being part of the conspiracy or as a 
diversion that conceals the conspiracy. Consider, for example~ 
the following quotation from White Powero 
~Civil rights 9 tt ffintegration," "bussing"--no matter what 
you call it, the reality is the same: race mixingo It's 
the genocide of the White race by irreversible dovmbreeding 
with a hopelessly inferior raceo And it didn't just happen 0 
It was all very carefully planned decades--even centuries--
ago by those wonderful people who brought you communist 
genocide and enslavement of millions and the mind poison of 
narcotics and the soul destruction of pornographyo Read 
what a newspaper of the 180Qis had ¼o say; "The great ideal 
of Judaism & • o is that the whole world shall be iMbued 
with Jewish teachings, and that in a Universal Brotherhood 
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of Nations--a greater Judaism, in fact--all the separate 
races and religious shall disappeartr (London Jewish 
Chronicle, February 9, 1883)0 Yes, they really said it, 
and tliey haven't been wasting any time since. By 1966, 
their most powerful newspapers could say: "The Jewish 
community has long been the support for civil rights and 
it is still high" (New York Times, September 19, 1966). 
How right they are~-wfi1tey 0 8 
In this single short quotation, four separate acts are 
seen as being inspired by Jews: 1.) racial integration, 2o) the 
Russian Revolution~ J.) the sale of narcotics, and 4.) the sale 
of pornographyo While the specific subject of the quotation, 
school busing to achieve racial integration, is viewed as part 
of the genocide plot against Aryans, all of the acts aim at the 
ultinate goal of Jewish rule. Blacks and their struggle for 
quality education becomes an agency for Jeinsh control as does 
the New York Times~ What is depicted here is a conspiracy 
which has lasted for hundreds of years, which has involved 
millions of peoplei and which continues todayo It is ~mportant 
to note that the Nazi view of his social environment allows him 
to attribute such diverse activities as racial integration and 
narcotic trafficking to the same agent for the same purposeo 
Moreover 9 it allows him to attribute acts in two dirferent 
countries to the same agent for the same purpose. 
8ttBussing: Who's Really Pushing It--and Why?," White 
Fewer, Noa 25 (March, 1972r) Pe 3" 
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The Nazis insist that the government of the United States 
is controlled by Jews. They riake constant reference to "Nixon's 
Kosher Kabinet,'' and it is asserted that Nixon himself was made 
President by the Jews in order to increase their control over 
the country. Indeed, the American Nazi Party holds that Water-
gate is nothing more than an effort by Jews to maintain control 
over President Nixon. 
Here lies the secret of Watergateo Tricky Dick had gotten 
uppity» he had discarded the 11first team" which had put him 
in power, and he had built up his ovm political apparatus-~ 
men like Halderman, Ehrlichmann, Dean, and John Mitchell. 
Not only were these men political outsiders, but they were 
Gent1leso They were a force outside the mainstream of 9 'Ju'd.eo-liberal government, and they could not be toleratedo 
According to the Nazi~ not just government, but other 
institutions as well, are used by Judaism in the conspiracyo 
Newspape~s and television are both seen as important tools to 
confuse Aryans. In one article nspiro Raps TV, Spares Jew 
Bosses" for example 11 they claim that Jews have disporpor-
tionate influence on the mediao They assert that the heads of 
all three major networks as well as the news directors of all 
three networks are Jewish. They assert that Spiro Agnew's 
celebrated attacks on the news media were "merely a cynically 
calculated patriotic-conservative front for the shoddy and 
unprincipled activities of the rest of the regime.ulO 
9Harold Cov-tngton1 "Jew Interests Benefit from Watergate Mess, 0 Whi~ power~ Noo !l-0 (June 9 197.3)~ p. 3o 
. 10Robert Homanti "Sprio Raps TV, Spares Jew Bosses," 
W'hi,!~ Po·wer No o 11 (January-February, 1970) p. 1 <> 
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Thus~ the American Nazi Party lives in a hostile world 
in vrl1ich acts fall under a single frame of referencep the Jewish 
conspiracyo The agencies employed are whole races of people and 
governmental and commercial institutionso The conspiracy is 
worldwide and relentlesso 
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TABLE TEN 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE STATES RIGHTS PARTY 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to practice genocide on White Americans: 
A. Adoption AgenciesV Efforts to Persuade White People to 
Adopt Black Children 
B. Perceived Violence of Black People c. Birth Control Programs 
D. Gun Control Legislation 
E. Legalization of Abortion 
Fo Busing to Achieve School Integration 
Go Drug Trafficking 
2o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as being 
caused by a "power struggle" being waged by Black people: 
Ao Perceived Liberal Media Bias 
B~ Sale of American Wheat to the Russians 
Co Leaks o:f Classified Government Documents to the Press 
DG Jews in Public Service 
E. Governmental Welfare Programs 
Fo Integration of Public Schools or Housing 
G. The Assassination of John Kennedy 
3o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as dis-
tractions provided to draw attention away from the Black 
power struggle: 
Ao Watergate 
Bo The Women's Liberation Movement 
Co The Killing of Students at Kent State University 
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Like the American Nazi Party, the States Rights Party 
sees the world of events in terms of a genocide conspiracy 
aimed at White people and a systematic cover up of that con-
spiracy. For the States Rights Party however? Blacks and Jews 
are both agents and agencies of each othero From this view, 
acts may be attributed to both groups either as acts initiated 
by them or as acts in which one of them is used by the othero 
In other words, Blacks may perform given acts because they, as 
a group, desire to eliminate all White people, or they may do 
so because Jews use them as a tool in their plans. Like the 
American Nazi Partyj the States Rights Party contends that Jews 
and Blacks control institutions of communication, commerce, and 
governmento This notion that Jews are in control of the insti-
tutions of society may be demonstrated with the following quota-
tion from Thunderbolto 
As long as the Jews control the wealth of the world, 
there will be no freedom for any nations The Jews use 
their money power to rule the government~ 
Nixon's grain deal with communist Russia is another 
example of how the Jews manipulate governments and become 
richer and more powerfulo The Jews are able to buy and 
sell cheap sell-out politicians like Nixon. Jew Friberg 
and his $168 million windfall this year is nothing excep-
tional~ This is the way other Jews operate in this and 
other countriese 
There is talk about a Congressional investigation of the 
crooked and corrupt grain deal with Russia, but don't 
expect an honest investigation. Most members of Congress 
are pro-Jewish and controlled by the Jewso 
11nscandal Behind Russian Grain Deal: Jews, Communism, 
Money and Grain 9 u Thunderbolt, Noo 155 (November, 1972), Po 1. 
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The quotation is typical of the perceptions found in 
Thunderbolt. From this point of view, Jews are able to control 
the President by bribes and the Congress by infiltration. The 
striking thing about the States Rights Party and the other 
extremist groups is that such deals are made not by the efforts 
of specific greedy men, but by a conspiracy whose long range 
goals go beyond profit. An interesting parallel can be drawn 
between how the American Nazi Party understands President 
Richard Nixon's political downfall in Watergate and the way the 
States Rights Party explains the assassination of President 
John Kennedy. Recall that the Nazis view Watergate as a Jewish 
reaction to Nixon's "uppity" attitudes and independent actions. 
In explaining the Kennedy assassination, the States Rights Party 
contends that he was killed first because he was hostile to 
Cuba, and then they add three more reasonso 
Secondly, Kennedy was never fully agreeable to Jewish 
schemes to destroy and conquer the Arab worldo He continued 
foreign aid to Nasser to Eg1,pt in defiance of the Jews. 
Thirdly, he had begun to actually believe all the stories 
about himself produced by the Jew Pierre Salinger's pub-
licity force. He began to have delusions 0£ grandeuro He 
£elt that he was so all powerful that he was a king, that 
he did not need the Jews or anyone else to remain in power. 
Fourth, he had become a political liability to the Jews 
due to a tremendous wave of unpopularity. He didn't have 
a chance of being re-elected, and the Jews could not con-
vince him of this.12 
12"Admiral Crommelin Tells Why Kennedy Was Assassinated,n 
Thunderbolt~ No. 55 (January, 1964), p. 1. 
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What the States Rights Party posits here is the same 
world view which the American Nazi Party posits. It is a world 
in which Judaism not only determines who is President of the 
United States, but also removes him from office when Jewish 
control seems to slip. For the States Rights Party too, acts 
take place in a scene in which a well-organized group plots to 
control and destory. 
Finally, like the Nazi Party, the States Rights Party 
tends to view all acts together~ For example, they see both 
federal birth control programs and the Women's Liberation Move-
ment as part of the same general plot. What binds these two 
issues together for the States Rights Party is that Jews are 
prominent in promoting both. They assert that Women's Liber-
ation is a diversionary tactic led by such people as Lucy 
Komisar, Ruth Dayan, Trude Weiss-Rosmarin, Betty Friedan, Gloria 
Steinem, and Bella Abzug. From the point of the States Rights 
Party, that is reason enough to understand that it is an effort 
to make America over in the image of a kibbutz and to divert 
the country's energy.13 Likewise, they cite as important evi-
dence that birth control is a part of a Jewish plot because it 
is promoted by such people as Rabbis Sol Roth, Gustav Buchdahl, 
Seymour Essrog, and Morris Friedman'0 14 
l3nwomen's Lib Movement Started in Israel, 11 Thunderbolt, 
No. 162 (July, 1973), p'. 5. 
1411Rabbis Say 'Population Zero' Is Intended for Christians 
--Not Jews!" Thunderbolt, Noo 173 (June, 1974), p. 3:0 
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Thus, the States Rights Party also lives in a hostile 
world in which acts fall under a single frame of reference, and 
that frame of reference bears striking resemblance to that of 
the American Nazi Partyo 
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TABLE ELEVEN 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to practice genocide against Black people: 
A. Birth Control Programs 
B. Family Planning Programs 
C. Welfare Reform Programs 
D. Gun Control Legislation 
E. American Foreign Policy 
F. Industrial Production of War Materials 
G. War in Vietnam 
H. Census Taking 
2. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as efforts 
to conceal the genocide program or to crush opposition to 
the program: 
A. Charging Tuition at State Colleges and Universities 
B. Police Arrests of Black People 
C. The Assassinations of John Kennedy, Martin King, and 
Robert Kennedy 
Do American Foreign Aid Programs 
E'. Government Surveilance of Anti-War Groups and the Arrest 
of Counter-Culture Figures 
F. Government Drug Control Programs 
G'. The Death of Panther Members in Gun Fights with the 
Police 
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The Black Panther Party also interprets all social and 
political events in terms of a plot to exterminate a whole race 
of people. The enemy for the Black Panther is the White man, 
and frequently he is seen as Jewish. Whites control the world 
because they control government and commerce. They use Blacks 
and exploit them~ but they intend to destroy them as well. In 
part, the genocide is the result of the rising independence of 
Black people. One important agency of the Whites, according to 
the Black Panther Party, is the police. Indeed, the Black 
Panthers posit a world in which the police are the hired killers 
for the state and the chief method for promoting genocide. How-
ever, all White controlled institutions may be agencies of the 
White power structure. For example in reporting a story about 
a Black girl who was taken to a Kansas City hospital for high 
fever and released without treatment, they say, 
Poor, oppressed people must be educated to the fact that 
this government works hand in hand with its lackeys--the 
pigs (policemen), the medical institutions, the educational 
institutions, etc. The people must understand that these 
pigs are working on a "Mass Genocidal Plan'' to exterminate 
all poor, oppressed people in general and Black people in 
particulare These genocidal tactics are employed in hos-
pitals nationwide~ as can be seen in the case of the little 
sister who was left to possibly die with fever.15 
There is in the story no indication that the child died, later 
required hospitalization, or remained ill. The hospital the 
child was taken to had prescribed an alcohol bath and aspirin, 
l5"Fascism in America's Institutions," Black Panther, 
IV (March 2$~ 1970), 1, 16. 
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and the story does not contain information that this pre-
scription proved to be'inadequate. Nevertheless, we find the 
assertion that the treatment was part of a "Mass Genocidal 
Plan." 
The Black Panthers differ from the States Rights Party 
and the American Nazi Party in that they attribute the genocide 
plot to different agents using different agencies, but they also 
reduce the world to a single frame of reference, and that frame 
of reference is also a conspiracy aimed at genocide. A review 
of the tables will demonstrate that the Black Panther Party 
places greater emphasis on the cover up aspect of the con-
spiracy than either the American Nazi Party or the States Rights 
Partyo In part~ this is because the Black Panther Party promotes 
the notion that it has been successful in exposing the conspiracy 
to Black peopleo 
a. 
The fascist forces of this country, mainly the CIA, FBI, 
and the trained gestapo type police have put together 
machinery that is destined to ultimately destroy all pro-
gressive peopleQ The reason is simply that we, by exposing 
the true nature of this decadent American society, have 
shaken its already weak foundation. We have shown this 
country to be a haven for every unclean thing and that it 
is sinking deeper and deeper into the muck and the misery 
and blood of the poor peoples of the eartho 
Babylon is Falling, THIS IS THE YEAR FOR ARMED STRUGGLE. 16 Fire and brimstone is the destiny of this monster, America. 
16nsilent Majority," Black Panther, IV {April 6, 1970), 
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For the Black Panther Party, everything from the war in 
Vietnam to drug trafficking is aimed at the genocide of Blacks.17 
Frequently, the Jew is seen as the arch enemy of Blacks. The 
Black Panthers assert that Jews control the policy of the Unit~d 
States and are exploiters of Black people.18 
It can be seen then that the Black Panthers, like the 
States Rights Party and the American Nazi Party, posit a world 
of conspiracy and genocide. While they differ on the identity 
of the agent, they do agree that the Jew is a major part of 
their oppositione They also agree that the government and the 
press are agencies used for their destructiono What is being 
asserted here is that the Black Panther Party shares a great 
deal with its White counterparts because it operates out of the 
same general language strategye The key terms which the three 
groups share are conspiracy and genocide. 
l?uneath of a Narcotic Dealer," Black Panther, IV 
(February 28, 1970), 15. 
1811 zionism (Kosher Nationalisrn)-Imperialism-Fascism," 
Black Panther, III (August 30, 1969), 210 
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TABLE TWELVE 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE BLACK MUSLIMS 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
efrort to practice genocide against Black people: 
A. Birth Control Programs 
B. Family Planning Programs 
c. Adoption Agencies' Efforts to Persuade White People to 
Adopt Black Children 
D. American Foreign Policy 
E. Drug Trafficking 
F. Sale of Alcohol 
G. The War in Vietnam 
H. A Perceived Lack of Health Care for Black People 
I. Volunteer Army Program 
J. Use of Black People in Medical experiments 
K. Perceived Police Violence Against Black People 
2. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as being 
motivated by profit motives without concern for human needs: 
A. Government Wage-Price Controls 
Bo Welfare Reform Programs c. The Assassination of John Kennedy 
3e Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as efforts 
to control the minds of people so that they are unable to 
resist enslavement: 
Welfare Programs 
Human Relations Training 
Media Treatment of Watergate 
I 
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A second Black group which shares a great deal with the 
White extremist organizations is the Black Muslimso However, 
the Muslims are different in one sense. The Muslims hold that 
White people are intent and do conspire to practice genocide 
against Black people, but they also feel that much of what 
happens in the world is a result of a profit motive which is 
not part of the conspiracy. In short, the Black Muslims see 
the world o.f social and political events in two .frames of' 
referenceo In the first, we encounter again ,the conspiracy-
genocide tandem that has characterized the other groups. That 
this is the major frame of reference seems apparent by reference 
to Table Twelve. There are eleven issues that are interpreted 
by the Muslims as parts of a plot of genocide, while only three 
issues come under the heading of profit motive. Nevertheless, 
it is significant to see that the Muslims seem capable of a non-
conspiratorial view of an event or program. The Black Muslims 
also embrace the notion of a diversionary cover up by the con-
spirators. Welfare programs, for example, are scorned as being 
promoted only to keep Black people under control and unaware of 
the true nature of the White genocide program.19 
Significant parallels can be drawn between the Black 
Muslims and the American Nazi Party, the States Rights Party, 
and the Black Panther Party. First is the notion that Blacks 
are the victims of genocide. 
190Degradation of Women," Muhammand Speaks, X (March 12, 1971), 220 
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Science in the U.S.A. is controlled by the military-
industrial complex. Most of this country's money goes to 
super war technoloey, to streamlined police state tech-
niques and to birth control genocide. The targets of this 
destructive science are the same everywhere in the world: 
Black, Brown, Yellow and Red people. 
When you look at the results of experiments showing the 
harmful--sometimes fatal--"side effects" of the pill, you 
get an idea of how the oppressor's need to control our 
numbers forced the government to pervert science and 
attempt to brainwash the public into thinking that birth 
control is safe.20 
It is not, however, simply that the four groups agree that 
genocide is the aim of their respective enemies; they also agree 
on the methods being used to bring that genocide about. All 
four groups agree, for example, that the war in Vietnam and 
drug control are parts of the plot; three of the four see drug 
trafficking and integration as parts of the plot; and the 
Muslims and American Nazi Party both interpret randoN acts of 
violence between Blacks and Whites as evidence of genocide. 
It is interesting that the Black Muslims also feel 
that public exposure of the Watergate scandal is a Jewish effort 
\ 
to discredit President Nixon. Their argument is that all the 
communication media is controlled by Jews who desire to destroy 
the influence of the President, and therefore they have ex-
ploited the evento 21 In this they agree with the States Rights 
ZOnu 0 S 0 Population Control: Too Big a Pill to Swallow," 
Muhammand Speaks, IX (September 19, 1969), 13. 
21 n!3ehind the Watergate Scandal: Modern Replay o:f Anglo-
Jewish Money War," Muhammand Speaks, XII (July 6, 1973), 7. 
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Party's contention that the communication media is controlled 
by the Jews and used to promote Jewish causes, and with both 
the States Rights Party and the American Nazi Party that Jews 
contrive to drive Presidents from office when they fail to do 
Jewish bidding. 
Like the States Rights Party, they contend that the 
Feminist Movement is Jewish inspired and aims at diversion of 
efforts from the Black Liberation Movement. 22 
The Black Muslims posit a world grounded in conspiracy, 
and genocide remains a central term in their vocabulary of 
motiveso Though their interpretation of events is not limited 
to those two terms, they do play central roles in determining 
how the Black Muslims construct their world of reality. 
22°Feminists Disrupt Legal Panel," Muhammand Speaks, 
XII (August 24, 1973), 3o 
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TABLE THIRTEEN~ 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE STREET PEOPLE 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to resist change and of establishment fear of 
change: 
A. The Arrest of Arab Guerrillas for Hi-Jacking Planes 
B. Government Funding of Anti-Ballistic-Missiles and the 
Boeing 747 Aircraft 
C. The Expulsion of Julian Bond from the Georgia State 
Government 
D. Drug Arrest 
E. Obscenity Arrests 
F. Police Supervision of Street People 
G. Official Opposition to Rock Concerts 
2. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to "make people over in a middle class mold": 
A. Any Incarceration of Young People 
B. The Military Draft c. University or High School Regulations 
D. Perceived Media Bias Against the Counter-Culture 
3. Each of the £ollowing acts or programs is viewed as people 
being used by "establishment forces 11 : 
A. Police Action at the People's Park in Berkeley, Cali-
f'ornia 
B. The Refusal of Hosnitals to Perform Abortions 
c. Removal from the Air of Counter-Culture Radio and/or 
Television Programs 
4. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as 
eff'orts to destroy the values of young people by co-opting 
these values. That is, each is seen as a case of role-
taking: 
A. Liberal Policies of Newspapers such as the New York Times 
B. Adult Opposition to the Draft - -c. Any Adult Acceptance 0£ Street People Positions or 
Attitudes 
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While the street people publications are less strident 
than the papers published by specific formal organizations, they 
too accept a conspiratorial view of their social environment. 
The major distinction between the counter-culture papers and the 
others already discussed is how they view the subject of geno-
cide. For the street people, the agent who carries out the con-
spiracy is more intent upon behavior modification than upon 
genocide. Each act is interpreted as the reaction of the es-
tablishment to counter-culture activities or as efforts to keep 
the general population under the establishment power. In short, 
the establishment resists all change because at present it has 
nearly complete control of the daily lives of most Americans 
and any change might threaten that controlo It is not always 
clear just who the establishment is. The term one encounters 
a great deal is "the middle class.,n but precise definitions of 
that term are not found in the alternative press of the counter-
culture. The street people's frame of reference for inter-
pretation of social acts is that of an outgroup (themselves) 
struggling against a powerful and entrenched middle-class who 
control the institutions of society and will use those insti-
tutions against the counter-culture and other enemies·. The 
chief weapon of the establishment, and their agency, is held to 
be the law. This includes the police, which is viewed as 
gestapo forces, the courts. and all institutions of confinement, 
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both jails and mental institutions'. Consider, for example, the 
following treatment given police confinement of a runaway teen-
ager by the Los Angeles police. 
That's when I was taken away. To the people that were 
to feed, clothe, and shelter meo Why were they so con-
cerned? Because I was a stupid, freaky teenager that pro-
bably couldn't make it without their helping hand to guide 
me along the straight and narrow patho Bullshit! They 
wanted to change my head, make me a part of their society. 23 
All routine police arrests are seen in this light. 
However, the counter-culture also embraces the notion of 
genocide. Their position is distinguished from that of the 
other groups discussed already in that they do not view them-
selves as the chief objects of the genocide ploto The agent 
remains the same, world Judaism, but the victims are Arabs, 
Black/poor people, and the more extreme deviates from estab-
lishment codes. 
The agencies used by the Jewish controlled establishment 
range from war to the professional groups like the American 
Psychiatric Association. The conflict between Arabs and 
Israelis is seen and presented as Jewish genocide of Arabs, and 
Arab guerrilla activities are presented as heroic efforts to 
stem the genocide of the Arab peoplee 24 Yet war is not the 
only weapon. According to the street people, genocide can be 
2311Is Amerika Devouring Its Children? No Amerika Is 
Fucking Over Its Children," Berkeley Tribe, III (September 11-18, 
1970)? 160 
24nunited Introduces Friendship to Ammon, 11 Berkeley 
Tribe, I (October 10-16, 1969), 5~ 
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found in failure of government to pass consumer protection acts 
as well. For example, when the New York state government 
failed to pass a piece of legislation aimed at lowering the 
lead content in paint, the East Village Other charged the 
"Jewish controlled" legislature had done so because lead poi-
soning was a form of population control for Blacks and other 
poor ethnic groups. 25 When the American Psychiatric Association 
refused to alter the definition of homosexuality in order that 
it no longer be considered an illness, the East Village Other 
once more saw genocide. In an article entitled "Kill the 
Queers or the Queers Run Free," they charged that the Associ-
ation was Jewish controlled and that they wanted to keep the 
homosexuals defined as ill in order to incarcerate and destroy 
them. 26 Finally, the paper has also charged that the United 
States government is developing weapons which will be used to 
destroy all Black people in the world. The notion is that the 
government research teams are creating germs which will attack 
only Blacks, and once more the people involved are pointedly 
noted to be Jewishe 27 
The street people, then, seem to have several methods of 
interpreting events. The first involves a nebulous agent called -
25Lynda Crawford, "Lead Poisoning," East Village Other, 
VI (July 21-28, 1971), 5o 
26non Jackson 9 °Ki11 the Queers or the Queers Run Free," 
Village Other, VI (August 10, 1971), ?o 
270New Germ War.fare Center Being Built at San Francisco's 
Presidio Sixth Army Base, 91 East Village Other, VI (August 25, 
1971} t 12•o 
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the "middle class." This agent uses the law to resist change 
and to make and keep the world in its own image. It may co-opt 
change in order to preserve the status quo, but it never gen-
uinely adopts new orders. The second is more clear; it is the 
powerful elite, often seen as Jewish, controlling the country 
and the world by any means. It is interesting to note that in 
this sense the street people 1 agree that it is this powerful 
elite which assassinates and brings down Presidents. They view 
the assassination of John Kennedy, for example, as retaliation 
for his opposition to the military-industrial complex. 28 
The scenario for the street people is different from the 
others in that they do not seem to feel personally threatened 
by genocide, but the key terms, conspiracy and genocide, still 
play central roles in their view of the worlde Moreover, the 
agent is frequently seen as Je"Wish, and the agencies are fre-
quently seen as the institutions of society. The street people 
add an agent, the middle class, but the basic terms remain 
operative and consistent. 
28c1audia Dreifus, "Mark Lane: Assassination Yesterday, 
Today and Tomorrow, 0 East Village Other, IV (July 16, 1969), 
5, 12, 22, 23. 
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TABLE FOURTEEN 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE SOCIALISTS 
lo Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
result of capitalist profit motive without concern for 
human needs: 
A. President Nixon's Visits to China and Russia 
B. The Vietnam War c. The Ending of the Vietnam War 
D. Legalization of Abortion 
E. Perceived Exploitation of Minorities and Women 
F. Failure of Gun Control Advocates 
Ge Government Support for an Anti-Ballistic-Missile Program 
H. Gasoline Shortages 
I. American Space Program 
2o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a s~ep 
in a capitalist program to 0 enslave" people: 
A. Governmental Wage-Price Control 
Bo The Vietnam War 
c. Police Reaction to Civil Disobedience 
D. Perceived Exploitation of Minorities and Women 
E. American Foreign Policy 
3. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
cynical effort to distract from the enslavement of people 
by playing various groups in the society off against one 
another: 
A. Various Confrontations Between Black and White People 
B. President Nixon's Visits to China and Russia 
C. The Shooting of Students by the National Guard at 
Kent State University 
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The major thrust of Socialist perception is summed up 
well in a single quotation concerning government coups in 
Af'ricao 
It should be understood f'rom the outset that these coups 
have nothing to do with ideology, religion, morals, tri-
balism or what have you. They are strictly economic. The 
world is divided into spheres of influence by certain major 
powers, and these powers are prepared to go to war to pro-
tect these spheres of influence.29 
The Socialist lives in a murky world of power politics in which 
great wealth controls governments and people through every 
means at its disposal'. The Socialists assert that power.ful 
elitest groups manipulate whole countries and international 
affairs for profit motive and that they strive in various ways 
to conceal their actions and the true nature of the conspiracyo 
In the Socialist's scheme, the agent, capitalism, is indif-
ferent to any need except profit and will go to any length to 
promote profit. 
Wars, murders, economic policy, international and 
domestic policy are all viewed as results of the capitalist 
conspiracy to use people for personal gain. This view leads 
the Socialist to share a great deal with the other groups 
already discussed. 
Take for example the issue 0£ assassination of public 
figures. The Socialists assert that Malcolm X, Martin Luther 
King, John Kennedy 9 Robert Kennedy, and George Wallace were 
29charles P. Howardp "Africa Vrs. C.I.Ao," Liberator, 
VI (Mayf 1966), BG 
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all shot as part of the capitalist conspiracy. In an article 
"The Meaning o.f the Wallace Shooting," they assert that Malcolm X 
was killed because he was raising Black resistance to capitalism, 
that King was shot because he was leading a workers' strike in 
Memphis, that John Kennedy was shot because capitalists had 
lost confidence in their control of him, and that Robert Kennedy 
was killed because the capitalists feared he would defeat "their" 
candidate, Richard Nixono However, not just liberals are capi-
talist targets. They assert in the same article that Wallace 
was also shot to insure a Nixon election over George McGovern. 
The argument ma~e is that Nixon appealed to what they term the 
"conservative right" while Wallace appealed to the "ultra 
right." By shooting UallaceP the capitalists hoped to prevent 
a split between these two groups and merge conservative support 
for Nixon. 30 
This view is, of course, parallel to that of other groups 
who see powerful groups placing men in the Presidency and 
removing them when group control slips. They agree with the 
States Rights Party, for example, that John Kennedy was killed 
because his promoters could no longer control him. The States 
Rights Party considers Jews to be the agents of Kennedy 1 s 
destruction while the Socialists consider capitalists to be the 
agents, but both understand the assassination in the same lighto 
3011The Meaning of the Wallace Shooting," Workers World, 
XIV (May 25, 1972), 4. 
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Most of the groups considered hold that conspiracy has 
a life of its own. That is, they tend to view the conspiracy 
as the central act of the agent. In this respect, the Soc-
ialists are different. Conspiracy is an agency for the Soc-
ialists; it is the means which capitalists use to advance their 
aim. The Socialist is not likely to see one grand design so 
much as he is to see many separate conspiracies all aimed at 
profit. These conspiracies range from murder to war to various 
cover ups for policy failures. Socialists assert, for example, 
that government leaders, union officials, and coal mine owners 
conspired to murder in order to insure continued control of the 
United Mine Workers by union president Anthony Boyle. 31 They 
assert that government and industrial leaders began and con-
tinued the war in Vietnam in order to protect enonomic interests 
in Asia.32 Almost all economic policy is seen as the result of 
conspiracy or cover up. If, for example, there is inflation, 
it is viewed as a conspiracy between government and business to 
increase business profit.33 However, ,government efforts to 
control inflation are viewed as part of a cover up of economic 
policy failure~ The wage price controls were described as 
3111Government Link in Conspiracy Hidden," Workers World, 
XVI (April 19, 1974), 3-4. 
32"The Fall Offensive, 11 The Militant, XXV (July 9, 1971) ,60 
33torraine Breslow "Behind the c6rushing Rise in Food 
Prices," Workers World, XVI (April 19, 1970), 1. 
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"a studied effort to divert attention from the awkward fact that 
events have seriously contradicted the optimistic economic 
predictions Mr. Nixon has been making since he entered the 
White House. 034 Failure of the government to pass what the 
Socialists view as needed social reform never springs from 
honest difference of opinion concerning the worth of the pro-
grams, but always from capitalist control. For example, they 
assert that gun control legislation is consistently defeated 
solely because guns are a "capitalistic commodity.n35 
Thus like the other groups, the Socialists view their 
social environment through the key term conspiracy. They appear 
to see not one but many conspiracies. Perhaps one may account 
for this by saying that as a group, the Socialists have defined 
their ideology more completely than the other groups and, there-
fore, have an ideological framework into which the conspiracies 
can be placed. The Socialists make less use of the term geno-
cide, but they do perceive murder as an agency for promoting 
the conspiracy. In short, they arrive at much the same under-
standing 0£ their social environment as the other groups be-
cause they share a basic vocabulary 0£ conspiracy. 
34s tephen Emery, "A Hard Look at Nixon's NEP," Weekly 
People LXXXI (September 11, 1971), 2. 





1. Each of the following acts or programs in viewed as an 
effort to practice genocide on White, non-J e-\rnsh America: 
A. Birth Control Programs 
B. Liberalization of Immigration Laws c. Gun Control Legislation 
2. Each of the follo~~ng acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to destroy White, non-Jewish America by destroying 
the family unit: 
A. Drug Trafficking 
Bo Perceived Political Actions by the National Council of 
Churches 
c. Sale of Pornography 
Do American Medical Association Control of Medical Practices 
Eo Human Relations Training 
F. The Jesus Movement 
G. Student Unrest 
3o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to destroy White, non-Jewish America by a program 
of 11 mongrelization of the races": 
A. Urban Renewal 
B. Bussing to Achieve School Integration c. Integration of Public Schools and Housing 
D. Legalization and Publici,zing of :Mixed Marriages-
4 o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
effort to destroy White, non-Jewish America by dividing it 
between groups: 
A. Prosecution of Lt. William Calley 
B. Media Treatment of President Nixon c. Both Ministry and the Assassination of Martin King 
Do Congressional Censure of Thomas Dodd 
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Table Fifteen Continued: 
5. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as steps 
in a larger program designed to establish physical control 
over America: 
A. Federal Communication Commission Control of Radio and 
Television 
B. Jews in Public Service c. Gasoline Shortages 
D. The Development of Power Grids by Utility Companies 
E. Media Policy Toward Gerald L. Ko Smith 
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Examination of the motive attribution of the anti-
Semitic reveals that they too live in a world in which they are 
subject to a Jewish conspiracy to control the world and to 
eliminate White people by genocide. For the anti-Semitic, 
genocide is very real, but it is remote. The more 1.mmedi.ate 
threat is the destruction of the Christian faith and of the 
institution of the home. The anti-Semitic understands the 
world in terms of a Jewish effort to create internal dissent 
and to 0 mongrelization11 of the races. Thus, they interpret much 
of what they see as attacks upon the institution of the home, 
the institution of authority of parents and of the church, and 
as efforts at a hated race-mixingo Consider, for example, the 
following quotation. 
Now we have Federal aid to education, which has subor-
dinated the authority of the state, the authority of the 
country~ the authority of the school district and the 
destiny of our children is in the hands of a ruthless set 
of glassyeyed bureaucrats and political space men and women 
who have for all practical purposes invaded the American 
home and kidnapped our children in the name of educationo 
This bureaucratic instrument is being used to propa-
gandize our people with Left-wing philosophies, promote the 
destruction of our race by forced mongrelization and 
destroy the traditional control of the parent over his 
familyo36 
36"Kidnapping Our Children," Cross and the Flag!) 
XXX (May, 1971), 10. 
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Just how Federal aid to education results in people being pro-
paganized with Left-'Wing philosophies is never made clear, for 
indeed whole arguments are seldom presented by- the anti-Semiticse 
Stili, the conspiratorial view which they hold makes it 
possible for them to jump from a fact--Federal money is spent 
on education--to a conslusion--it must be part of the plot to 
weaken authority~ 
One important aspect of the anti-Semitic perception is 
that the agent who is perpetrating the conspiracy is, at the 
same time, Judaism and communism. Communism, according to the 
anti-Semitics, is really just part of the Jewish plot to enslave 
Christian people~ 
Communism was started by a Jew. It was organized by 
Jews, it was financed by Jews. The most outstanding Jewish 
journals in the world boasted that the Bolshevik rev-
olution in Russia was the work of Jewish money, Jewish 
brains, and Jewish organizations.37 
The anti-Semitics are not alone in this view; both the American 
Nazi Party and the States Rights Party hold that there are 
important links between Judaism and communism, and indeed the 
Nazis have coined the word ComCap as a shorthand expression for 
the relationshipo However, the Jewish-communist link becomes 
more important in the anti-Semitic schemeo One example is their 
notion that Jews promote drug trafficking first to destroy 
37ucould Be Propaganda~" The Cross and the Flag, XXIV 
(August, 1965) 9 lOo 
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people through the use of drugs, but second to finance communist 
operations throughout the world. They argue that Red China is 
the world's largest exporter of opium and that the result is 
huge profit for themselves as well as the destruction of their 
enemies. 
The opium traffic pours money into the coffers of the world 
wide communist conspiracy and it performs a continuing 
act of sabotage by debauching citizens of the Free World. 
In some nations, addiction serioljsly and significantly 
undermines national production.38 
A second example is their argument that United States Sentator 
Thomas Dodd was censored by the Senate in 1966 because of his 
anti-communist activities. 
Mro Dodd has leaned over backwards to avoid the accusation 
of anti-Semitism. He has cooperated with Jews. He has 
accepted campaign contributions from Jewso He has leveled 
attacks on those of us who have discussed with Jewish 
question, but he is learning the hard way--that these 
things don't count when the chips are down. If you fight 
Communism effectively someone is going to throw the book at 
you and surely Mro Dodd knows by now that one of the 
spokesmen among the spearhead personalities for the Jewish 
Anti-defamation Leauge is Drew Pearson. He has been used 
to cruci£y McCarthy, Rankin, Coughlin, numerous members of 
the House Committee on Un-American Activities, Senator 
Eastland~ the writer and countless others.39 
In short, an attack upon communism will bring Jewish~ 
reprisal. There is, of course, a parallel which may be developed 
between the anti-Semitic interpretation of Dodd's censure and 
38uopium Traffic, 11 The Cross and the Flag, XXIV 
(September, 1965), 24'o 
3911what About Dodd?, 11 The Cross ~nd the Flag, XXVII 
(October, 1966), 16-210 
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the American Nazi Party's views concerning Watergate, and the 
States Rights Party's view of the Kennedy Assassination. In 
each case, the group in question holds that Jews used the men 
and promoted their activities until they incured Jewish dis-
favor. At this point, all three theories hold the Jews con-
spired to bring about the downfal~ or death of the victim. 
Thus for the anti-Semitic, the social environment is 
controlled by a Jewish-communist conspiracy that hopes to 
destroy the American way of life and to ultimately commit 
genocide against White, Christian people. The agent uses the 
institutions of government to combat the institution of the 
true Christian church. Like many of the other groups, they 
have reduced the world to a single frame of referenceo 
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TABLE SIXTEEN 
MOTIVE CLUSTERS-THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY 
1. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as an 
e£fort to destroy America by destruction of the family 
unit: 
A. Drug Trafficking 
B. Sale of Pornography 
c. Sex Education Programs 
D. Bussing to Achieve School Integration 
E. Birth Control Programs 
F. Human Relations Programs 
2o Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
calculated step in a program to achieve physical control 
of the United States: 
A. Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
Bo Student Unrest 
Co The Assassinations of John Kennedy and Martin Luther King 
Do Gun Control Legislation 
E. A Perceived Liberal Media Bias 
F. American Foreign Policy 
G. Govern~ent Regulation of Business 
3. Each of the following acts or programs is viewed as a 
distraction created to draw attention away from the communist 
take over which is under way. Each may be a minor issue of 
some merit~ but they are being exploited: 
A. Con.frontations Between Black and White People 
B. Concern for the Ecology 
c. Women's Liberation Movement 
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Like the other groups, the John Birch Society has con-
structed a social environment in which the most prominent 
feature is a complex conspiracy. The Society understands 
social and political acts in terms of being parts of the con-
spiracy or as cover ups for the conspiracy. The agent is seen 
as world communism, and the ultimate purpose is control of the 
worldo 
Parallels between the John Birch Society and other 
groups considered can be quickly established. If one looks at 
the familiar topic of assassination and scandal to remove polit-
ical leaders from office because they are not controlled by the 
agent, the_basic similarity between this group and the others 
is apparento The Watergate scandal is seen as nothing more 
than an effort by Nelson Rockefeller to destroy President Nixon. 
The argument made is that Rockefeller promoted and controlled 
Nixon. Rockefeller is termed a "top conspirator" at one point 
and as a person "whom the conspiracy created to serve as its 
flunky11 at another. 40 As Rockefeller '·s control of Nixon gave 
way, Rockefeller determined to destroy him, and Watergate 
represents his effort to do so. In the same way, the assas-
sination attempt upon George Wallace was part of the con-
spiracy. 
40uwatergators: Some Tracks in the Dismal Swamp," 
American Opinion, XVI (September, 1973), 1-16. 
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Why did the Conspiracy decide to liquidate George 
Wallace? Obviously because he does not fit the script 
they have written for the elections of 1972e Wallace 
would have rewritten the script by giving the voters a 
real choice, which of course is something the conspirators 
who are trying to enslave us are afraid to permite41 
Their argument is very similar to that of the Socialistso 
Wallace, they argue, represented the true conservative position, 
and he would, therefore, have dralm support away from Nixon. 
Since Nixon's election was in the interest of world communism, 
this threat had to be removed. 
These two positions appear inconsistent; however, locked 
as they are into a conception that everything that occurs is a 
result of a single conspiracy, they are noto Nixon's election 
is part of the conspiracy, and his do\,mfall is also part of the 
conspiracy o The conspiracy makes and breaks public leaders'. 
Those whom it cannot control it either removes from office or 
killse 
Like the others» the John Birch Society is able to 
account for a wide variety of acts through this single frame 
of reference0 Compulsory education is an effort to place 
children in the hands of the government, which is, of course, 
an agency of the conspiracy. 42 Drug traffic is a communist 
41Alan Stang, "Arthur Bremer: The Communist Plot to Kill 
George \\Tallace, 11 American Opinion, X.V {October, 1972), 17-18. 
l. .. z"Our Children: Big Brother Is Coming for Them," 
American Opinion, 1..V (November, 1972), fL 
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plot to destroy America.43 The shooting of students at Kent 
State University is an effort to impose "martial law on 
Americaou44 
Perhaps the range of acts which are viewed as part of 
the conspiracy can be understood by looking at how the John 
Birch Society reacts to environmental protection. 
The left is hoping to convert sincere and legitimate 
concern over the quality of our environment into acceptance 
of government control of the environment. The object is to 
make the "Green Revolution" part o.f the Red Revolution by 
using the Establishment media to stimulate the usual over-
reaction among American masses through exaggeration, magni-
fication, and distortion of a genuine problem. The object 
is federal control of the environment in which we all must 
live.45 
What the group is asserting is that any government action is 
designed to result in controlo This control is part of a con-
spiracyo Even government reaction to "genuine problems11 
becomes distorted for the purpose of gaining controlo Of 
course, from this position, no government action can be viewed 
favorably. The John Birch Society does not consider the merit 
of government action because it is sure all government action 
has only one purpose--ultimate control. The Society, like most 
of the other groups, operates out of a single, all encompassing 
frame of reference. 
430Heroin: It's Coming from Red China," American Ooinion, 
XV (May, 1972), 4. 
44"Kent State~ Proof to Save the Guardsmen," American 
Opinion, XVII (June, 1974), l-20e 




When I speak of the paranoid style, I use the term much 
as a historian of art might speak of the baroque or the 
mannerist style. It is, above all, a way of seeing the 
world and o~ expressing oneself cl 
Based upon the information presented in Chapter Four, 
the following conclusions have been drawn. First, each of the 
groups studied operate out of a basic vocabulary of conspiracy. 
Indeed, the key terms for each of the eight groups are conspir-
acy and deceit. Second, even groups which would appear to be 
exact opposites, such as the American Nazi Party and the Black 
Panther Party~ share much more with each other than they do 
with the general population. Third, the vocabulary of conspir-
acy employed by the groups constructs worlds for them which, 
by conventional standards, are fantasy worlds and which place 
the groups beyond most rational appeale What emerges from 
I 
this study of the alternative press is a picture of people 
locked into a conspiratorial view of life in which every action 
is proof of the conspiracyo One may start to understand these 
conclusions by examining two cross reference tables depicting 
the issues and motives that were common to different groups. 
1Richard Hofstadter The Paranoid rtyle in American 
Politics and Other Essay~ {NewYork, 1965, p. 7+; 
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The following two tables were generated from the tables 
found in Chapter Four. 'The first, a cross reference of issues, 
represents the degree to which the groups deal with common 
issues. The second, a cross reference of motives, represents 
the degree to which the various groups attributed the same 
motive to issues. In both cases, they were developed by noting 




CROSS REFERENCE OF ISSUES 
1. At least six of the groups studied attributed motive to 
the following set of acts or programs: 
Ao American Foreign Policy 
B. Birth Control Programs 
C. Gun Control Legislation 
2. At least five of the groups studied attributed motive to 
the following set of acts or programs: 
A. Assassination of National Leaders 
B. Busing to Achieve School Integration 
C. Perceived Media Bias 
3. At least four of the groups studied attributed motive to 
the follovn.ng set of acts or programs: 
Ae Confrontations with the Police 
B. Drug Trafficking 
c. Governmental Wage-Price Controls 
D. Police Surveilance of Group Activities 
E., Violent Black-White Confrontations 
F. The War in Vietnam 
G. Women's Liberation Movement 
4. At least three of the groups studied attributed motive to 
the following set of acts or programs: 
Ao Gasoline Shortages 
B. Human Relations Training 
c. Jews in Public Service 
D. Legalization of Abortion 
E. Racial Integration of Public Schools and Housing 
F. The Violence at Kent State University 
G. Watergate 
H. Welfare Programs 
5. At least two of the groups studied attributed motive to 
the following set of acts or programs: 
A. Adoption of Blacks by Whites 
B. Drug Control Programs 
Co Family Planning 
Do Government Support of Anti-Ballistic-Missiles 
E6 The Jesus Movement 
Fo Nixon's Visits to China and Russia 
G. Sale of Pornography 
H. Welfare Reform 
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TABLE EIGHTEEN 
CROSS REFERENCE OF MOTIVES 
1. At least five of the groups studied attributed the 
following motives to three or more social acts or 
programs: 
A. Part of a Cover Up or a Distraction to Various 
Programs of Destruction 
B. Part of a Larger Program of Social or Political 
Control 
C. A Program of Genocide 
2o At least four of the groups studied attributed the 
following motives to three or more social acts or 
programs: 
A. Part of a Power Struggle 
B. A Specific Effort to Destroy Family or National Morals 
3. At least three of the groups studied attributed the 
following motives to three or more social acts or 
programs: 
A. Desire for Profit Without Concern for Human Values 
B. A Program of Mind Control 
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The tables lend clear support to the first conclusion, 
that for each group the wrongs of society are the result of a 
conscious conspiracy, conceived by some power and employed in 
order to allow that power to achieve its goals. The purpose of 
this paper is not to argue that there is never validity to any 
of the positions taken by the groups and movements studied. 
Rather it is to suggest that because the groups do operate from 
this vocabulary of conspiracy, they never go beyond the theory 
to explore argument for or against the social and political 
programs which they encounter. The key terms for these groups 
are conspiracy, deceit, and genocide. One finds the words used 
over and over in a wide variety of contexts by each of the 
groups and movementse As the discussion of the labels reveals, 
for the American Nazi Partyj Watergate represents an effort by 
David Rockefeller, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the 
Rothschilds to destroy Nixon. 2 The States Rights Party also 
declares that Watergate is a plote In their view, however, it 
is a conspiracy between Herbert Stein,, Arthur Burns, the "Jew 
controlled media," and Henry Kissinger to create a situation in 
which President Nixon would have to appoint Kissinger Secretary 
of State in order to relieve pressure from himselfo The object 
of the act is to make Kissinger the "most powerful man in 
America" and perhaps even President.,.3 The Black Panthers and 
2ttsicky Dick," White Power, No. 4".3 (September, 1973)» p. 2. 
30watergate Made Kissinger Secretary of State 11 Pressure 
to Impeach Nixon Now Easedtu Thunderbolt, No. 165 (October~ 1973), 
pp. 1,2. 
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the Black Muslims also see conspiracy in the daily news. The 
Black Panthers, for example, labeled the 1970 census a con-
spiracy and said of it: 
It is this writer's contention that the 1970 census is 
not an attempt to help Black people. Blacks will either 
submit to oppression and second class status in America or 
die! As the reader is exposed to the contents of this 
article, it will become oovious that the 1970 census has 
strategic military and police state objectives. One will 
see that an attempt is being made by the government to con-
trol the population through control of population statistics 
and thus to control the society.4 
What one is exposed to in the contents of the article is the 
unsupported assertion that Black people will somehow suffer 
because White people will discover information about Blacks 
between the ages of eighteen and forty which will be used by 
draft boards. 
To the Black Muslims, the existence of special police 
units in the Los Angeles Police Department working undercover 
to capture drug offenders is a group of people ndominating the 
entire west coast to the borders of Canada, provoking incidents, 
infiltrating and taking control of militant organizations, 
plotting assassin~tions and acts of terror, all designed to 
cause the President to declare a state of emergency, thus 
paving the way for a police state unequalled even by the 
infamous Hitler Regimeou 5 
4sid Waltonf "Census 170: Federal Conspiracy Day," 
The Black Panther, IV (March 28, 1970), 13. 
5Kenneth JX and Robert 9X~ "How Police Spread Crime," 
Muhammand Speaksp XI (November 12, 1971)~ 3,4o 
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For the street people, the ultimate enemy if the govern-
ment and the tool of the government, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigationo When the Boston Avatar was "busted for obscen-
ity," the paper responded by printing a centerfold of four 
letter words and an obscene editorial. Yet, The East Village 
Other felt that subsequent action to remove the paper from news-
stands was an example of an FeB.I. conspiracy against under-
ground papers. In the same article, "Write On! Rat On!," the 
paper argues that arrests for drug violations are a part of 
the s'arne conspiracy. 6 
The Socialist publication Weekly People asserts that gun 
control legislation cannot be passed in the United States 
because the government and big business combine to see to it 
that it does not. They note that the government 1.s a tool of 
industry and that business leaders conspire to maintain the 
sale of all items in the United States, even if they are harmful 
to the populatio~, with the coop~ration and support of the 
governmente7 
In one single issue of The Cross and the Flag, Gerald 
L. K. Smith demonstrates the extent to which he sees conspiracy 
operating in America. First, he asserts that "I summarize some 
of the more lethal threatso These threats are percipitated by 
6Thomas Forcade, 11 Write On! Rat On!," The East Villega 
IV (November, 1969), 4o 
7uThe Gun Problemil" Weekly People, LXXIX (December, 
4o 
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a complex of conspiratorial personalities who are determined 
to alter, change and o~erthrow our entire traditional way of 
lifeeu8 Smith then proceeds in six pages to outline all the 
dimensions of the conspiracy by saying that it aims to do the 
following. First, it will darken our cities by creating power 
failures; it will cut off all fuel supply to the United States; 
it will murder President Nixon; it will destroy the automobile 
industry and thus the industrial establishment; it will destroy 
us with insects; it will mongrelize our race (White); it will 
make us the slaves of drones on welfare; it will degenerate our 
people with sex, perversion~ dissipation, and dope; it will 
isolate and ridicule Christianity; it will confuse and divide 
our people; it will belittle our traditions; and it will keep 
our people in ignoranceo It is interesting to see just how 
various social and political acts and programs are interpreted 
as fitting into the conspiracy. First, in order to darken our 
cities, the conspirators have opposed the construction of 
nuclear po,ier plants. In order to cut off our fuel supply, 
they have opposed off-shore drilling and strip mining for coalQ 
Moreover, they have isolated us from the Arab states which 
could supply needed oil. They have attempted to liquidate the 
President by pursuing the Watergate affairo This has been done 
according to Smith, because he won the war in Vietnam, he is 
811 Formula for Chaos, Can It 3e Resisted and Overcome? 
Read! Weep! Resolve!, 11 The Cross and the Flag, XXXII (March, 
1973), 4-90 -
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strong for national defense, and he is a fiscal conservativee 9 
The conspiracy to destroy the industrial establishment of the 
United States includes making a folk hero out of Ralph Nader. 
The plot to destroy us by insects consists of the various 
efforts to restrict the use of insecticides. The passage of 
laws which allow mixed narriages is part of the conspiracy to 
mongrelize the White race, and Smith gives assurance that 
"this conspiracy has scarcely been explored even by the deeper 
students of the situation. It is frightening. 1110 The object 
of this conspiracy is to make it a crime "for a girl to refuse 
a matrimonial proposal from a black because he 1s a black, or 
vice versae ull Welfare is a part of the conspirac~, aimed at 
making slaves out of White Americans. Rock concerts, pornog-
raphyt the sale of marijuana, as well as gay liberation move-
ments are all part of the conspiracy to degenerate the people. 
Literature which questions basic religious dogma, revisions in 
theology, and laws which prohibit certain religious practices, 
such as snake handling in order to prove faith, are all viewed 
as conspiratorial elements to isolate Christianity. Media 
coverage of Watergate is viewed as proof of the conspiracy to 
divide the American people, while revisionist histories which 
"belittle the Founding Fathers" are efforts to destroy our 
9uFormula for Chaos," Pe 5e 
10stFormula for Chaos," p. 60 
11°Formula for Chaos," P~ 6. 
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national integrityo Finally, the presentation of ''bad news" 
and a five hour McGovern political fund raising program is proof 
that the media hopes to keep our people in the dark. What is 
important here is not that all these are viewed as problems for 
America or situations which an anti-Semitic abhors, but that 
each is seen as an element in a Jewish consoiracy to destroy 
Americao 
The John Birch Society also subscribes to the conspiracy 
interpretation of current events. Thus, as the discussion of 
tables reveals they find conspiracy in compulsory education or 
in environmental protection. 
Also as the tables reveali each of the groups see many 
subjects as representing evidence of a conspiracy. The nature 
of the conspiracy ranges from those which aim at the genocide 
of whole peoples to the maintenance of business profits, but each 
group spends its life in a conspiratorial social environment in 
which power elites control, dist~rt, and destroy for their own 
advantagec The groups differ in their assessments of who that 
power elite represents, but even here there is some agreement. 
The most common enemy is the Jewo The White supremist groups, 
The American Nazi Party and the States Rights Party, both see 
the Jews as the agent and Blacks as the agency of the conspir-
acy. The Black supremist groups both see the Jews as the agent 
and White governments as the agency$ The street people and the 
Socialists also voice anti-Semitic opinionso 
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The street people do this because they appear to be 
enamored wi~h the Arab guerrilla movemente There is among 
papers like the Berkeley Tribe a tendency to romanticize social 
and political revolutionary groups, and the Arabs have been the 
beneficiary of this tendencye The anti-Semitic orientation is 
an outgrowth of the counter-culture identification with the 
aspirations of the Viet Cong, the Catholics in Northern Ireland, 
and the Black revolutionary groups in the United States6 It is 
not so much that they are anti-Semitic as they are pro-Arab, 
and as Judaism is perceived as the enemy of the Arab states, it 
is perceived as the enemy of the counter-culture as well. To 
the Socialists, the resentment is directed to the perceived 
Jewish pre-eminence in the world of banking and finance4 The 
name Rothschild is at once despicable and Jewish. However, for 
both of these groups, anti-Semitism is a side issueo Here the 
real agents are the established middle class and capitalism. 
That both the establishment and capitalism are perceived to have 
important Jewish elements and that both profit Jews becomes 
part of the larger issue~ Judaism is seen as being part of the 
problem, both in terms of agents and agency, but they are the 
cogs, not whole wheels. Like the White supremists, the anti-
Semitics view the Jews as the agent and Blacks as the agency. 
In this sense, Jews exploit Black people in order to create 
civil unrest. The Jew is "the outside agitator" who hopes to 
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convince Negroes that civil disobedience is justified. Thus, 
while one may feel the Blacks are destroying the country, it 
is understood that they are but tools and extentions of Jews. 
For the John Birch Society, the communists are the agent, 
and anyone not a John Birch Society member is the agency. For 
each of these groupsi the agencies may be aware or unaware of 
their role. They may embrace the role or resent it, but in 
either case they are unable to reverse it. 
The extent to which this conspiratorial view holds sway 
is evident in a review of Table Eighteen, Cross Reference of 
Motiveso The table lists seven motives shared by at least three 
or more groupso Each of these seven motives may be understood 
to represent part of the master motive of conspiracy, or the 
secondary motive of being a cover for a conspiracyo What that 
table reveals is that the eight extremist groups posit a world 
in which people plot genocide, the destruction of nations, 
exercise political control of other people~ engage in national 
power struggles~ destroy morals, reap vast profits without 
concern for human values, and brainwash those whom they can use 
and whom they wish to control. The agents of the conspiracies 
are willing to go to great lengths to cover their activities~ 
These lengths include the control of mass media, the corruption 
of governments, and the destruction of anyone who would oppose 
themo 
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Because these groups share the same view of the world, 
they share a great many understandingsP and in this case per-
ception does create strange ideological alliances. Indeed, 
groups which would seem to be distinct opposites 01ten supris-
ingly share the same attitudes toward social phenomena. It has 
already been sho'l/l!Il that the groups are all basically anti-
semitic; however, the reference here is not to general atti-
tudes, but to specific beliefs about specific conceptionse One 
way that this sharing of attitudes can be shown is by comparing 
motive attributions of different groups to the same social act 
or program. 
For example, the discussion of the tables reveals that 
many of the groups interpret political scandal and political 
assassination in the saMe li~ht. In what becomes a familiar 
pattern, both are depicted as being the work of some group that 
has taken charge of a specific person, made that person Presi-
dent or placed him in some other,important leadership position 
and then lost controlo John Kennedy and Richard Nixon are both 
considered to have been elected President as pawns of great and 
powerful cliques only to be destroyed by those same cliques 
when they asserted independence in high office. 
A second illustration may be found in the issue of birth 
control. If one compares the way in which the Black supremist 
and the V!hite supremist groups attribute motive, it is clear 
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that they may view each other with disdain, but they both see 
birth control as genocideG 
American Nazi Partx 
The most insidious aspect of the genocide program is the 
widespread use of various forms of birth control. It began 
with the "pill," and has now escalated into fullscale 
sterilization. 
Do Blacks use birth control? Very seldomo So who's 
pushing White genocide? As usual, the real forces behind 
this vileness manage to stay pretty well hidden in the 
background. But every now and then even the Chosen Ones 
slip and Whites can get a glimpse behind the Kosher 
Curtain 0 12 
Black Muslims 
The American Black women are ignorant of the real motive 
behind the so called birth control schemes. The motive 
behind these schemes (birth control) is not to promote the 
welfare of Black families but to eliminate these families 
in the .future.13 
States Rights Party 
What it really means is DEATH for the White Race if this 
trend continues to grow and infect Whitese National 
population figures show that non-Whites are continuing to 
have very large families •••• 
This means that the White Race is fighting for its 
survival o e • e To our youth we say breed, BREED and 
for the glorious day when we come back into political 
and put an 1nd to this devilish attempt to obliterate White Race. 4 
12Harold Covington, "Jews Planning White Genocide," 





1311Abortion Killing Black Babies According to the Teach-
ing of the Messenget" Muhammad 5 11 Muhammad Speaks, XII 
(April 20i 1973), supplemento 
14uRabbis Say 'Population Zero' Is Intended for Christians 
--Not Jews," Thunderbolt, No11 173 (June~ 1974}, .3e 
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Other groups which endorse this genocidal view of birth control 
are the Black Panthers, the John Birch Society and the anti-
Semitics. The street people publications also deal with the 
subject, but from a somewhat different point of view. For them 
the question becomes one of why people resist abortion as an 
acceptable form of birth control. Of course, the answer becomes 
conservative pressure. 15 That the Black and White supremist 
groups view birth control in the same way is revealing, but it 
is not isolated. In fact, the groups agree on most of the issues 
which they deal with in common. Both groups see the adoption 
0£ Black children by White parents as efforts to destroy their 
respective racesci The Black Muslims make this argument in an 
article entitled "International Practice in Population Control 
Prepares Expert for 'Modeli Program in D. Ce,u16 and the States 
Rights Party makes the same argument in "Whites Urged to Adopt 
Black Babies .... -Speeds Up Assimilationc, 017 The groups both agree 
that gun control legislation is aimed at keeping opposition 
to the power elite weako The Black Panthers say~ for example 
The Black Panther Party for sel£-defense calls upon the 
American People in general and the Black People in particu-
lar to take careful note of the racist California Legis-
lature which is now considering legislation aimed at keeping 
15c1audia Dreiful 1) "The Women I s Crusade, n The East VillagJ:! 
Other, IV (May 21t 1969), 6. 
16Lonnie Kashif, 11 International Practice in Population 
Control Prepares Expert for 'Model v Program in DG Co, 11 Muhammad 
SEeaksc X (June 18, 1971), 21. 
17uwhates Urged to Adopt Black Babies--Speeds Up Assimi-
lation," Thunderbolt, No. 149 (May, 1972), 7. 
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the Black People disarmed and powerless at the very same 
time that rasicst police agencies throughout the country 
are intensi~ying1the terror, brutality, murder and repression of Black People. 8 
The American Nazi Party takes much the same position except 
they are sure that theyi not Blacks, are the targets of the 
legislation. 
The real purpose, however, is nothing less than an attempt 
to disarm White Americao The current campaign of gun 
hysteria was quietly planned by the Jewish-Liberal plotters 
ever since it first became apparent that our people woul1 
resist the insidious schemes for our racial destruction. 9 
The Black and White groups agree on other issues as well. They 
both feel that the war in Vietnam is part of a genocide plot, 
and that American foreign policy is controlled by Jews~ Nor 
are these groups the only groups which are polar opposites in 
philosophy while holding the same specific reactions to given 
programs. 
The John Birch Society and the American Socialist Party 
both interpret the Wage-Price Controls of 1971 in the same 
fashion~ for example. Both groups hold that the economic 
policy is a sham delivered to fool the American public. The 
John Birch Society says, 
18tfExecutive Mandate #1," The Black Panther, IV 
(April 6, 1970), 2. 
19"Whites to Be Disarmed: Gun Law Hysteria," White 
Power, VIII (June, 1970)i 1. 
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Richard Nixon once correctly observed that ttPermanent wage 
and price controls ~ould stifle the American economy, its 
dynamics, its productivity, and would be, I think, a mortal 
blow to the United States as a first class economic power." 
Now he has instituted just such controls. Why? Because 
Richard Nixon knows they are an important step toward an 
all powerful central government.20 
The American Socialist Party calls the controls a cover up and 
a fraud, and they argue with the John Birch Society that they 
are a sham. 
The new economic policy announced by, President Nixon on 
August 15 will probably go down in history as the biggest 
political con game ever at~empted on the American people. 
• • e • 0 • • • • 0 0 e • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The opening claptrap about "bold leadershipu and "bold 
actiann to create ne'v'r prosperity without was was a studied 
effort to divert attention from the awkward fact that 
even~s have seriously contradicted the optimistic economic 
predictions Mro Nixon has been making since he entered the 
White Housee21 
These groups which are so very different from one another 
in many ways share these common points of view because, in 
Burke's terms, they share the same act-scene ratio. For Burke, 
acts are in part determined by the scene in which they occur. 
"From the motivational point of view, there is implicit in the 
quality 0£ a scene the quality of the action that is to take 
place within it. This would be another way of saying that the 
20aary Allen, "Nixonomics: The Economy Under At'ti.ack," 
American Opinion~ XIV {November, 1971), 76. 
21 Stephen Emery~ "A Hard Look at ~ixon's NEP, 0 Weekly 
Peoplef LXXXI (September 11, 1971), 2e 
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act will be consistent with the scene" 022 In short, given the 
fact that all the groups ascribe to a conspiratorial view of 
the world, that whatever they encounter is encoutered in a 
world of conspiracy, and given the fact that they all encounter 
the same programs, they must, to a significant degree» attribute 
motives to these prograITTs in much the same fashiono The groups 
are victims of the vocabulary of conspiracy which they share. 
Sharing that vocabulary, they are inducted into a common social 
environmento The vocabulary not only binds the groups together 9 
it also separates them from the general population. 
The conspiratorial view of society makes the groups 
immune to rational appeal. In the first instance 9 the vocabul-
ary of conspiracy demands that every act be fit into the scene 
of deceito Thus the Socialist may attribute the war in Vietnam 
to the profit motive, but if the war is brought to an endj that 
also is attributed to the profit motive8 23 In short, if the 
war is part of a conspiracy and the conspirators bring the war 
to a close, must not the ending of the war serve the conspir-
ators' ends and must it not, therefore, be a part of the conspir-
acy? One may charge that this is twisted logic, but given 
the scene-act ratio in which the Socialist lives, logic has a 
22Kenneth Burke, A Grammar 0£ Motives, (Berkeley, 
California, 1969)i PPo 6=7~ -
2311 The Campus Massacre Won't Stop the War: Dollar 
Factors May~" Weekly People, XXX (May 23~ 1970) 1. 
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form of its owno In the same way, the anti-Semitics viewed 
the ministry of Martin Luther King as part of a communist plot 
to weaken the morals of Americaj but they also argue that the 
communists murdered King. 24 The street people publications 
are certain that middle-class America rejects the counter-
culture values and life styles, but if any of the elements of 
that life style are adopted, co-option, role-playing, and 
phoniness are charged. The vocabulary of conspiracy demands 
that all argu111ents and all non-group positions be lumped to-
gether for means of disposal because the vocabulary of conspir-
acy creates a single frame of reference for all acts~ 
The degree to which this combining of ideas is carried 
on may be illustrated by a Devil term employed by the American 
Nazi Party. The term is ComCapo It is derived by combining 
the terms 11 conmunist 11 and "Capitalist," and ComCaps are the 
source of much of the problems which face America. The Nazis 
have thus managed ·what statesmen and philosophers seem unable 
to accomplish~ a marriage between the two principal economic 
and political systems in the world. It may be that a group 
capable of' the development of the term "ComCap" is beyond 
rational appealo 
24George Lo Dovel, "A Traitor Martyized~" 'l'he Cross and 
the Fla__g_, XXVIII (October, 1969), 7, 10. 
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One may not argue the merits of issues with such a group 
because they are operating at a different level 0£ abstraction. 
They interpret all events as acts aimed at the destruction of 
themselves and their values. As such, they are not interested 
in traditional considerations. This point of view is shared by 
others who have considered the problem of paranoid groups and 
movements in the American societyo Richard Hofstadter, in a 
watershed essay entitled liThe Paranoid Style in American 
Politics," asserted that 0 what distinguishes the paranoid style 
is not the absence of verifiable facts (though it is occasionally 
true that in his extravagant passion for facts the paranoid 
occasionally manufactures them) but rather the curious leap in 
imagination that is always made at some critical point in the 
recital o:f events. 025 Hofstadter .feels that man needs an intu-
itive sense of how things do not happen, and he says, 
It is precisely this kind of awareness that the paranoid 
fails to develop~ He has a special resistance of his own, 
o:f course? to such awareness 9 but circumstances often 
deprive him of exposure to events that might enlighten hime 
We are all sufferers from history?'but the paranoid is a 
double sufferer, since he is afflicted not only by the real 
world, with the rest of us, but by his fantasies as we11.26 
This writer asserts that Hofstadter is only partly 
correct. An analysis of the alternative press reveals that the 
extremist groups and movements found in America today do indeed 
have their own resistance to awareness of how things do not 
25Hofstadter, p& 37. 
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happen, but they are not troubled with any world outside of 
their fantasieso They, like Hofstadter and this writer, con-
struct their worlds out of ~rords. The words they employ are 
constellations surrounding conspiracy and control& Each event 
comes to them filtered by these terms, and what to Hofstadter 
is a fantasy world placed down by the real world is for them 
the only world. These groups are not subject to persuasion 
because they are locked into a system of evaluation which turns 
every argument back in upon itself. 
They are unaware of the conventional world, and Hofstadter 
explains why: 
In American experience~ ethnic and religious conflicts, 
with their threat of the submergence of whole systems of 
values, have plainly been the major focus for militant and 
suspicious minds of this sorti but elsewhere class conflicts 
have also mobilized such energieso The paranoid tendency is 
aroused by a confrontation of opposed interests which are 
(or are felt to be) totally irreconcilable, and thus by 
nature not susceptible to the normal political processes of 
bargain and compromise0 The situation becomes worse when 
the representatives of a particular political interest--
perhaps because of the very unrealistic and unrealizable 
nature of their demands--cannot make themselves felt in the 
political process~ Feeling that they have no access to 
political bargaining or the making of decisions, they find 
their original conception of the world of power as omni-
potent, sinister, and malicious fully confirmed. They see 
only the consequences of power--and this through distorting 
lenses--and have little chance to observe its actual machin-
ery.27 
Hofstadter is correct; extremist groups do see the world through 
distorting lenses~ but those lenses are not created by 
27Hofstadter, pp. 39-40. 
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cataclysmic political eventse They are Burke's terministic 
screens, and they are created by languageo The groups analyzed 
in this study are unaware of the conventional world because 
they have been inducted by their language into a different and 
more sinister world. 
Early in this study it was suggested that the term "new 
rhetoric 0 could be used to connote both aspects of symbolic 
interaction theory and the symbolic acts of a whole new range 
of moverients and groupsQ It was further suggested that these 
uses of the term have placed new and challenging demands upon 
the modern rhetorical critic~ The purpose of this study has 
been to demonstrate how one important element of symbolic 
interaction theoryt the attribution of motive, may be used as 
a vehicle for rhetorical analysis. This method of analysis is 
perhaps unorthodox, but it is predicated upon two clear 
premises. First, the rhetorical critic must stand ready to 
deal with symbolic acts in whate~er way yields important impli-
cationse Second, the symbolic interactionists offer something 
far too important for the rhetorical critic to ignore. 
The proper study for the rhetorical critic is the sym-
bolic acte As long ago as 1947, Ernest Wrage was insisting 
that rhetoricians could and should understand that part of 
their study was to throw light on the social and intellectual 
history of manfs culturation. 
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It is axiomatic that the extant records of man's responses 
to the social and physical world as expressed in formu-
lations of thought provide one approach to a study of the 
history of his culture. Whether ~e seek explanations for 
an overt act of human behavior in the genesis and moral 
compulsion of an idea, or whether we accept the view that 
men seek out ideas which promote their interests and justify 
their activities, the illuminating fact is that in either 
case the study of ideas provides an index to the history of 
man's values and goals, his hopes and fears, his aspirations 
and ne~
8
ations, to what he considers expedient or inappli-
cablec" 
Moreover, Wrage made clear that the rhetorical critic 
was obliged to range far in his consideration of social ideas. 
:Moreover, ideas arise at many levels of human life and find 
expression in and attain force through casual opinion as 
well as learned discourse; and while the life span of many 
popularly-held ideas is admittedly short, often these nout-
of-the-wayu ideas thrive and emerge at higher levels of 
development~ This extension in the conception of the 
history of ideas wh:i.ch includes more than monumental 
distillations of thought in philosophy, religion, liter-
ature, and science may be offensive to those of fastidious 
intellectual tastes, but there is increasing awareness 
that adequate social and intellectual history cannot be 
written without accounting for popular opinions, beliefs, 
constellations of attitudesj and the likee29 
This writer agrees that the function of the rhetorical 
critic is to do more than study public speecheso Today, the 
rhetorical critic must continue to seek methods by which the 
social and intellectual impact of' "man's responses can be 
understood. However, the picture has clouded since 19470 
28Ernest J. Wrage, ffPublic Address: A Study in Social 
and Intellectual History,u Speech Criticism: Methods and 
Materials, William A,, Linsley (ea.) 9 (Dubuque, Iowa, !"9'"68), Po 990 
29 Wrage, Po lOOo 
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Groups now embrace violent symbolic acts, contrived situa-
tional theater, and confrontive strategies and techniques as 
rhetoric. I£ the rhetorical critic is to contribute to an 
understanding of the impact of these responses, he must under-
stand the rhetors themselves. The question becomes broader 
than just what groups are saying or how they are saying it, it 
includes the question "Why are they saying what they are 
saying?" That is, what does the rhetoric of a group reveal 
about the nature of the group; what does it tell us about 
\ 
"genesis and moral compulsion" o:f an idea for that group. 
It is here that the symbolic interactionist makes an 
important contributiono The language of the group, says sym-
bolic interactionism, is a key to understanding how the group 
understands its social environment. The symbolic interaction-
ists offer a way of understanding the perceptions that lie 
behind and give rise to the rhetoric of groups and movementso 
If one is to understand the nature of the group and its sym-
bolic acts, one must look first at the language, the vocab-
ulary of the group. The vocabulary of motive attribution is 
but one aspect 0£ group behavior, but as we have seenp it is a 
revealing oneo 
The alternative press is a logical place to look £or 
motive attribution because it is a unique rhetorical vehicle. 
Here is a rhetoric less contrived than public rhetoric, but no 
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less persuasive in design. Working from the notions of Simons 
and Smithp it has been argued that movement leaders practice 
two rhetorics: one aimed at the external environment and one 
aimed at the membershipo By viewing how the group leadership 
expresses itself to the group membership, we see, in part, how 
the leadership defines the group position. The rhetorical 
function of the underground press is the development and pres-
ervation 0£ group normso The analysis of the underground press 
not only reveals what the leadership perceives to be true, but 
what they want their membership to believe. This study has 
contended that t.his "inner directed rhetoric" is important if 
one is to see how these groups and movements function in the 
social environment. 
The rhetorical analysis of the alternative press has 
revealed that a large number of groups and movements in the 
United States are captives of a vocabulary of conspiracy. These 
groups share a common vocabulary,of motives because they share 
the same scene-act ratio. Their effort to reenforce group norms 
and values through the use of the alternative press reveals that 
they are more alike than different. Surface differences mask 
the underlying similarity. The only real differences are those 
of specificity of role assignments. Groups differ in whom they 
term Gods and Devils, but they assign the same acts to Gods and 
Devils with amazing consistencyo Even in this area, they each 
consider those of Jewish faith a common enemyo 
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They view social and political acts in a murky and sin-
ister worldo That worrd is characterized by conspiracy. The 
agents of the conspiracy take various names and forms, but they 
always are seen as controlling the basic institutions of govern-
ment, commerce, and communication. These institutions of 
society are the agencies through which the conspiracy is brought 
into the world of actso The purpose varies from genocide, to 
profit, to control. The groups share this world because they 
share the term conspiracy as a key to their interpretation of 
the social environment. 
The rhetoric of the alternative press supports the 
symbolic interactionist notion that vocabularies, once 
entrenched, determine one's perception and limit one's evalu-
ation of the external world of events. In turn, an aualysis 
of that rhetoric has revealed the social environment in which 
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